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mand must always be met by adequate
supply.
From

:
these simple and plainly to be

understood principles you can easily find
an answerto my
question, What is the

gine
yg y society ? Tt is this:
woman's ' missionar

If it has life,it is based on a necessity , and

is adequate to meet the demands

necessity.
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If the arm has been in this condition

it is two-fold in its

nature—~a necessity to the giver'and a necessityto the receiver, « 11
others,

we overlook

The Horning Star,

own.

‘WEDNESDAY,

to his poor neighbor is bestowing as
great a favor upon himself ‘as upon his

MY GRACE IS SUFFICIENT.

their

The rich man who gives berally

neighbor; and,

for

sult if every obstacle to the free exercise of

the fact that our need is as great as

18, 1879,

bor-

arm.

years, what would be the immediate re-.

In our service for

AUGUST

Allow mié to use my

woman's

If there is a necessity for the

Terms

the whole?

rowed illustration of the bandaged

IS IT BASED ON A NECESSITY ?
missionary society,

ceiver, the one needs to use her powers, tory. Such a public sentiment is enough use of all, * Blessed are they that have
must use them or will remain dwarfed in | for aleasta measure of success in the bot seen and yet have believed.” Paul
her bethg, and the other has need of these enforing of a Prohibitory law. It presents was a representative man, and what was
powers or will continue one-sided in its nothing
*¢ insuperable,” It is attain- done for him was for the profit of the
whole church, that all might believe in a
developement.
Now,
does
the
woman's
able.—
Christian
Leader.
|
:
present Lord, * coming in his kingdom,”
nlissionary society meet these demands?
PUD
PE
according to promise.
Paul went. up to
Very likely I shall be met by the quesJerusalem after years of absence, and
tion, how cah a part meet the demands of
THE PROMISE FULFILLED.

in not:

doing

it, the one

its power of motion should be removed ?
It would

be a useless arm still;

only

little by little could it regain its strength.
By friction, by a little exercise and then
an increase, as it could bear it, it would
in time become as strong as the other.
But each effort would be a necessary part
of the work aiming at full restoration.
This aptly illustrates the position of woman. From her condition as a slave’to her
present position in the home and outside

would suffer as great a loss as the other.
So in this work, we are to look for its neBy the toiling servant’s side;
cessity quite as much among women who
Comfortable words He speaketh,
arg giving money, time and ability ‘to it world is a long step, but only by sutces‘While his hands uphold and guide.
as among those who are affected by these sive changes has this position been secured, and only in the same way will the
Grief, nor pain, noi’'any sorrow
services, .
|
veld wan
Rends thy heart, to him unknown;
Who are these workers?
A small and ‘complete union of man’s and woman's
He to-day; and He to-morrow,
insignificant,
part of the church? Not at powersbe consummated. The time has
Grace sufficient gives his own.
all. They comprise more than one-half of been when women sat by themselves in
‘ Holy strivings nerve and strengthen,
its entire membership; a class who are the galleries of the Lord's house; now,
Long endurance wins the crown,
the truest sympathizers with its spiritual men and womengo in and out together.
When the evening shadows lengthen,
This is & picture of “what their ‘mental,
| welfare ; a class who have great intuitive
Thou shalt lay thy burden down.
power, clear discrimination, patience in moral, and spiritual relations to each oth,
— Selected.
applying
themselves to the little duties er have been and ‘of what they will be.
It follows that, at different periods in
of life, and ability to plan and execute.
Though the whole condition of woman's life the life of the church, different means
THE WOMAN'S MISSIONARY 80in the past has tended to crush this = high have been required to push forward this
OIETY.
womanhood, yet the. modern home, has work, but if each in its place has ‘called
BY AN OBSERVER.
become a training school ; for, if faithful for the full use of woman’spowers,at the
By the woman's missionary society I ly and skillfully managed,it requires more time, and has given to the church all that
we
calculate on; then, if wasiréady to receive from her, at the
mean the general movement, the wom. ability than
schools
and
colleges
have been opened to time, the demands of this double necessian's societies of the various denominaher, which develop and enlarge her powty have been met.
:
tions being parts of that movement.
ers, and in addition to all else, her disciPrevious
to
the
organization’
of
the
WHAT IS IT?
pline in. the school of Christ has taught woman's missionary “society, waman's
The woman's missionary society was lier that in Him ¢¢ there is neither bond
abilities had been called for as a teacher
born of instinct, it was not deliberation
nor free, male nor female,” but all are in the Sunday-school, as a worker among
and reasoning as much as spontaneous acone,
;
4
the poor, as an organizer of church fairs,
tion that brought it into being.
Nor is
All these things have been doing— and, in some denominations, as an active
_ this strange ; for it seems to be according
what? | Individualizing
woman; com- worker in the prayer-meeting ; beyond
to the nature of things that actions should
pelling ber to realize that she is ac- these things, she was a silent ‘partner in
be first instinctive and the knowledge of
countable only to God for her steward- all church work that called for responsi‘them should come afterwards.
Another
ship. What would be the natural result bility. But, as I have said, inthe home,
has said, ** First an instinct, then an opinof such a training? That she should feel in the schools snd by the spirit of the
ion and then a knowledge.”
the necessity of using hier powers and be Master, powers had been developed for
Of course, back of every right action is
persuaded that her best service should be the exercise of which the church offered
truth,and, sooner or later, it must be subgiven to the Master.
Animated with the nothing. On the other. hand, the - church
mitted to such tests as will convince the
Spirit of Christ, she knows no class dis- was crippled because of its need of these
All unseen the Master walketh

reasoning mind that this is a fact.

Asa

result of an investigation of this kind, no
doubt, new convictions of right and duty
are developed, and so the cause itself will

often gain power and strength.
My object in presenting this subject for
discussion is two-fold ; first, to answer, if
possible, the questioner of ‘this comparatively new movement in church life, and

tinetions, and the command, ‘* Go ye into
all the world and

preach

every creature,” becomes

the

gospel to

to her

a com-

mand to all, to carry out according to the
ability of each,
:
Here, then, is the necessity of the givers—the use of their powers, the giving

of themselves.

Has the

church in the

past offered anything adequate to meet
this
demand? Look over church history
ing its interests. I shall aim fo hint only
and
examine
carefully, if you will, the
at underlying principles,and if these hints
position
of
woman
in it, and face to face
will but turn: other minds into this chanwith
these
fiots
your
answer must be, no.
nel of thought and furnish them suggestions for working out this problem, 1 shall } In the light of them one can readily see
be satisfied. I assure you, however, that that there was, previous to the organiza-

then to aid indirectly, at least, in advaunc-

if you read this article

because
and are
facts for
Have
—What

at

all, it will

be

you are interested in the subject
willing to hold converse with dry
atime.
:
you fully answered my question
is the woman's : missionary soci-

ety P-~when

you

say,

It'is a side

issue

in the church, gotten up to give women
something to do in order to ‘keep them
busy, but always kept within’ safe limits
by the controlling power of church author-

ity ?: I answer, no; not if it has lifein itself. Sure am I'that it has breathed ten
years, and, if its breath is not forced into
it by artificial means,

I have no reason to

suppose but it will breathe until it has accomplished its mission.

But if it has life,

tion of these societies, a demand
for
something to meet this necessity, which,

outside of the church, has been met by
the claims of temperance and other moral
undertakings.
Next, who are the receivers,

is their necessity?

and

what

I should do injustice

to my subject to limit them to women of
heathen lands.
The whole is greater
than any of its parts, and
the whole is
the church. By the church,I mean Christ's

kingdom upon earth. The Golden Rule
bas aptly put the condition of the church :
¢¢ It is like a man trying to ‘swim against
a strong corrent with one ‘arm bandaged
to his side ; the best he can'do is to swim
ina circle and keep afloat; ‘when, if
equipped according to God's ordainment,

powers; and its condition was the more

apparent from contrast with organizations which had successfully utilized them.
When

Zenanas were

thrown open,

the

church was called to a service that especially needed the aid of woman.
Some
one may ask,

Could not

this work

have

tion of any kind, no matter how perfectly

it may be planned, if it offers no work to

which is affixed a woe is me if I do not

do it. Something at stake, something to
fight for'and to die for, if need be, is the
motto of every healthy cause. We have

only to give children toys that they may
busy themselves, but men and women
must be inspired to action by giving them
ideas that will call out their noblest powers and satisfy their natures.
But one thing more is needful in every
living organization jit is that the necessi-

{y on which it is based must be adequate-

ly met by the nature of the organization
itself.

poorly

A gad

failure would

equipped,

it

imperfectly

be for a

tfained

. army to go forth to meet
a foe, thribble

it in numbers, perfectly organized in every department for .war, no

matter how

good the cause might

be which it was ut-

tempting to defend.

In short,

the de~

lyzed.
In short, the church has been crippled
in every department becanse woman has
not done her best, and it will never be
arrayed in all its glory until woman and
man,by accepting obedience-to God as the
law of life, come into divine union and
carry on as one Christ's work upon
earth.
:

It

follows that every department of

church work, including woman's work for
woman, demands that she should become

a living, acting part in all, and to do‘this

she must obey the necessity of her own
nature—use her powers. So the necessity of woman

and the church

is

one.

Is

this double necessity met by the woman's
missionary society?
DOES IT MEET THE NECESSITY !
Ihave already aimed to prove that the
woman's missionary society is based on a
double necessity: that of the woman as
the giver, and of the

church

as

the re-

. * The Lord is at hand,” was the watchword of the apostles. = All commentators

agree

tion of seeing him.

current views then, or ‘now, are wrong.
The difference

Early

views

promises;

is

were

modern

posed facts.

‘marked

aod

radical.

predicated on’

views

rest

It is thought,

the

upon

sup-

that the

Lord

did not cofne, and therefore the expéctation of his coming was a mistake.
‘|
But he did come. The record of apsotoli

experience. gives several instances.
phen saw him

arrayed in the glory of

Father,on the throne of power;

the kingdom;
connected

Ste.

degraded condition with woman educated
this institution?

Has it not the necessity existing in wom-

imminent; the

temporary

protection.

in full view,

immediately .

with events then

Papl also says, that the Lord taught
him the gospel. * For I neither ‘received
it from man, peither.was I taught it, but

by the revelation
of Jesus

Christ.”

Gal.

1:12." This occurred after the ascension

by a personal ministry, ‘and hence proves
that
the Lord came again, and did per-

sonal service as

the Head over all to

the church, . When Paul endured

his

last

trial at Rome, he gratefully records, that

airecihy

passing

in

as no man

was

and all his

able

friends

to

face

forsook

the

danger,

him,

¢ Not-

withstanding the Lord stood with me; and"

Jerusalem. Acts 7 :55—60. ¢* He being fall
of the Holy Ghost, looked up steadfastly in-

strengthened me.”2 Tim. 4:17.

Jesus standing on the right hand

were mistaken in their belief in the secs
ond advent during their life-time.
Com-

to heaven, and saw the glory of God, and
The Son

of God.”

of Man is always represented as

coming in the heavens. ‘‘And they shall see
the Son of Man coming in the clouds of
heaven, with power and great glory.”
Matt. 24:30.
¢ Hereafter ye shall see the

Son of Man sitting en the
power,

right hand

and coming in the clouds
‘Then shall

of heavthey see

‘en.” Matt. 26 :64.

the Son of Man ¢oming

of

in the clouds, with

great power and glory.” Mark 13 :26. When
saints are changed, and glorified, they are
said to be caught up in the clouds, to
meet the Lord in the air, and be
the Lord.
1Thes. 4:17.

-ever

with

The appearing of the Lord, is necessarily expressed in symbols.
The idea intended by them is that he is present, active,
attentive, powerful.
This
language is figurative, but the
idea is clear.
Personal presence is the
fact stated, the appearance is an accommodation to earthly coundisions.
‘‘ Being
full of the Holy Ghost,” Stephen saw

had

been

throne

true since

of the

the

Lord took

kingdom

of grace.

phen’s vision helped feeble faith,
a fact, assared all disciples that

what

the

Ste-

verified
the

Lord

was personally at hand, with them always.
This
was important.
ed a crisis, and needed

They
help.

had reachHenceforth

seen him.

and christianized ?
What are the Irnits of

seemed

afforded

‘“‘Andthe Lord stood by him,and said,
Be of
Such is the general belief. To me, there is good cheer, Paul: for as thou hast testified
something startling in this conclusion, in of me jn Jerusalem, so must thou bear
the face of positive promises from the witness also at Rome.” Acts 23:11.
So
Lord himself, and the doctrine of apostolic he went to Rome at the expense of hig eninspiration.
If the promise, to come to emies, the Lord using the wrath of man
them, while they yet lived, really failed, to aid a peniless apostle to'go on an expepwhat becomes of other promises ? The sive mission, for the encouragement of
foundations of faith are shaken.
The
his people in all generations.

An increased amount of work always

mands more money and more ability;
not only this, but Zenana work called for
woman's help in particular. For who are
such true sympathizers with "woman's
need as women ? Is there not something
magnetic in the close contact of woman in

was terrific death

Were they mistaken ?

they knew the Lord had come again, just
as saints knew that he had risen from the
dead, on the testimony of those who had

de-

His shaved head, but ritual purification
afforded no protection. The rage against him

that they lived in constant expecta. dungeon

been accomplished as well by the then
existing missionary society, the regularly
authorized society for mission labor?

Once a servant of the

prophet

saw the angels round about the saints, and
that vision has strengthened faith ever

then, no one

can

say,

that

Surely

the

apostolic experience, settle that question.
The

“coming”

when

the

in

his

kingdom

kingdom”
began;

began

continues

while the kingdom continues; conforms
to the spiritual nature of the kingdoni,
acd reaches its climax when the kingdomis
victorious,and enters its everlasting glory.
The whole book of Revelation teaches a
continuous

presence,

and

personal

com-

ing of the Lord.
This is the key to all of
its visions; the Jesson taught by each one
of them. Each vision present a certain
class of forces, and ' Christ
managing,
wrestling
with,
and
finally
bringing victory out of = the conflict with
them. The
first chapter forecasts the
plan and purpose ofthe book.
A personally present King and Saviour, is there
brought to view.
The churches then
needed it; they need it now.
They are
loeking for a sensuous advent; a startling
revelation to the

natural

eye, at

some fut-

ure day. But John saw him then among
the golilen candlesticks, Rev. 1:13, in the
Scriptural sense, in spirit, not sensuously,
and he describes him in that relation
among the churches to the end of time.
‘This order of coming corresponds with
the ministry of the Holy Ghost. Of him, the
Lord said, ‘‘ He shall testify of me.”” John
15:26.
“ He shall glorify me, forhe shall
receive of

mine,

and

shall

show

it

urto

Ps. 34:7.
The vision simply veritied a
current.
fact.
Stephen's vision did the
same.
Whoever, after that, complained,

you.” 16:14. This closely connects the
work of the Spirit with the revelations
of Christ.
This was trne at every stage
of his manifestation.
He was begotten of.
the Spirit, Matt. 1:18, raised from the
dead by the Spirit, 1 Peter 3:18, ‘revealed
his expiatory work in heaven by the Spir-

“ The

it,

since, in the assurance that: ‘‘ the angel of the Lord encampeth
round
about
them that fear him, and delivereth them.”

Lord

delayeth

his

coming,”

were

without excuse.
But

still

other

evidences

of a present,

Heb: 9:14,

manages his kingdon

on

earth ‘through thé Spirit,.
John 16:13.
There is a fitness, then, in a personal con-

MISSION WORK.
CONDUCTED

BY

REY.

G.

churches have already done something inthis direction. ' Others have been doing a
e work for Myrtle: Hall, and have sue-ceeded so well, that just now no specials
need 18 felt in that direction. In some of"
these Circles there is material on hand:

and. work partly completed

cer of either institution will be glad to
see to it that packages consigned to his
care reach their destination; and we are

quite sure that Profs. Fullonton,

It is not easy for us to realize the fuly’
extent of the missionary work of the
Christian church.
It requires a carefad
study, and a somewhat

lengthy

India, which, with

its three

sympathies.

We know,

in a-general

seed which shall,

by

and

army in themselves,

China,

with

which thousands of women in our land
have given themselves to this work shows
how well adapted were these demands
made upon her to the powers which required exercise; and the church in its
mission work has increased in strength by

adding largely to its resources;as the sum--

a more

im-

portant factor in it on account of this
largement of her nature.

Henceforth, woman

en-

So

this

will

institution,

be

born

of

instinct,

based on the equal necessity of woman
and the church, prospering as it has because women have literally given themselves for its suceess, is helping on the
glorious day when men and women will
be completely united in all that pertains
to Christ's kingdom on earth.

inal, that his administration was vigorous,

personal and effective.

These

acts, made

known in vision, were simply samples and
proofs of what Was being done in the spiritual realm.

After Saul’s conversion,he went

up to Jérusalem, thinking that he could
persuade his friends to embrace the Savfour, but the Lord came to him

in'

person

again, saying, ‘‘ Make haste, and get thee
quickly ont of Jerusalem; for they will
not receive thy: testimony concerning

me.”

Acts 22:18, Did the Lord care for Paul
only 2 Did he not also watch over the
other disciples ?. Was not the place shaken when the apostles prayed for protection?
Acts

4:31.

How

often

and

in how

many

ways the Lord relieved their feeble faith,
by special manifestations, we know not;
but of this all may be sure, that he was
always with them, crowning their labors
with success, whether such helps to faith
were frequent or not. Crutches are a favor

to the lame; visions dre a blessing to
weak. ¢ Thomas,

because

thou

hast

the
seen

me, thou hast believed; blessed are they
that have not seen, and yet have believed.”

John 20:29. Faith in a present Saviour,
without such visions, is a higher and bet-

ter experience than dependence on them.
Like miracles they are designed only to
It is unquestionably true that no law |
meet temporary wants, close the mouths
can be éxecuted unless it has a strong of doubters and lead to a stronger faith.
public sentiment behind it. But we must
When Paul was first in Corinth, obstanor be misled as to what constitutes a cles overwhelmed him and he was driven
public sentiment. It does’ mean—in his- to despair.
‘+ Then spake
the Lord to
tory it hus seldow meant—a prepondera- Paul in the night by a vision, Be not afraid,
ting majority ¢‘dead in earnest,” It very but speak, and hold not thy peace; for. I
seldom includes anything more than a am with thee, and no man shall set upon
preponderating majority in all stages of thee; for I huve much people in this eity.”
earnestness, from passive a:sent, through Acts 18:9,10. Was this admonition for
Paul only, or for all saints ? No Scripture
lukewarm approval, to the elect few who
“enthuse” the many and lead them to vic- is for private use, so this record is for the
oO -0-&
or

I now speak.
The order of the coming of
the Spirit agrees exactly with the second
advent of Christ.
One advent of the
Spirit is promised.
He came on the day
of Pentecost.
But that/did not end his
coming, He kept on coming during the
whole ministry of the apostles; is coming
still; and will come in the future.
It has
always been proper for the churches to
pray: * Come
Holy Spirit;" to look for
a future coming; to expect a more powerful coming than was ever before enjoyed.
Now
connect - this personal advent of
Christ with this coming of. the Spirit;
consider that the Spirit's mission is to reveal Christ, and we see clearly how it can
be that the coming
of Christ began in
apostolic days, continues

through

all

conflicts

is both

present

and

of the kingdom,

future;

areal

fact

the

in possession,

and an ohject of anticipation and hope.
To sum up the case, then, the

Lord

fix-

ed the time of his second advent, unequivocally to be during the lives of the apostles ;
he conuected his coming with that of his
kingdom, and that he determined also to
be in apostolic days; he did actually come
in those days, and repeatedly assured the

disciples of his presence by special manifestations; the personal Spirit and personal Saviour are connected in this ap-

produce

a

division:

in Japan,

in

Australia,

in

all

the

islands of the Pacific, in Egypt, in Central:
Africa, at the Cape of Good Hope, and in:
almost every important division of these
vast continents, the heralds of the Crossare preaching the glad tidings.
We
do not often think of civilized
Europe as missionary ground, but, solong continued and so severe has been the
tyranny of the Pope over many parts of"
this fair quarter of the globe, that thepeople are but little better in some re.
spects than pagans. At all events, they
need a free and pure Bible, an unrestrainsed

liberty

of

conscience

and

a

release-

from the dogmatism of popery.
In these
countries,
Protestant
missionaries are
working, slowly and in the face of bitter
opposition, but surely towards

tion of the religious
In Spain,

life of

formerly the most

the renova-

the

people.

intolerant

of

thorns, some upon rocks, and some on

the

ground ; and here and there some falls on
good ground.
The schoolmaster has the

°

something of freedom;
in Italy, au open.
door is before them, through which some :

have already entered and planted the con-quering standard; and into nearly every
Catholic country of Europe, they have
found an entrance and begun their work.
In

in Mexico,

on

the

parts,

in

the

Western:

of

West

in British America, among the

South.
Iudies, .

native

and

foreign
populations,
from Patagonia to Greenland, Christian men and women
are :

at work preaching and teaching the ever-lasting gospel of the Christ Jesus, sus-

tainedby the promise,
you

alway,

world.”
In this

even

‘
noble

“Lo,

unto

and

I

the

am

end

with

py

of! the:

far-reaching

work;

every child who drops a penny into the
collection-box has a hand; every woman

6
gi
4

3

who gives her cent a week, or more, is a.
helper ; every man who ¢¢ Jays by, on the:

first day

of the week

as the

Lord hath

prospered him,” that he may have
thing to bestow, bears a part.
The field is the world.

Only the

some-;
edges,.

as it were, have been touched by the gospel. Here and there streams of light havecrept up from the shores on which the-

fires have been kindled, but the
heatheidom has not yet beeu

heart of"
reached. .

Much ground remains yet to be occupied. .
A beginning has been made.
A great deal
has been learned as to methods of work.
Some of the most formidable difficulties
have been overcome. ,No doubt the work
is to go on with an increasing speed and:
greater momentum
until ¢ the earth is:

the Lord’s,” in the highest and truest.
sense.
;
The field is the world.
While our-at:pearing, the former revealing the latter;
" tention is directed especially towards one
hence we may consistently confess that
part of it, and our efforts concentrated:
the Holy Spirit has come, and pray for
upon that, let us take it all into our symhis coming; and claim that Christ has
pathies, remember it all in our prayers;
come
the second time, and
yet pray.
remember all who are, anywhere, toiling:
¢ Come, Lord Jesus, come quickly.”
for the Master, and, by and by, from. all:
on mee ENSLTORIES Gb th SD 6) SRE
pan
these widely separated, and widely differing fields there shall come up an innumeraWe do not undervalue the ministerial
profession; but the man who teaches in a
school stands nearer the open furrows of
the young soul. He stands where he can
put in seed, and water it, and nourish it.
Paul speaks of ‘‘the foolishness of preaching.”
The man who preaches throws
abroad seed, and some of it falls among

-

all nations,they have a foothold ; in France, .

mascus, by the Lord Jesus in person,
Acts 9:3—6, and called. to be a disciple.
Could he have given stronger evidence of
his ¢* coming in his kingdom,’’ than this ?
In the same connection he appeared to
Ananias
in Damascus, .Acts 9:10—15,
showing that his assumption of the throne
of David,his father,was by no means nom-

willingness

by,

but only one

cise of

the

way,

of the grander army of Christian soldiersseeking to evangelize
the
world.
In:

America,

and

half

glorious
harvest.
These teachers
im
India represent many different nations and
bodies’ of Christians, and are a strong

On one

faith,

a

that in nearly every part of that broad
empire Christian teachers are sowing the

Stephen,

do

and

millions of souls, claims our immediate
attention and enlists most strongly our

many

connection

examina.

tion of the subject te comprehend its
breadth and grandeur.
We, as a denomi—
nation, are interested in a province of

So, too,

feature only of this

of Lew-

iston, and Dunn of Hillsdale, will esteem
it a privilege to take charge of any such.
donations.
THE FIELD IS THE WORLD.

Continent.

Da-

which, not

being needed this year at Harper's Ferry,
may now be used at one or the other of"
the Theological Seminaries. We suggest
to our friends that they move in the mat—
ter at once, and send boxes or barrels of
bedding in good season for use at the
_opening of the term,
Probably any offi-

for the Master.

to

WATERMAY

should be neatly and comfortably farnish-ed. The Ladies’ Circles in several of our”

nection between Christ and the Spirit in
the promised‘“ coming in his kingdom.”

journey

C.

sty
TIMELY WORK.
:
In a few weeks, the fall terms of ourTheological Schools will open. It is desir-able that before that time as many as possi-ble of the rooms to be occupied by students

active Lord were added.
The young man
who organized and directed the murder of
was met on his

and

schoolmaster,~— Christian Union.

apostles

mentators are mistaken, when they represent that coming to be wholly in the
future. The promises, and the facts of

day;

no one else except the mother has an op-portunity for so much usefulness as the:

an and in the church?
It has offered her
responsibility, it has demanded of her executive ability, it has called for the exer-

total of the receipts of both societies will
there is a necessity for it. 1 wish to emshow
by comparison with the receipts of
phasize life and necessity.
Instinctively, he would make swift progress.” And
the
one
alone inthe past,and by increased
we feel that God does not make a human what is God's ordainment? Does not the
influence
in the homes of heathendom.
life that is not in some way a necessity spirit of the Bible teach from Genesis to
I do not think it too strong a statement to
in the universe, and so I reason about or- Revelation that manhood and womanhood
ganizations. Those political parties, re- can not be divorced in church ‘work or make,that the woman's missionary 'socieligious institutions and church organiza- anywhere else without suffering loss? ty has brought into action more of the
tions that have no living issues are on the They were made one and in their entirety heart and brain of woman than has ever
sure road to death.
They may have is man; the entire man is head in the fam- been called out before in the church, and
wealth and influence back of them, but ily, in the
church
and everywhere. as a nataral result, woman's influence ‘is
these things have no life in themselves. Weaken the powers of either, cut off its being felt more and more ‘in every deMore farPitiable, we all think, is the condition of chances of growth, remove from it the partment of church work.
reaching
still
are
the
results:
this exerthose persons, no matter how many per- training and discipline you give the othsonal attractions they may possess, who, er, and you will have your useless arm; cise of her powers is developing new ones
sitting down and folding their arms, can indeed, one-half the body will be para- and the church is increasing in strength.
‘Say, “Ihave nothing to do.”
Equally
Pitiable is the condition of an organiza-

hope,by strategy, to conciliate the Jews.

BY REV. GEO.If. BALL, D. D,

child hour by hour, and day by

ble company, which no man

can number,

and cast their crowns before him who hath
redeemed them, saying, ‘ Alleluia, for:
the Lord God omnipotent reigneth.”

All really” effective spiritual
the outworking

the
only
first
ical

of

the

new

life

service isthrough .

powers of consecrated souls. That
will ** work out” well which God has
¢¢ worked in” by his Spirit.—FEvangel«Messenger.
:
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READINGS.

GOLDEN TEXT: * Let this mind be in you
Phil.
which was @lso in Christ Jesus.”
v

Notes and Hints.
Thisbook was written by Paul near the
«close of his first imprisonment in Rome.
Philippi was an important city of Mace«donia, colonized from Rome and having
all the immunities of a Roman city.
Paul, Silas and Timothy planted the church
there, in 51 A. D., during the second missionary journey of the great apostle. Acts
16:12, &e.

consolation

in Christ.”

Four

motives are presented in this verse for
practicing the four virtues recommended
in it.
The meaning is, if consolation

«comes from Christ.
If love

110 be recognized and

ackagwodgnll by all the universe. *Jesus Christ vs Lord “Ja that age, how bit-

cheats me, I'll come,
| that's all. Let him sell’

terly the Jews and the

gives

any

¢ Comfort of love.”
comfort,

if Christian,

brothers Tove sions the comfort of peace,
kindness acd holy
«of the Spirit.”

desire. - ‘¢ Fellowship

Communion

pagans denied this.

ot

Some deny.jt now..-Noune will in the end
deny it. To Ih&YIOFy of God the Father.”
The Father is gloritied when his Son is

of the Holy

Spirit with your spirits.
** Any bowels
and mercies.” The ancients thought that
the bowels were the seat of tender emotions. Hence, it is better to translate the
sentence ** tender affection and compassion.”
)
“ Fulfill ye my joy.” *¢If Christ consoles you, if love comforts you, if the
Spirit inspires you, if affection and sympathy for the afflicted are felt by you,”
then, urges Paul, *“ make me happy, fill
my cap with joy, by your union and
love.”
“¢ Like-minded.” Of the same mind.
<t Let nothing be
done.”
Literally,
“¢ Nothing through contentiousness and
«ain glory.”
Lowliness
of mind.” Humility.
« Let each esteem other better than them-

influences
and to do
his will,
shows the

** Towill and to do.”

God

Both
have

tion, which was modestly ' commenced
several years ago at B rooklyn took for its
charter, ** The Field Is the World," and
its plans are not restricted by natural
boundaries, nor by lines of latitude and

longitude. The work'is conducted under
the direction of the president and trustskill-

ed linguists, expert managers, and devot-

ed workers—divided into committees of
correspondence : Italian, German, French,
Chinese, and Japanese,
committees

correspond

with

Christian people in all lands on the subject of Sunday-schools, showing them
what such schools have done for our republic, stirring them to work, awakening
their energies by words of counsel and
encouragement, presenting a plan of or-

ganization, and persuading them toa tri-

al. In this movement they work in har| mony with American missionaries, and
with those of England and Scotland ; with
the Waldensian church in Italy, and with
selves.” Literally, ¢ Esteeming each oth- the Lutherans in Germany, where, under
<r as more excellent than themselves.” the Berlin Union, Sunday-schools have
This is a principle that always brings increased from 51, in 1867, to 1,977 in
peace te the church.
It would, if follow«ed, unite the various Christian sects far

more than they are now.
«

Leek

mot.”

The

Greek

is,

* Not

looking.”
<¢ Every
man on his own
things.” That is, thinking and caring
only for self.
<< The things of others.”
“Notin a meddlesonie but in a generous

-and brotherly way, should we take inter-

1878,

with

8,000

teachers

and

162,000

scholars. They are in accord with the
Huguenots in France, and with the London Sunday-school Union, whose active
and useful labors extend a'so to the Continent.
Through the correspondence and the occasional visits of agents, they know the
rise, the progress, and personnel of each
school. They aid each in turn ‘with advice, assistance, and sympathy, and the

est in what concerns the welfare of citizens, neighbors, associates, strangers, in
a word, all men. This verse expresses result recalls the thought of Jeremy Taythe very spirit of Christ.
lor: « The Bibleis the ligature of souls,
s¢ Which was also in Christ Jesus,” The | and the great instrament of the conversa-

“Spirit of Christ is the pattern after which

to fashion our spirits.
* Being in the
jormef God.”
‘The reference is to the
state of Christ before he came into the
aworld. He was, atthat time, ‘the image

tion of bodies politic.” To-day they look
abroad upon the Sunday-schools which
they have established or aided in Ger-

many, Belgium, France, Spain, Portugal,
Italy, Greece, Hungary; one in Syria,
-of the invisible God,” was ** with God |one
?
at Alexundria, others in South Amerand was God,”dwelling in the glory of the ica, Japan and China. They have estabFatber.
lished Sunday-school papers, which are
+ Not robbery to be equal with God.” The printed in Italian at Florence, with about
meaning is, he is by right, not by rob- 6,000 subscribers ; in Spanish at Madrid ;
ery, equal with God. He did not snatch in Portuguese at Lisbon; in Chinese at
ithe position as robbers do booty; he has Shanghai, with 3,000 subscribers in 1877 ;
mot taken honor to himself that did not and in Japanese at Yokohama, with a cir-

belong to him.

Here are two proofs of culation of 1,600 copies a ‘month.

Ihis divinity : he was in the form of God
:and was equal with God.
"= Ofno reputation.”
More literally,
«He emptied himself.” That is, in order
#0 become a man he laid aside the eutward eoadition of divinity.
¢ Formof a
servant.” This statenent is in contrast
with the words, ‘* Being in the form of
God,” in verse 6. Notice the wide distance of the two conditions,and the humil-

dation of our Lord as he assumed the
torm of a servant. Read John 13:3—5.
«¢ In the likeness of men.”
Paul assumes
that he was not human in origin, and that

he was God incarnate.

“In fashion as a man he humbled himself.”
To two humiliations Christ subanitted : to that of becoming a man, and
then to that of becoming ‘‘ obedient unto
«death,even the death of the cross.”

¢ Obedient unto death.” Obedient unto
God, whose plan it was that Jesus should
taste death for every man.
Remember
the prayer of Christ in the garden as an
illustration of his obedience unto death.

+¢ Even the death of the cross.”
44, to
«death.

that

‘ignominious,

cruel,

That
awful

“¢ Wherefore.” As the just reward of
His self-sacrifice. ¢¢ Highly exalted him.”
This is best explained by ‘such. passages

as follow, and others like them. See
Eph. 1:20—23; Col. 3:1; Heb. 12:2.

«« Given him. a name.” This should be in
the past rather than in the perfect tense:
+4 (vod highly exalted him and gave him
a name.” ; The name Jesus, more and
more to be Aoved Jon earth, as it is on
high.
4 Bvery lnee sini bow.” "Should

They

have furnished the schools, which are
organized and conducted on our system,
with small sums of moneyto buy paper,
books, hymns, maps, and other material,
with electrotypes for pictures, and music

to be reproduced in their various papers.
The Sunday-school

scholars

|

‘material and
contributed

wonderfully

to

the

throughout

recently, the able

editor

of an infidel

journal, has been led

estant Christianity, and is enabled to

re-

fit of American experience,
They read
the same Bible, and Sunday by Sunday,
in their varied speech, they express t M
same thoughts, unite in the same prayers,
and sing the same hymas of praise to the

late a conversion almost as wonderful

as

,

The cost of a movement 80 boundless,
encircling:.the world with its benevolence,
and, in

fact,

realizing

the

imagery

of

Burke when he portrayed the labors of
Howard asa * circumnavigation of charity"—the cost of such a movement is a
factor not to be overlooked, especially in
these times, when our diminished incomes

remind us of the necessity of combining
the maximum of good with the minimum
of cost. The total expenditure of the As-'
sociation for 1877, including the disbursements for schools in eleven countries, and
assistance to

papers

in

five

1 iwc

in

pal (of

é ano er ky
wash-tub if he thinks best: the mean old
cheat!”
«Is it mean to cheat?” asked little
n.

rey

ry

A

Arab
kéepitg. | “Or tures it is: the meanest thing in

‘ Remember the words of an

spicesbox .

old tin peddler,” he added, * and if you
live to be a woman and happen to buy a
wash-tub with a worm hole in it, you give

the man that sold iy tp ypu a changefo replace it with a good sound one betore you

So she took thenew red wash tub bought
of her ** regular” tin peddler a week be-

languages,

natty

red tub to overflowing.
‘
** Now the sun will keep, it| just the
right temperature
all day,” she. said, as

provements, in all depaitments of busi~ she folded her ample arms, and proudly
tub, ‘‘ and the
ness and life, have become auxiliaryteto | surveyed the heaped
this great end.” The door has been op- clothes will look their sweetest by night,
ened for the preaching of the gospel just There is no woman in this town that can
when the church has been prepared to turn off a washing quicker and better
than I can.”
enter it.
Then she walked thrice around the tab
Thirty-five years ago, the labors of the
Baptists, for instance, were confined to with the step of a conqueror, giving sunthe borders of heathen lands. In Bar-- dry little dabs and pokes under water
mah, only a strip on the eastern shore of here and there where an air bubble made
‘the Bay of Bengal was occupied.
Mis- a puff in the linens, and then re-entered
sionaries were largely shu out from her kitchen.
It was baying-time, so she was unusChina, Japan seemed hopelessly closed,
and Africa was regarded asan unknown ually busy, and did not go out to her
land.
Now, the heathen world is laid trophied tub once all day, : but she ‘suropen, and ** the great center of Mabosa- veyed it with proud satisfaction as she
etism in Asia has just passed under the passed and repassed the open door, and
protectorate of England.”
Popery has said more than once, ** What handsomer
relented its claims.
A voyage of six sight can there be than a handsome washmonths has been reduced to one of six tub filled with clean clothes in a good
weeks, and missionaries are almost with. farm-wife's yard of a: Monday morn.
in speaking distance. Along with these ing?
material changes, there has been an inBefore noon the chore boy came in to
crease in the number and efficiency of the take the luncheon out to the hay-makers.
churches. A greater number
of well Running barefooted in the near vicinity
qualified ministers have been raised up, of the tub he eried,
and there have been large accessions of
¢ Qh; jolly ! how cool and sloppy it is
spiritual power.
round this clothes’ tub.” But no gne
Great encouragement may be derived deemed his words of any significance.
from the hitherto wonderful success of
After tea, Mrs, Crump, with relled-up
missions. According to Dr. Murdock, at sleeves, and a huge basket on her arm,
the close of 1877, there were in Drit- stepped forth, with the air of a econish India, including Burmah and Ceylon, queror, to wring the clothes out
of the
500,000 native Christians, with a nomi- blueing,and hoist the spoils of victory on
nally Christian population of 2,000,000 the waiting clothes-lines. Mrs. Crump
more: Should the ratio of increase for the wouldn't suffer a washing-machine in her
last twenty-five years continue, in fifty house. What would become of her powShe would
years, India will be as really Christian as ers? No, nor a wringer.
Great Britain is to-day.
In thirty-five surrender to no such inglorious impleyears, China will, accordingly, have 26,- ments.
But now, as the conquering woman
000,000" of Christians and a nominally
Christian population of 100,000,000 more. came, suddenly the grandeur deliquesced,
The prospect in other heathen lands is it was gone, and she looked as limp as a
Oh, Waterloo!
Oh,
equally encouraging, while the instru- wilted cabbage.
mentalities
employed are numerous, water-low! What had happened? She left
the (tub full to overflowing in the morning,
varied and potential.
This encouraging
view is greatly now\it was empty, apparently, and the
strengthened by the results reached in garments lying topmost, exposed to a
1878. The baptism of 10,500 converts blistering sun all day, dried in divers
among the Teloogoos sets the stamp’ of dirty-looking streaks and differing shades
wonder.
** And. this wonder increases of indigo. . Mrs. Crump was furious ; she
when this work is séen to be only a ‘small shook the red tab fiercely. A few inches
part of the wider and more ‘comprehen- of water remained at the bottom. ' She
sive movement.” The Church of Eng- flounced the clothes into her old washland has gathered 30,000 converts in a sin- tub and pushed the offending one under
gle district in India.
¢ More than 70,- the pump spout. In a few moments it was
000
people
in that portion of India all plain ; the ** stylish red tub” leaked,
south of Deccan have cast away their and with a slender wire, Mrs. Crump
idols and professed belief” in the true ferreted out a rather tortuous worm hole
God. The numbers added to the mission just under the edge of one of the black
She set her lips
churches in other parts of the world con- painted iron hoops..
found all previous rativs.
‘‘ Results firmly, and said:
¢¢ I'll come up with that peddier, see if
very similar to those witnessed in southern India are experienced in northern I don’t.”
China.” The spirit of inquiry has been
* Perhaps he didn’t know the tub
quickened in Armenia and Bulgaria and leaked,” the husband said, who kad been
other regions where hostile armies re- a witness of his wife's discomfiture and
cently met in deadly conflict.
A man anger.
:
has been raised up in Greece able to
“Don’t talk
tome!” she answered,
break the stagnation of religious thought turning sharply on him, the false tub on
in that country, and who, preaching a her arm ; and he didn’t. Indeed, he had
pure gospel, has a large following from left that off years before.
the Greek church.
On Saturday the peddler came along,
In France, Eugene Reveilland, until it was ‘* his'day,” which he rarely ever

the world of this Association are taught
by the same methods, and with the bene-

same tunes.

bigs

She had had a

warm blueing water, and filled the

political changes

preaching of the gospel among thé nations.
Discovery, invention and im-

THE SUNDAY-SC0HOOL ABROAD.
The Foreign Sunday-school Associa-

Thesé,

eens nny

ight.

lu Com here, little one,” said the ped.

on leading the child, now in tears, upto
his cart, ‘and giving her a bright japanned

ery out cheat and swindler, and pack oft
the world.”
on him a cargo of wormy apfired That
“
Why
didn’t
you
tell
him
the
tub
valuable, and the truth which it enforces
‘would be doing but justice, chi
T hope
is so excellent, that we can not forbear fore, It was roomy, “a real stylish tub,” leaked and ask him to give you a good
you
wont
be
Spoiled
by
bud
Mrs,
Crump
said,
as
she
mounted
it
on
'e
exampl
es,
one , mamma?”
presentingan ubstract for the benefit of
$i
{
fraid,” it
butlg
|
a
high
stool
in
a
sunny
and
conspicuous
|
*
I
was
not
so
foolish
;
2
have
just,
our readers.
bhogk ad trying % listen, but
Dr. Murdock opens by referring to the place of her Jovely green door-yard, come up with him, and am satisfied, = He
—
quite make out what thehe, Peddler
fact that in the progress of Christ's king- ‘‘ where that lazy, dandling Mrs. Peters will find I am uot to be got the better of
| was saying to her child in the
dom changes'octur,
and suggests that in would have to see at: what an early hoor by an old swindlin’ tin peddlec.”
Little Ann wiped ber eyes, and’ went
her
opposite
neighbor,
Ms,
1
Crump
bad
tS
“
But
didn’t
you
tell
him,
mamma,
the present generation thosé! Have tuken
that the apples you sold him were just shrinkingly in with her gilt the jupanned
place which have no parallel since the her washing out.”
Then Mrs. C. carried six buckets of like the ones your pie was made of P" ask- spice-box,
first Christian ages.

being and

voluntary secretaries, who are

the

Jijust at wight fall. This,

Mrs. Crump said, gave an ‘extea-ctéan
look to all white goods, and Dethups she

niversary of ‘the Baptist Missionary Union. - The matter which it contains is so

‘disposition,” or affectionate desire for our
salvation.
The lesson teaches us to be unselfish;
to seek for the spirit that our Lord manifested ; to consider what Christ sacrificed
and what he gained; to be in earnest in
seeking salvation, and to be encouraged
since God is seeking to save us.

ees,

in the tke

REV. J. M. BREWSTER.

dock, wud rod, by him

and persuades the mind to will
his will, and then to work out
* Of his good pleasure.” This
motive that prompts his work-

ing, viz., ** To satisfy his own

od

Recen 17, ‘the Star referred ‘to a paper
bearing this title, by Dr. J. N. Mur-

such.
“ Wherefore.”
Since Christ so obeyed
the will of God and ‘is thus rewarded.
« Work out your own salvation.” By praeticing all’ the virtues that Paul hus here
recommended.
** With" fear und trembling.” Lest they fail of the grace of
God.
g
« For it is God which worketh in [you.”
By his Spirit, Gol moves and incites the
mind in which he dwells,
His work is

persuasive.

Phil, 2:1-13,

Any

The

seen in his true character dnd thonored as

CHRIST.

Like Christ in resigoation. Luke 2224-146.
In humility. Matt. 11:25—31.
In self-sacrifice. Matt. 10:24—39.
Io love to enemies. Luke 6:27—30.
Inlove of believers. John 14:12—27,
In compassion.” Luke 22:24—26.
The mind of Christ. Phil.2:1—12,

2:3.

confess.”

among his dried apple
good enough for him.

merits of Chr

Sabbath-School Lesson.~Aug. 24,
QUESTIONS

: agua

that of Paul.

to embrace

Prot-

The Lord is working with

him mightily,

In the same

missed.

He

liked

to call at Solomon

Crump’s, and often got his dinner, and
baiting for his horse there, and paid the

bills in tin wure. He was a representative maniof his elass, to dicker and trade

country, M. was his delight. He liked the best end
of a bargain, of course, but it would not

Jules Favre, prime minister in the early

days of the Republic, and olher statesmen
have

renounced

Catholicism

and

em-

braced = Protestantism,
This
'leaven
seems destined to leaven the whole lump,
so that infidel and Catholic France is fast

becoming Christian and Protestant.
¢ Is it not clear that we have reached
anew epoch in’ the werk of evangelization ? The Lord hath made bare his arm
‘among the nations.” ‘What shall be done
in view of this glorious prospect ? * We.
are called to-day to a measure of consecration, and to a liberality in giving, nev-

be just to: pronounce

him

a systematic

cheat and petty swindler.
He did ‘not
carry spurious
articles on‘ purpose to
palm off upon the unwary. Mrs. Crump
received him in the blandest fashion ; not
a word about the worm hole in the wash-

tab.
She: set. him down to a good,
substantial dinner. - Among other things
was a pie, which

the

peddler

declared

was the * splendidest pie” he ever tasted,
and asked what it was made of ?
Dried apples,” quietly answered Mrs.
Crump, with a twinkle of satisfaction in
her gray eye.

‘was $4,000.
Thatso much has been aeWe are called to
complished at such moderate expense er before attained.
would seem to imply not only that the prayer, to labor, to sacrifice, for the ex“ Well, it is nicer than the nicest green
management has been skillful, and the tension of the Redeemer’s kingdom. .
apple
pie I'ever saw,” said the peddler,
expenditures conscientious, but that the More faith, more prayer, more |maney,
as he reached for a second piece, ‘and
work at home and; abroad is a labor of
love, voluntarily performed, and that the more, labor, till a great host, animated Af you have got any more Such dried apschools are wisely organized for self-sup-: by the spirit. .of Christ ‘and armed ' with ples, 1 want them, Do
I
‘his invincible might, shall go forth to the
port.
"Mus, Crump. said, a, had, that obs
“Tie dnci®<s of the thoy émhént, which iis final apie of the earth.”
welcomed by our missionaries as a ‘most
wasn't in need. of any tin ware that day.
Lael qpiggli
F400 0
useful auxiliary, is partly due to its free-|
“Ill pay you the .money for them,”
dom from difficulties -10. which they are
THAT
WORM
HOLE.
he
said.
sometimes subjected.
The teachers in |
i
ZABETH
HARP,
So
Mrs. Crump sold him sighteen
these Sunday-schdol4' fire not strangers |
in the country—unfamiliar with its lanNo general ever: trod with protider step pounds of dried apples at thirteen cents
guage, its customs, its prejudices, its le- a conquered battle field ‘than Mrs. Solo- per pound, and as he rode out of the yard
gal and social restrictions. Ther, are na- mon Crump at 9'0’¢lock of a Monday morn- on his cart, she cast on hima leer of altive, and to the manner born
hey are

©end in worship and adoration.
This
bowing must be involuntary by those at home dealing with their own children, | ing would step round a conquered washwho love him not.“ Of things.” « Read with those of their neighbors, with whose tub filled with ‘the linens and muslins of
They her household madesweetand clean by her
+t of beings,” instead.
‘Qf things” is jinterests their own are identieal.
gather children where
grown pe
stalwart arm. She prided herself on getsupplied by the translators, and obscures would be hard to reach, aL their in
the Es
“ Of things under the ence is exerted where it will surely tell. ting her washing done at an earlier hour
* earth.” Of beings under the earth ; that is, ~=The Hon. John Jay, in the Christian Un- than any other woman in the neighbor100.
hood. On this particular morn of which
da Hades, the kingdom of the dead.

most malignant triumph, and said,

square . on

the

‘leaky wash-tub, old fellow, think,”

«« A little more

than

and

Mrs. Crump’s little daughter of ten years
was near by and asked innocently,
*¢ Why, what is it, mamma P”
“He will find considerable fresh meat

ed the little girl, looking confused at her
mother’s words.
* What if I did ?”
** ‘Why wasn't it ckeating, just asa much

as the worm hole in the wash-tub P”
+t. Go to your patch-work,
the mother,

flushing,

and

Ann,” said
in

an

angry

toné.
I am afraid you are stupid and
will never be smart enough to cut your
way through the world like your mother ;
too much father about you altogether.”
Little Ann crept away with a troubled
face. Did the mother think how she was
confusing the standard of right and
wrong in the mind of her child? Under
such teaching and such example, how
was the little one to grow up truthful and
upright? Mrs. Crump was not the first
one who, to show

smartness, show

more

than they intend, even dishonesty.

Where did you get these dried apples ?” asked the peddler’s

wife,

as she

stood examining a bunch of them through
her spectacles in the twilight
Saturday evening, just as her
had put up his cart and come in
per.
:
:
‘* I bought them of Mrs. Sol.
to-day, and paid thirteen cents

of the
husband
to supCrump
a pound

in cash, and I tell you they are the best
dried fruit you ever saw. I ate a pie at
Mrs. Crump’s made of such, and it was
better than the best green apple pie
ever tasted. I only wish I had one like.
it to-night for my supper, but you will
have one for Sunday's dinner, I know.”

The peddler’s better half only stared
and
“
full
«¢

said:
Why, husband, these apples are brim
of worms, and only fit for the pigs.”
Impossible,” cried the peddler.

“

Well, justlook them

over

yourself.”

So the peddler looked till his face prew
as black as Mrs. Crump’s when she stood
over the leaky wash-tub and ferreted out
‘that worm hole.”
*¢ The dishonest old hag to cheat me
thus,” he cried, “ when I never so'd her
a mean article in my life, and always

paid liberal for my dinners and horse
baitings. T'll read her a lecture before
I'm a week older.”
| Sure enough, it was only Wednesday of
the next week before little Ann Crump

** Where did you get that ” démanded

the mother, looking

cross: and

mortified

at having been: put at Yisadvatiage before her child,
+ The peddier gave it t he, "$id Aun,
** Oh, he did; that is quite
a nice spicebox,

worth

seventy-five

cents “perhaps.

I'guess be felt 4 little ashamed

of the

way he had treated me."
*.** But he gave the box to me," repeated
Ann,
*Oh, yes, 1 understand; be | gave

it to

you to get back into my good graces.
He don’t wapt

to lose

a good stopping

place, the cunning, selfish old
** But, mamma, do you

ereature.”

still’ think

he

knew there was a worm hole in the tub?"
asked Ann.
*¢ Yes—law, I don’t

know ;

one

can't

tell about such things.”
‘* But,

ma, you certainly knew

ples were wormy and you

the ap-

told him

you,

didn’t. ”

+ Well, what of it »
* Wasn't that a lie?”
‘Law! you.are just like your father,
you will never make a smart one. Everybody does so.”
* What! everybody tells lies, mamma?
Is that what you mean? Then I suppose
1 shall have to, but I don’t. think they are
nice at all.
The peddler said he was
afraid
I
should
be
spoiled by bad examI}
ples. Shall 1, mamma?
What did he
mean? I don’t want to be.”
Mrs. Crump’s face reddened at these
words, but she was not ingenuous enough
to admit her dishonesty and confess to her
child.
Fathers and mothers, what do you
think of little Ann's prospects with such
a parent!
Are any of you thus confusing
the distinctions between right and wrong,
thus lowering the standard of truth and
justice in the budding mind of a child?
In God's name,

pause

and

beware,

lest

the souls of some of your little ones be required at your hands.
Sb
>
+

“BAPTISM AND THE LORD'S SUPPER."
J. N. TLISCOMB.
———

I have been much interested in the

ar-

ticle of Rev. O. E.Baker,in the Star of Ju-

went running in from the yard, and said: ly 23d, on *‘ Baptism and the Lord's
* 0 mamma, the peddler is coming and Supper.”
The only difference between
he looks as cross as a bear.”

‘“ Let him come,"said Mrs, Crump, set-

ting ber lips firm.

*]

am ready for tance to the * custom” of being first bap-

him.” The peddler entered, gazing fixedly at Mrs. C. ‘So you've got along
again,” she said very coldly: * I don't
want to buy anything of you.”
* And I don’t want to buy anything
more of you,” he

returned,

sigaificantly.

Mrs. Crump grew scarlet.
.* What did you sell me a leaky
tub for,

you old

cheat!"

wash-

she cried in a

loud, angry tone.
¢¢ Ldidn’t know 1 did,” he answereil.
i] I don’t believe it,” she

cried;

*¢ you

did know. There was a great hole in it,
and it is good for nothing.”
+ How do you know. there was a worm
hole iu it when I sold it to you ?” the peddler asked, rather maliciously.

“+ Of course there was,” she retorted:
*¢ how do you suppose it came

there

‘in

less than a week after I bought it of you?”
* Perhaps one of - the worms "in your
dried apples gnawed the hole, Mrs.
Crump. There were enough worms in
the two bunches you sold me to have ealen the whole tub!”
Little Ann was hearing this angry altercation, and locking with finshed cheeks
from one to the other.’

him and the Star of June 25th; that I see,
is that Mr. Baker attaches mere impor-

In truth, she child

felt ashamed of her mother.

O parents,

who read this, never, never make your
little ones blush for you!
‘ A church member,” sneered the ped-

dler, « selling wormy apples for thirteen
cents a pound!”
“Don’t fling that at me,” snapped Mrs.
Crump; “I am not such a mean-spirited
creature as to. leta scurvy tin peddler
palm off wormy wash-tubs on me with-

out coming up with him for his trickery.”
¢ Madam,” said the peddler, with some-

thing like dignity, ‘* I did not
tub was defective ; if you found
didn’t you tell me of it; and so’
chance to make it right?”
©
4] don't'believe a 'word you

know the
it so, why
give me a
:
say,” was

tized, and seems to consider the Scriptures as indirectly teaching that as the
correct order. I see nothing to object to
in the article except one single sentence;
or if he is correct then I desire to be set
right. He says: Baptism declares to the
Messiahship of Christ,” etc. The opinion
that 1 have held is that baptism ¢ declares to” the work of the Holy Ghost exclusively and in no way to Christ, while
the Lord's Supper *‘ declares to" the
work of Christ. As there are two great
primary agencies engaged.in the work of
salvation, Christ and the Holy Spirit, so
we have, representing them, or symbols
of their work, two great ordinances (not

seven as Catholics teach), Baptism and
the Lotd’s Supper.
Baptism referring
exclusively to the work of the Holy
Ghost, and the Lord’s Supper to the

work of atonement by Christ.
0+

EDUOATIONAL.
By REV. D, WATERMAN.
‘I think

our institutions

of learning,

ought to be self-sustaining.”
heard this expression several

I have
times,

and

from some whose education was acquired

at one of our seminaries, that is supported largely by its permanent fund.
A moment's consideration will satisfy

every one that this can not be, if it is
meant that those who receive the person-

al benefit of the schools should pay the
expense, i. e., that the students must pay
interest on cost of buildings and apparatus, insurance, repairs, and teachers’

aries, besides books, board and

gal-

incident-

als that would make the school so expensive that only a few of the richer ones
could obtain an education. Most, of our
children

must

remain

uneducated,

But

again, each person in the community recelve,a benefit ini the general education of

all that Mrs. Crump had to offer to this the youth, and ought inj Justice to bear a
part of the expense of general or particustraight:-forward appeal.’
Ae,” added the peal; “all T have lar education. Hence,’ the need o of endowto'say more, is, that if I am a ‘cheat, you ment of schools, and the din of sodre another: you have put, ‘yourself on
the same level, madam : or, no,—excuse

me—you are below me, for in truth I did
not know the tub leaked, but you did
know the apples were wormy. 3
«TI didn’t.”
¢¢ () mother, mpther,” bfoke out little

Amn,

** Clear out of this room this minute,”
cried the enraged mother, stamping her
foot violently.

liciting funds for that endowment, What
a glorious privilege God
gives those, to
whom he has entrusted more than a competency for probable needs, to build for
themselves a monument more imperishable thun bronze or marble. To aid in
establishing influences that shall mold
the future not only of ‘the church, but

form the controlling power in the nation.
a
God must change before he

,
will

sinner perish who trusts in Christ.

let

a

.
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warring Yikes ‘of old had waked

SOME OF THE GREAT MISSIONARIES
OF MEDIEVAL EUROPE.
BY

ST.

vi.
THE APOSTLE
MANY.

OF

'The harvest wis great, but the labor-

Eng-

has

who

born

been known as ** St. Boniface, the Apostle of Germany.” Ata very early age,

became deeply interested in

this Hd

spiritual things, and so great was his desire for a religious life, that his father,
who wished to.see Lim distinguished in
arms, reluctantly placed him in a monas-

He gave himself with untir-

tic school,

ing diligence to his studies and his devotions, and soon became eminent for his
deep knowledge of the Scriptures, and
for his extraordinary

in preaching,

gift

His countrymen were proud of his talents and

king honored

The

learning,

use them in preaching. Of another he
asks copies of the gospel, written in a
clear hand,suitable to his weak eyes.
His appeals
were
not ineffectual.
Many persons from England joined him.
‘Women of high rank were found willing
to forsake the pleasures and comforts of

him, and the highest places in church

and state were open before him; but
other aspirations than those for earthly
honor had taken possession of his soul.
mis-

successful

and

The adventurous

of Carloman, within whose dominion this

pointed out,in moving words, the wants of rogion lay, and obtained of him a grant
* ‘We beseech of the land’ ‘oxtending four miles each
his German converts.
you™ he writes, ‘* that you remember us way, and Sturmi, with seven companions,
in your prayers to God, and our Lord immediately returned and commenced
| Jesus Christ, that he will vouchsafeto the foundation of the monastery of Fulda,
convert to the true faith the heathen Sax- which he lived to see so prosperous that,
ons, that they may be delivered from the at one time, more than four thousand
snares of the evil one wherewith they monks and ‘scholars, who gladly submit
are now ‘held captive. Remember they ted to his paternal rule, were gathered
are your kinsmen according to the fesh. around him. This large number of men,
Remember the time for working is short. besides the studies and devotions of the
Aid us, then, while it is yet day.” In cloister, were employed 'in felling the
other letters he begs for copies of the forest and bringing the
soil = unScriptures ot of any part of them. He der cultivation, so that it might have
writes to the Abbess Eadburga, beseech- been said, *¢ The wilderness and the soling her to send him the epistles of Peter, itary place shall be glad for them, and
inscribed in gilded letters, that he might the desert shall rejoice and blossom as

About the year A, D. 680, there lived
land, to whom a son was

|

sions of Willibrord and Wulfram, among
the heathen tribes of Germany, were sub-

influences,

opposing

many

point is ¢

Simos here

phere; at least, it hus never been satisfactorily proved that they do. not, and
hence from that source one of the most
valuable forms of plant fool ‘may be de-

the destruction

and

temples,

of heathen

the rise of Christian churches he saw his
Bishop
labor crowned with success.

Willibrord

he

old, and

growing

was

greatly desired that Boniface should succeed him in the See of Utrecht. This
honor he firmly declined. He heard a
voice calling him to another field, and,
leaving the flocks he bad guthered to the

and
ry

mosphere the elements of organic matter,

of his

ings, and of the state of the church, that
I quote some part of it. ' ** Nearly all my
companions,” he says,
are strangers in

He

their idols, and were baptized.

ries in Germany must have

who

then

the

filled

papal

did

chair,

received him graciously, and, after hearing an explanation of his work and his
plans, ordained him bishop, without any
particular diocese, but with a general
supervision over all whom he might win
from paganism to Christianity. Thus
raised to the episcopal dignity, and bearing letters recommending him to the
friendship and protection of Charles Murtel, who

was

time

at this

making

to

be

With

‘the old-time silence.

the

power of his arms widely felt, he returned to Hesse.
Boniface discovered that there was yet
a great deal of work

encountered,

we must remember that they labored in
the face of a strong heathen party, who
clung tenaciously to their old customs
and to the gods of their fathers, and were
naturally exasperated by their success.
They saw, with indignation, their sacred
groves giving place to churches and
schools. They felt that the ‘elves and
fairies, which had so long haunted their
primeval forests, were “insulted by the
sounds of labor and worship that broke

not fail to transmit to Rome information
in regard to his work, and in 723 the Pope
summoned him to his presence. Gregory
II.,

missiona-

and dangers which these early

done among

his converts. In bis absence a large part
of them had relapsed into idolatry, or
mixed their old superstitions with their
We
new faith in the wildest confusion.
can not be surprised at this, when we reflect that they depended entirely on oral
instruction and the number of teachers
was very small. These converts were
unlettered and rude, but if they had been
able to read, their teachers had no books
to put into their hands. The missionaries of the present day have an immense
advantage over those of the period of
which we are speaking, in the power of
the printing-press. The Bible, the great
and unerring teacher, from which all in.
struction and knowledge of spiritual

things must be drawn, can now be plac-

feel-

these

change.

The labors of Bonifare in Germany extended through’ thirty-seven years. In
that time he had witnessed the most wonderful change in many parts of the coun-

try. Hundreds of thousands had been
gathered into tbe church. A generation
of laborers had grown up among the
native converts who were prepared’to
carry forward the work. Sturmi, the
celebrated founder of the monastery of
lis
Fulda, was a’ native of Bavaria.
to
youth,
a
while
him,
d
committe
parents
carefully

educat-

ed in one of his schools. = After the completion of his studies, and his ordination
to missionary work, he was seizéd with
a great desireto found a monastery in
which
the awful ' forest of Burchwald,
then covered a great portion of Hessia.

Boniface approved

this desire.

In the

Christian colony in its
ed in the hand of every one who is asking establishment of a
the possibility of convertsaw
he
"midst,
what he shall doto be saved; but then
wilderness, full of wild beasts,
there was no Bible for the unlearned. ing that
intb a eultivated country.”
The few written copies of the Scriptures,
Sturmi found two companions willing
which were in the hands of the missienundertake with him the perilous work
to
aries, were in Latin, or in the languages
exploring ‘the forest. Before they
of
in which they were originally written,
solemnly commended
and entirely inaccessible, except to ' those set; out, Boniface
the Lord, and prayed that ¢ He
to
them
could give long’ years to their
who
who made heaven and earth, without
study.
"| wwhonr all human efforts are vain, would
Boniface saw that he must take strenuguide his servants, and show them a
ous measures to convince his people of suitable’ spot in the" wilderness, where
the vanity of their old ' superstitions.
they might builda House to his glory.”
Near Geismar, in Upper Hesse, stood an
The three started on their journey, and
ancient oak, which for ages had been re-

garded as sacred to Thor,

the god

of

thunder. It was the rallying (point for
all the tribes in a large circuit. There
they assembled to hold their religious
festivals,

‘and

to offer

their

sacrifices.

Again and again, the missionary had
preached to them on the folly and sin of
worshiping a tree, but his words had not

availed to root out their ancient. faith.
great multitude of ‘people had

gdther, to observe

come

A
to-

their usual heathen

after several days, réached a spot which

they thought suitable for their purpose.
They cut down the trees, constructed a
few huts of bark, and consecrated their
new abode with fasting and prayer.
Sturmi returned to Boniface, and recount-

ed dll they had done, and described the
situation. of the spot they had chosen.
The greater experience of the old ‘mis.
gionary showed him the mistake of his
disciple, and he told him the place he

rites, when Boniface, with an ax in his had chosen was too near the heathen
hand, approached the sacred tree, and ‘Saxons, and would be exposed to their
commenced with heavy strokes to cut it wild incursions, therefore he must renew
down. Awe-struck by this daring act, the search, and find a more secure lo‘* A place,” he said, *¢ is preparthey did not interfere, expecting every cality.
moment that the god would-show his ed for us in the forest. Whenever ‘it is
wrath by striking ‘the offender dead. the will of Christ, he will show it to his
Therefore desist. not thou
Stroke after stroke fell, but Thor did not servants,
but be assured in due
efforts,
thy
from
defend his own. Then there was a great
Sturcrash,and the leafy idol came down to the time he will discover it to thee.”
to
alone,
time
this
at
out,
set
ground, splitting asunder as it fell. The mi again
us
tells
He
forest.
trackless
the
explore
effect of this radical course was salutary.
The people acknowledged that Thor was that he protected himselt against the
conquered, and the old idolatry gave way savage wild beasts in the day time by
before
the advancing: light. Humble chanting hymns and prayers, and at

churches

arose

amidst

the

forests;

monastic schools sprung up; the land
was cleared
and brought under the
plow; and the sounds of prayer and
praise were heard where savageshouts of

night

he

cut

down

branches

from

the

trees, kindled a fire, and commending
himself to God, lay down to sleep.

After many days of weary

reached a spot on the bank
aN

travel,

of the

priests,. dis-

tributed

‘in various

to celebrate

places

of the church,

and

to

minis-

of fertility obtained from air.

The great,

deep, Jenetrating roots .go to a. point
lower
than most of the cereals, and hence
they draw supplies of mineral food from
sources ‘inaccessible to other valuable
planis ; and further, it is to. be observed
that these roots of coarse texture disinte-

grate and loosen the soil, so that air is let
wu, and in some sense the work of the
plow is performed by them. When these
roots decay they form a considerable portion -of organic or vegetable matter,

which, combined with the mineral, give a
good compost for better plants to thrive

ter to the people. Some are monks, liv- in From these brief considerations it will
ing in the monasteries, und teaching the realily be seen how it is possible to manure land by plowing in green crops;
young. ‘Some are aged men, who have and we. will here remark that it is a prac‘borne with me the burden and heat of the tice not often enough followed by our
day. For all of these T am full of anxiety husbandmen. The clover is perhaps the
lest after my death they should be scatter- best of all plants for greén manuring
ed as ‘sheep - without a shepherd.
Let and it is easily and cheaply raised: A
thin dressing of super-phosphate (homethem share your protection and care, made) will almost give a heavy crop. of
that the people on ‘the heathen borders clover on common land, and this crop
may not lose the love of ‘Christ. © Suffer turned under when at its maturity, and
also Lullus my son, und coadjutor, to allowed to decay, brings it into good
tilth, and certainly affords to the farmer
preside over the churches, that both wide margin for profit in successive ops:
| priest and people: may. find in him a ~—Journal of Chemistry.
oe
teacher and guide. I have. many reasons
LIVE
STOCK.
for making these requests.
My clergy
( From the Prairie Farmer.)
on the heathen border are in deep poverty.
The
city
of New York consumes weekly 12,Bread they can obtain for themselves, 000 cattle, and
ships
weekly about 8,400 to
but clothing they can not find here. Un- England and the continent of Europe.
less they receive aid, how can they perThe assessors’ returns for Iowa show the
severe and endure their hardships? ' Let number of hogs this year to be 2,324,116 head,
against 2,244,800 last yeur, hogs over 6 months
me know by the bearer of this letter, old being taken only.
whether thou canst promise the granting
During the past nine months over 70,000

ings they could not fail to be troublesome
Tt was not
and dangerous neighbors.
till after many years that the peaceful
lives of the|Christians had won respect,
their increasing numbers had put down
opposition, and the obvious. advantages
of corn fields, and comfortable dwellings;
reconciled the most ignorant to the

Bonifare, who had him

Some of these are

the offices

care of others, he boldly plunged into aiding the poor.
and sought the wild,
the wilderness,
In order to understand the difficulties
tribes which had never yet been reached
- by the gospel. He made his way to
Hesse. Two native chiefs were among
his first converts, and under their inflaence and protection the people hastened
to learn the new faith, dhd multitudes,
both in Hesse and Saxony, renounced

the land.

te them so as to form the great
the plant : and when we turn uni the clover, it leaves its. organic matter in the soil, and this is in an important
sense manure. But the excellent effects
of plowing under clover or other green
crops are not due alone to the elements

he

river

ot my

request, that whether I live or die,

PV

of

‘quickly,

i

barked with a retinue of fifty persons,
and sailed down the Rhine, and proceeded nwo the eastern part of Frisia.

The missionaries
several

‘were

welcomed

tribes, and for a

time,

all

by
went

well. They were gladdened by the accession of many converts, and had laid
the foundation

of several

churches,

but

their success had raised the fury of the
heathen party. It was Sabbath morning,
the 5th of June, when
they were aroused by the noise of an approaching multitude, and the clang of arms too plain-

ly told their errand.

Some were prepar-

ing to defend themselves, wher the

aged

bishop came forth from his tent, and guve

orders that no weapons should

be lifted.

tor.
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CAUTION.

especially to. the interests of our owi
benevolent work, a Sunday-school depart
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EXTRACT

ment embracing hints on the Internatien-

J: em mitted

al lessons and notes on general Sundayschool work, Editorials and Editorial

cle has the words “ Pond’s Extract,” blown in the glass,
snd Company’s trade-mark on surrounding wrapper.
is never sold in bulk.
None other is
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insist on baving Pond's Extract,
Take no other pi
paration, however much you may be pressed.

Hotes
and paragraphs on the living ques:

Prices 50¢i;," $1.00; and $1.75.
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EXTRACT

: New

York

and

tions of the day, and particularly & department of Denominational News that.

CO.

London.

-

makes the Siar indispensable
Freewill Baptist family.

| ject, and all unite in saying that the Star
was never so successful in gathering denominatianal news as since the present
volume commenced, and in this respect
was never so interesting to its readers:

Are a symptom of Jaundice,
Dyspepsia, Caipation, Biliousness,and LiverComplaint.

work, the trials, difficulties and successes

of others, the more interested shall we be

DR. BAXTER'S MANDRAKE

in our general work, and the more encour-

BITTERS,

aged and decided to prosecute to success
our own personal work, We hope to enlarge this department of the Star, and
make it still more acceptable to eur people. Brethren will help us, and the Star. -

will cure the disease and remove yellowness from skin
and eyes. Warranted tocure.

TO PASTORS.

STEEL ENGRAVING

DR. JAMESL. PHILLIPS.
This fine engraving is of two sizes, 9 x 12 inches,
25 cents; 12 x 15 inches, 35 cents. For Sale at the
MORNING STAR OFFICE.
Any one wishing to
take a quantity, to sell at Quarterly and Yearly
Meetings can obtain them at a large giscount by
applying to W. O. SAYLES, 10
WALL 81, N. Y,,
the cash accompanying the order.

‘‘ THE

21tf

ISSUES.”

no healthy tissue,
impure blood, no
pormally perform
plied with impure

can be generated from
ergan of the body can
its functions when supblood.
The fluid that

words,

should carry life and health to every

has

come,

his

their fate,
them,

bravely

awaited

Their savage foes rushed

and

mercy...

followers,

slaughtered

on

them .- without.

The venerable saint, seeing that

his hour had

come,

lay

down

with:

his

head on a volume of the Gospels, and
thus pillowed, received the blow that released him from earthly toil.
Thus died the father of German Christian civilization.

Perhaps no man,

since

the days of the apostles, has done a work
that has more deeply affected the destiny
and the history of the human race.
The
example of his life ought not to be lost
on the church of the present day.
Was
80 much required of him; and his

laborers that they must

forsake

fellow-

all, and

not even call their lives dear unto

them-

selves, if called to lay them down in the
work of the Lord, and have we nothing
to do in this same work
which fell un-

finished from their hands ?
After the heathen party had dispersed,
the remains of the great missionary, and
some books stained with his blood, were
reverently removed to the monastery of

T

blood

of all

impurities,

remedies yet

discovered.

. They

pecially efficient in scrofulous

are

“That invalid wife, mother,

sister or

child can be made the picture of health
with Hop Bitters.”

worn down and ready to take

your bed, Hop Bitters is what you need,”
“Don't physic and Physic or it weakens and destroys, but take

Hop Bitters,

that build up. nal n

“Physicians of all schools use and
Foon top Bitters. Test them.”

“Health is beauty'and joy-—Hop Bitters
gives health and beauty.
* There are
re cures mado with Hop |

Bitters than all other

Botanic

Balsam,

when

are
all

Sample bottle and circular

ries.

cured by
other

remedies

free at the

Large bottles 85 and 75 cts.

Adamson’s
fail.

apotheca.

Try it.
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and expenses
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to agents.
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M. Smith, Clintonville, Ct.
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the’ special attractions in the

Star are valugble

articles

from

an

ab

corps. of editorial and special contributors,

sermons, essays, discussions of doctrinal
and theological questions,
correspons
dence, the continuation and
‘the

Western

enlargement

department,

and

the

freshest and best matter in every part of
the paper. Farmers and produce-dealers
will find the latest market reports im its
columns, and

advertisers

will

find

it a

desirable medium through which to reach
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bills and long sickness.”

Several pas-

witness to the truth of that statement.

"of

|

[]

« When te brtin is nr the nerves
How many children and women are slowly ' unstrung, the muscles weal, use Hop
Bitters.
and surely dying, or rather being killed, by
“That low, nervous fever, want of sleep
excessive doctoring, or daily use of some drug
and weakness, calls for Hop Bitters.”
or drunken stuff called medicine, that no one
Hop Cough Cure and Pain Relief is
knows what it is made of, who can easily be

Asthma and Phthisic

PAPE
AT 'THE

RR, SLADE.

diseases.

«The Richest Blood, Sweetest Breath
and Fairest Skin in Hop Bitters.”
« A little Hop Bitters saves big doctor

}

Baptists and

es-

‘PROVERBS,

ot

Hops,

« Vi

HHS

Who

Drunken Stuff,

Buchu, Mandrake, Dandelion, &c.. which is so
pure, simple and harmless that the most
frail
woman, weakest invalid or smaliest child ean
trust in them.
Will you be saved by them ?
See another column.
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“ When
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Pedobaptists, and between Liberal and” Unliber-:
al Baptists me clearly and SIE Po
ADDRESS REV. 0.
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Iowa, or, fora short Ra The STAR OFFICE.
PRICE 10 Cents PER OPT

use

Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
and Pleasant Purgative Pellets, the 'most
effectual alterative, tonic, and cathartic

Fuida.

cured and saved by Hop Bitters,made, of

feot discussed.

part,

and activity of his church.

Office, and is

being read with interest among
our people in
Iowa, for whom, chiefly, the work
was prepared.
But it deserves to. be more generally read, and I
hereby call attention to if, and urge the purchase
and reading by any and all interested in the sub-

carries only weakness and disease.” Blood
is the source of life:only when it is pure.
If it has hecome diseased, it must be
cleansed by proper medication, else every
pulsation ‘of ‘the human heart sends
&a
wave of disease through the system.
To
cleanse the

Star

The importance of the Star in stimulat=
ing an interest in the benevolent and religious work of the denomination can mot ~
be over estimated. Will not every minis-—ter interest himself to put the Star into
every family in his parish? The results
would soon be apparent in the fresh life
_ tors who have done such a work, can bear

will deliver your souls. Be not afraid. of
those who can only kill the body, but put
your trust in God.”
Calmed by. his

day

Newsgaper..,

will be a denominational

Sold everywhere at 25 cts. per bottle.

It has been done ut the Morning

expected

Tie more we know of the

generally.

No life, that is to say,

long

NEWS.

But one report reaches us on this sub-

disease and death.

The

in every

5

DENOMINATIONAL

It has been said that ‘¢ the blood is the
source of life.” It is as truly the source of

strengthen yourselves in the Lord, and he

bois.

notices, a department of missions devoliu

JRlet.w iy roi
Ly , bottle
gives
directions how it should be applied.
Any one can use it without, fear of harm.

POND’S

social, education,

personal and religious information,

need be Sania. {0 for
Jor 44 the Inajority of Pris
diseases

practica:

dotesand facts of interestin science and natural history, the progress of theArts, latest
news from all parts of the world, embrac-

es have failed,

Nipples,

of the day,

thoughts on experimental religion, ane~~

For Broken Breast, Sore

the ears of horses, = ad-

Paradox.

OFFER.

hroat. rin.
and, pe: I postage gnd incidentals that must be pr
it wif

vises painting the inside of the ears, or any
other part especially troubled, with
a few
drops of empyreumatic oil of juniper.
The
odor is suid to be unendurable to flies, and
they
will
keep
ata
distance
from
the
partsso treated.
Diivers will do well to
make a note of ir.

The Physical

fit

Po:

HE above is the title of an Essay delivered before the Iowa Yearly Meeting upon the issues
between Free Baptists and other; Denominations.
The Conference voted to request its publication.

«¢ [et us not return evil for evil,” he said.

;

aids in cases of internal

harnessing.
prevent the

Large-boned unimals
are apt to be weak,
and with small muscular development, generally from imperfection in the digestive organs.
If the defect is-constitutional, this is intensified. On the contrary, animals with tirm hard
bones, usually show large muscular development, and here again this i intensified by
hereditary transmission.
In this the male is
held to be prepotent, and hence the neccessit,
that the sire at least .be fine and come of suc
families. The male should have large development of lung power, and good digestion
especially,
The female,
good
Jungs
an
roomy inthe barrel.
When
both sire and
dam are good the transmission of these characteristics is potent.

1879.

We mean that it shall continue to stim-ulate the growthof all that is true and.
good in the daily life.

bullocks from the United States have been sold
in England, and the profits to American ship-

wards brushing them well before
A French veterinary surgeon, to

FOR

as a family visitor and religious imstruc-

the
will cure as

aunt
seated

the following

In placing the Morning Star before the
public for another year we do so with a
firm conviction of ifs increased usefulness

es
pone
* entirely
dict

made

ANNOUNCEMENT

known
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netiral
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Neural ria.
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Sued |bh,
@ free use of

I may have some assurance for the future.” pers have thus far averaged about 4 per cent.,
The pathetic petitions of this letter although in individual cases a much higher
figure has been reached.
were granted, and, somewhat relieved
The report of the state auditor of Colorado
of his anxiety, he felt again the old mis- | shows
that in 1871 nearly twice as many hogs
sionary ardor bursting up a8 in earlier were returned to the assessors as there were
in 1875,and that in 1878 there were about the
years. ' Though upwards of seventy-five same number as seven years before. Cattle,
years of age, hie determined to make one horses and shéep have increased nearly 300
more effort to win the still pagan portion per cent.
A Diyas sian recommends rubbing horses in
of Friesland to Christ.
fly time with strong carbolic soup, and afterBidding Lullus, "his successor, a solemn farewell in the year 755, he em-

ve
ately

ii)

If this pointis in donb, it is cer-

creeping on him, and knew that he must
soon lay down his work, he became deep-

of a Christian government.
This letter
gives us so clear an idea of his own feel-

'and
women,
vents, and schoels for
nursothers went among the people,
ing the sick, instructing the ignorant and

rived,

tain that the leaves gather frown the at-

protection

“No. other

‘searchinig for it in the soil, and thus, the
two dist net parts of he ps work to- |
b that ¢
s absorb |’
gether. It 18 probable
in some: way nitrogen from
atmos-’

the rose.”

of Pepin, soliciting the

ibald, who had charge of seven churches, gathered among the heathen in Thuringia. ‘Ste shared his labors in that
a few yeirs, and then accomplace for
panied him into the wilds of Suevia,
where they built a church and ‘a double
monastery for both men and women.
The companions of - Walpurga were
scattered in various Mission stations.
Several of them presided over. con

as well as from the Soll.

sis’ one source of ‘gain: "While
pod leaves are accumulating stores of fertility from the air the roots . are busy|

ly anxious for his people.
One of his
last letters was addressed to the chaplain

companions, and joined her brother Wun-

every obstacle to his great purpose, in
the year 718 he joined the band under
Willibrord,near Utrecht. Here he threw
himself zealously into his work, and in

ACT. | The Horning Star”

Rhedcumatiyy, Dpdiagon™T1
©

up when if is known that

all plants draw nourishment from the,

As Boniface felt the infirmities of age

thirty

noble family, erossed the sea with

but, spurning them all, and conquering

TT

We

can return anything more to the soil. ‘than
they. took away in their. growth. The

royal master in behalf of his clergy. In that
home, and to encounter
jects of deepest interest in the Anglo- and hardships of a life among pagans, year, he had seen upwards of thirty of his
Saxon monasteries. Boniface longed to that they might share the honor of this churches destroyed by the heathen around
join these missionaries beyond the sea. missionary work. Walpurga, a lady of them, and he felt the need of the protection
There were

The farm,

plowing in: clover, rye, buckwheat,
0A
green condition. The difficulty |
is in i pig
methods by which,
orops that are supposed to draw
theirsus| tenance from the soil in which they grow

perils

the

all

259
FREE

locality, he returned, and communicated
PLOWING In, Al
number of farmthe joyful news of his success to his
ers are unable to understand how it is |
brethren. Boniface repaired to the court Po ale to better the condition of lands

ers were few ; and in the year 783, Boni
fare sent a ciroulat letter addressed to the
Christians of his native land, in which he

GER-

a noble Saxon family near Exeten

Fulda, that combibed all the, advdntages
he sought. After a careful survey of the

echoes.

MRS. v. S. RAMSEY,

BONIFACE,

)

the

AR

A Dmenoinational

YET

Besides the

of the Freewill

‘¢ History

Baptists” itself, no book

contains

information in regard to the

more

early days

| of the F. Baptists than the ** Memoirs

the Life of David Marks.”
the Book Concern under
the Morning

of

An agent of
whose auspices

Star was once

published,

identified with the Anti-slavery character
of the ‘denomination,

undergoing

because of his temperance

trials

principles, to-

gether with his almost constant journeyings from Maine to Ohio, and a record of
incidents connected therewith— make this

As showing our desire to favor those
who are struggling with the hard timeswe have reduced the price of the Siar tothe figures mentioned at the head of this.
announcement.

This

obtained for

necessarily

All letters on business should be
dressed to

ade

I D. STEWART, Publisher,
DovER, N. H.

\

EAR DISEASES!
a gt
Diseases
EF

It may be

will

reduce our income. We could noti safely:
risk such a reduction but for the belief:
that our offer will be appreciated,and that.
many new subscribers will be added to:
our list. Wiil the friends of the Siar go
to work for it at once?

book of 516 pages one of marked interest

to the reader.

PRICE.

TGATH ARRH

ment, pope.

SATA
i
Tange

and

$1.10 per copy, postage paid, by addressing Rev. I. D. STEWART, Dover, N. H.
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ground. The font in the center of the inclosure is an exquisite specimen of Greek

sunlight, and the cool green of the vineyards covering the terraced sides of the sculpture, and the: pulpit, the mastermountain close up to the region, of the piece of Nicola Pisano, is’ the most elaborrailway. The descent was now rapid, ‘ate, delicate and beautiful piece of marble
and in an hour or two we had reached the work that we have seen.
wi
lower regions, and were speeding across
But Pisa itself, in spite of these objects
the vast plain in the midstof which Turin, of art, and its position on the gracefully
a'modern city of 200,000 inhabitants, is curving Arno, and its finest’ bridge perhaps in the world, being made 'of pure
the principal center of life and business.
and Pisa,

where

town, swarming with beggars

Our journey to this point froin Paris has
been full of interest. Even through the
~comparatively level portions of southern
France there was no monotony, for we
«could watch the hay-makers in the fields,
and the vineyards on the sunny slopes,
-and the tall slim poplars either in solemn
rows or groups or singly on every

hand,

and far away in the distance the blue
-outlines of the Alps which we were approaching every hour. One reviews history,

also,

by

mere suggestion,

while

traveling in this country. Burgundy and
Savoy, through which our route lay a
«couple of days last week, are full of fact
as well as romance. Fontainbleau, where
Napoleon I. was divorced and where he
-afterwards signed his abdication;
Monterean, where he won a victory
Allies in 1814, and where the

over the
Duke of

Burgundy was murdered on the bridge
over the Seine four hundred years before
that, by Charles VII, that he might clear
his way to the throne; Sens, the ancient

«capital of Senones, and where

in the

‘Cathedral Thomas & Becket took refuge
from his persecutors seven
hundred
;years ago; Taulay, with its ‘old castle
‘where the Huguenots ‘were once accustomed

to rendezvous;

Montbard,

where

Buffon the Naturalist was born; Dijon,
Burgundy’s ancient capital, and the birthplace of Bossuet, Charles .the Bold, and
Vaunban; Chalons, where Abelard died in
1142, and Macon,

where

Lamarfine

saw

‘the light—how one lives in the past as he
-enters these towns, even if he tarry only
~during the average waiting of a railway
drain.

Meanwhile, we were approaching the
Jura range of the Alps, and during a part
-of one day and all of the next,

“olit train

wound about amid its gorges, with their
sharp summits always in vie
These
were covered with snow, which glistened

white in the sun, and, melting, sent numerous cascades down the mountain sides.
At first a silvery thread far up the hight,
they would gather volume and force in
their descent, until, on reaching the line
of the railway, they

would

rushing,

torrents.

miniature

be

| not prepossessing as a rule,

ILLUSTRATIVE PREACHING.
“Rev. Dr. Field, in a letter from

and those

among

Even the enthusiasm. that

feel for the

were well prepared, earnest

place as having given birth to Columbus
is diminished by the rival claims of
Quinto, a neighboring village, which also
assumes the same honor. We strolled
into a little chapel on. Sunday aflernoon,
where a corpulent priest was preaching,

Ap to the snow line, with here

and

there

-an orchard in the midst of a vineyard and

the vines gracefally festooned from tree
‘to tree and hanging in garlands between
them, presented a picture that is never
seen in New England. Neither have we
ever seen the equal there of the little lake
of Bourget which we passed one aftermoon, whose varying hues,canght in some
anysterious way from the Alpine peaks

above it, had now

the brilliancy

of Ru-

‘ben's coloring and now the subdued and
anellow glow of Rembrandt. Its deep
green tints were never surpassed by those
of the Irish sea, which is famous for
dor its green shades, nor have we ever
seen a finer combination than was form-d by the union of the white rays from
_ ihe snow-covered hights and ‘the verdant
_ green of the lower fields, as they were
reflected from the smooth surface of the
dake.

was doing a brisk business.

that was baffling them, when suddenly it
shrieked defiance, flung itself against the
anountain, and passed clean through into

religions

mass almost

a mile in

hight, and at an elevation of a mile—

lacking a thousand feet—above the sea-

wo level. The

passage occupied

about

30

minutes, and the sensation was not unleasant, excepting that the atmosphere

the

representation

imas

of the hour.

a

customs

of

the

Middle

Ages,

discourse be on a vital subject, that it be
truthful and orthodox. : It may possess
all these essential elements, yet fail of

most beautiful portion of this Cathedral
is the chapel of St. John the Baptist,
which females are prohibited from 'entering except on one day of the year, since
the Saint's death was at the instigation of
a woman.
But Geoma is not without its attractions,
many of them internal in the shape of valuable pictures, fine statuary and rich

winning the
heart.

and

particularly

Appenines still further away, the shipping on one side and the blue Mediterwith the melodious songs

of an

occasional

along onthe

boating

breeze,

party

made

a

borne
picture

which, with these acéompaniments,
shall long remember.

The six hours journey from

we

easiness, while

:

Genoa to

hand, between these tunnels,

and

of the

castle-crowned or ruin-topped hills on the
other, with the frequent orange and lemon
groves laden with fruit and blossom, and
the groves of the almond and the olive,
with the bright scarlet bloom of the pomegranate and the rows of cactus’ and tall
oleanders with their red

blossoms,

made

a picture that was as varied and beautiful
as it was interesting.
© Pisa is remarkable for having its objects
of interest—theCathed
the famouslean
ral,ing tower, the Baptistery and the

Santo, all near together,

the

city.

and

Campo

outside

of

The Cathedral is interesting

for its elaborate front, which is

a marvel

of art and beauty, for its numerous collumns brought from despoiled heathen

temples in the East, for several fine pic-

tures, one of St. Agnes

being

singular

David

Marks

was

through with his vivid and touching portrayals. It is the same that attracts eight

thousand people every Sabbath, year after year to Spurgeon’s tabernacle.

scriptural, common sense.

Plain,

Moody

will

have ten thousand auditors not only from
the masses, but also the

ablest

ministers

and orators, listening with the deepest
interest and going away with the most
profound impressions. He who spake as
no other man, most abounded in the most

familiar and apt examples.
In this they followed nature, ever glowing with life and beauty. The mind and
the heart are a part of nature, and must
have communion with nature, internal and
external.
Every one has his thoughts,

experiences, problems, mysteries, difficulties.
That preaching is. valuable
which helps him with ' these, that which

gives him food for meditation, consolation, direction through
makes him ‘long for the
new supply. People go
be fed, so the good pastor

the. week; and
next Sabbath's
where they can
will lead them

into the green and fruitful pasture.
There is a kind of illustration that il-

lustrates nothing, like much of the trashy
literature of the day—a succession of
ecdotes

without

sense

an-

or application.

ly sweet and beautiful, and also for con- This is of all the weakest and most inBut the minister of Christ,
taining the veritable hanging lamp whose efficient.
furnished
with
vital truth from heaven,
vibrations first suggested:to Gallileo the

a large area of low flat’ country.

on

‘three

while one

‘needs

to frequently ‘assure

years, and that the tower.

will

doubtless

Its
hight is about 200 feet. ,
;
The Campo Santo is a burial place, enriched by some unusually fine sculpture,
and containing curious specimens
of
sepulehral designs. These are inclosed
by a marble wall, with a row of exquisite-

Bat more important yet’

than’ learring ‘is piety. ‘The learning

without ‘piety “is” profitless.
alone can accomplish much.

already been compelledto import seventy-

“The piety
But better,

these
things plain.” The proper heart train- :
ing and the acquiring of all available
knowledge should be the earnest purpose

well

as

those

more

the Presidential contest

for

Of him there is demanded correct
the

right

action

which

people. The English
the Enquirer, says that
there is no gainsaying
ham, Wolverhampton,

SARA BERNHARDT.
Mlle. Bernhardt is a French actress who
has captured the enthusiasm of the
highest social society in London.
The
reception which she has met in that city
shows how the world makes distinctions
where there is no real difference.
Here we have the case of a woman of
talent, of genius, who defies the customs

tiful, so fascinating; and by the women—
shall we say because the men, and the
Prince of
Wales bid it, or because she is
supposed to be a genius.
These are plain words, but none too
plain. These same people who lavish
admiration upon Mlle. Bernhardt’ would

gather their skirts about them ‘in ‘scorn

tele-.

things down to the finest

point,

doing of business in the shortest
time,
a

——THE New
improvement
* Many years
to be regarded

and

the

possible

York 7¥mes sces a noted
in
American
women:
ago American women used
as invalids by profession,

—

——THE resignation of the United

States

Minister to the Court of St. James, brings

to mind the fact that our ambassador there
iy obliged to expend over $20,000 a year
above his salary, in order to maintain the
state which the position demands. The

salary is now $17,500.

A house fitted for

the needs of one holding this high office
costs $10,000 a year, And there are no
ty or vain promises, perhaps. This is end of accompanying expenses. Every
where the distiriction ‘without a difference; American abroad, of course, when in
trouble, calls on the representative of our
:
comes in.
Such an oceurrence as this goes far ‘to nation for help, and generally not in vain.
prove that high society in England does It is said that much of the success of the
not at heart respect the customs which ‘it representative of a nation depends upon
the style he maintains in his living, and
professes to, hold essential.
It would
ia
intercourse with other ambassadors.
seem that the aristocrats of England
would have one system of morals for ‘the More than one representative of this
when chaacing to pass a poor gitl of the
same character seduced by extreme pover-

poor and lowly and another for them-

selves, or rather be a law unto themjriied
selves.
The time is at hand when morality
should be recognized as morality; and
the separate codes of morals, one for men

ord, which

government

has been

financially

‘ruined

by accepting such positions. . The other
great powers of the world pay their repre-

sentatives from three to

five times

as

much as ours. Either we must increase
the salary, or give the place only to
wealthy men, or compel our representatives to live, in puritanic simplicity.
Which would be the better course?

is

mot

only

self-supporting

yields a large revenue to that society.

but

It hasa

circulation of 56,000.
A hint at the social condition of Russia

be gained from the fact that during the

may

month

of June of this year, over $8,000,000 worth
property was destroyed in that country

of
by

incendigry fires,

That inveterate organizer of excursions, Mr.
Thomas Cook, of London, is now arranging

for an ‘+ Educational Tour” to Bible lands, and
proposes to take a party of twenty-five

young

men, with a chaplain,

"The poetical talent employed on the Steu-

benville Herald is not to be despised :

graph and cable bring markets close to- |
gether ; men buy and sell by sumples before goods
are manufactured; prices
change now oftener in a day than formerly in a week ; everything tends to bring

of society, who ignores the marriage relation, who is the unwed mother of four
children, having all fashionable London
at her feet. A paragraph from the Jndeand were accused,
also, of a fondness
pendent reveals the situation ;
for being considered fragile, as if they
She does not veil her, shame even under any pretense of marriage. She does believed physical delicacy to be evidence
not call herself Madame.”
Her bright of sensibility. They have not been so
boy, who accompanies her to the grand accused of late, nor do they desire to be.
receptions given in her honor by the They have gained greatly
in health and in
lords and ladies of England, addresses common
sense, and are now comparatively
her as Mademoiselle, my Mamma. It is
Would it be cynical to say that
a case of glaring, fag harlotry and robust.”
bastardy, taken into the pure homes of commorf sense has something more yet to
English wives and daughters, and conto do in this line ?
doned by the men because she is so beau-

The United Presbyterian Scotch churel has a

monthly magazine ,named,the Missionary Rec-

So great is the

sail;

sits
:

the common schools wishes to be a mechanic;
no girl is willing to do house-work.”
* The man who ‘discerns hypocrites finds
hypocrites to be his foes,” says the Christian,
Christ said, Woe unto. you hypocrites; the
world says, Woe unto you discerners of hypocrites.

country in the interest of their employers.

place of

with

That is a pungent criticism which
Zion's
Herald makes: “ No boy who has been throug
h

——ONE of our exchanges states that one
hundred thousand commercial agents, or
drummers are now engaged in this country,
traveling the length and breadth of the

the

have built fifty-one

This is the reason Josh Billings gives:
‘ Cunning men alwnys get beat in the long
run, because they are just as dull on one side
as they are sharp on the other.”

RH

steam has taken

They

tings for 0,000 people,

ty, and how much of it is there left ?

change that it is even a revolution, The
ways of trade are entirely new ways.
Wooden ships have gone out of date;

—

be a live: people.

Dewsbury, Ashford, and other places, our

the result can not be doubtful.

NOTES.

chapels in that great city since 1861,

efforts among the working classes are little short of failure.” And, we ask, can a
denomination live a healthy life that does
not feed the multitude? Take out of religicn what there is in it that satisfies the
needs of the soul in our'common humani-

tory and in the fear of God, and so act, ‘given place for new.

————

BRIEF

The English Methodists in London appear to

Unitarian paper,
*it is a fact which
that at BirmingCrewe, Swindon,

This simple fact shows something of how
the old methods of doing business have

is not only needful, but best that eternal
vigilance should be the price of liber! Y.

most possible in God's service.

+I is difficult to make a church live
that does not take hold of the common

springs from it. Should he study these
issues dispassionately, in the light of his-

Indeed, it

of the student for the ministry, who
wishes to make himself fitted to do the

“If every one who’s played the fool
Had died and turned to clay,
How many people would be leit
Alive and well to-day »”
>
The Roman Catholics are not slow in advancing into the interior of Africa.
Eighteen
Algerian Catholic missionaries have started for
Zanzibar to join the Victoria N yanza,
and
Lake Tanganyika Mission.

In

its excellent review of the world of mis-

sions, the Beston Traveller speaks of woman's
mission to heathen women
as © coming to
be a most important agency in the world's

conversion ;” and, again, that * it is a modern
feature and forms a new era in this great

*Christianizing work.”
Our readers will find
au article on the first page which treats of the
fundamental truths underlying this
movement.

Rev. 8. C. Perkins, the Corresponding Seeretary of the Foreign Mission Society, has just

received a letter from Rev, Jeremiah Phillips,

stating that they arrivedin ~Fondon,

July 29,

and were to take the steamer *¢ Utopia,” of the
Anchor Line, for New York, the 2d of this
month.

Bro, Phillips

was

very

sick

on

the

Many prayers are going

up

voyage and both himself and wife were ill on
their arrival. They are expected to reach
New York, this week, probably towards the
last of the week.

for their safe arrival.
We have received the following communieation :

To the Editor Morning Star:
Will som
ofethe writers for the Morning
Star answer the following questions 14
When a minister engages his services as
pastor of a church does his time belong to the
church ?

After having made such an agreeme
he any right to devote those seryice

a
purposes without consulting the-chsurch
?
Who shall decide how 8 pastor shall
his time?
¢
What ure the duties of a pastor?

has

employ

Answers are desired in detail.

LAYMAN.
The Rochester (N. Y.) Ezponent has united
with the Christian Advocate,
of Buffalo.

Both papers have heretofore given an excellent

summary of religious news and a yet more
comprehensive view of the” different evangelical churches may be expected from the consol-

idation. This from last week’s issue gives no
uncertain sound as to the Christian Advocate
and Exponent’s view on. one subject: ‘To
be vindictive, even toward the Mormons,
would

not

be

wise;

but

if the

government

possesses any dignity whatever, and does not
wish to recelve and deserve derision, it will
have to change its attitude toward the still
Surviving and remarkably vigorous ‘ twin’ of
the alkaline plains.”

and another for women, one for the rich
can so aim the living word that it shall
and another for the poor, one for genius
find way to every mind and heart and
and another for mediocrity,—when these
conscience, rousing to action.
INDIA LETTER.
shall be abolished and the one supreme ——THERE are
generally two sides to
MIDNAPORE, INDIA, JUNE 28, 1879.
law of morals take their place.
every question. A writer in the CongreThe embarkation for . America of Rev. J.
THE ISSUES OF THE HOUR.
oo
gationalist, speaking of the exodus from Phillips and Mrs. Phillips, on the 17th of this
The political forces of the country are
ENGLAND is having a hard time of it. Louisiana says that, though at first
the month, emphasizes the call for a new man for
marshaling for a fierce conflict.
Just The number and importance of her busi- movement startled the
South, and planters Orissa. Thats the very first thing that comes
now there is busy preparation and 'ea- ness failures exceed those of last year,and
expected to see contracts broken, fields into my mind to say to the home churches, as
ger expectancy at certain strategic points, the end is mot yet. Her merchants and
I seat myself to write my monthly letter for
depopulated «f laborers, ruin staring them the
Star.
Who will come to our help? A
pre-eminently in Maine, Ohio and
manufacturers wear long faces as they in the face, yet to-day
| New
it is recognized as large place has been left vacant by this last reYork, = Next year there will be a grand see America becoming a fast increasing a fact
that whether ‘the freedman is en- moval from the mission field, and the sooner
movement all along the line. Manifest]
competitor in the home market and also ticed away by
political adventurers, or some one comes to fill it, the better for all conthe Presidential contest of 1880 will be
cerned
in the markets of the English colonies! obeys a race movement,
his departure sore, . Those three central stations, Jellaone, not simply of candidates and parties,’ ‘Her agricultural system is receiving a will be
the 'best possible 'thing for ‘the the verySantipore and Dantoon, together with
populous countr surrounding them,
but | rather. of principles’ involying the severe examination. As the Penn Month- future
of the Southern States! On/sednom- plead strongly and pathetyically
highest welfupe of the nation,
for a missiona|.
1
i ly states it,** it consists of three clusses— ic grounds the
r will gain. Fre- - ry of the true apastolicorder, ‘We hope that’
The financial issue is prominent: In | a small knot of great landowners, a larger’ quently a) man plante
takes a contract on a the churches, will take up this subjeet,! will
psc Tast, ‘resuthption, determined p- body of capitalists,

sides and the Mediterranean on the fourth, on some four years
ago, became a realiz-;

himself that its lean of fourteen feet from
the perpendicular has not increased ‘perceptibly ‘during ‘the last six hundred

as

nent during the recent session of Con-

knowledge, and

and

going

These,

gress, and the voters of the country will
be called spon to express their verdict in
reference to them in the elections culmi-

vast.

A con-

experience. Each juryman is compelled
to put himselt in the place of the one
whose case he judges.
The political
speaker's success depends almost wholly
in his power to make his audience feel
individually the force of his appeals.
:
The most successful preachers have
ever abounded in illustration. « This is
what gave Luther and Knox their great
power. Christmas Evans, with his simple story of the cross would melt a whole
assembly into tears, and awaken the deepest emotion. We’ have seen thousands
stand for two hours without a sign-of un-

rising in the back-ground, crowned by
immense forts, with the blue cloud-like

ranean beyond,

the

and forcible manner. Lawyers never
read essays before a jury.
They make
every object stand out vividly, every ar| gument is made to appear not only se-

as we saw it from the lantern of the lighthouse, was charming indeed. Its white
marble buildings, with the green hills

lative.

leading issues, became especially promi.

1880.
In view of these considerations the responsibility of the American citizen is

Nor is the failure to be ascribed

cording to law, but according to fact

Kindred with these two

leading issues, there are others of a subordinate character. Among these are fair
and pure elections in opposition to intimidation and corruption, and the right
of the executive department of the government to maintain its prerogatives in opPosition to the encroachments of the legis-

paling in

gregation demands, and has a right to demand that truth, even the most important truth, shall be presented in a natural

in the shape of its many marble palaces,
its encircling hills,its heavy fortifications,
and its charming location on an elevation
overlooking the bay of the same name
and the Mediterranean sea beyond.
‘The
view of the city from the harbor, as we
saw it from a row boat,

attention and moving

to the depravity of the hearers.

furnishing, but the most of them external

Italy, a distance of eight miles beneath a stand until he reaches ground again.

perpendicular

and

whole by those mountain peasants was
highly successful.
Dr. Field regards it
a8 a unique and extraordinary relicol the

By far ‘the

The scenery grew more and more rug- ‘principle
of the pendulum and all that
ged as we approached the spine of the is connected
with it. The Jantp still hangs
Alps, and the train kept attaining a higher by its
dingy rope, and swings slowly
«elevation, as we observed by reading the back and forth,
as it did that day, three
hight above the sea of succeeding stations, hundred years
ago, when the youthful
which was usnally chiseled in the corner
philosopher got his pregnant hint. He
stone of each. At length, having wound
may be pardoned if he did n’t attend to
along the mountain sides for hours, and
the sermon that day.
having passed numerous smaller tunnels,
Most of our readers are
the train approached Mt. Cenis, ‘which pictures of the leaning tower.familiar with
It is built
seemed to present an impassable barrier. It of white
marble, is circular in form, and
eras as though our locomotive was the
has a peal of bells in the top, the heaviest
first thing in the mountain gorge, and as
weighing six tons. Its rows of graceful
though these monster hights were gath- columns supporting
the projections of the
ering themselves to prevent its passage. successive stories give it a finely
symmetThe pass became narrower and narower, rical and artistic appearance
.
The view
and the elevation higher and higher, until from the summitis extensive,
‘embracing

it seemed at length as though the hights,
having prevented ths further upward passage ofthe locomotive,
had gathered themselves to crush ont at once the slight, thing.

sincere,

ing snuff by way of frequent parentheses,. useful hints both as to the power of the
and another aged priest looking on like simplest religious truth, and the way of:
an owl from a small aperture near the presenting it.”
dome. The principal Cathedral in the.city |
It is not an uncommon’ feeling, that
was not open for service, but a drinking
many sermons at the present day are too
saloon in the shadow of one of its porticos
abstract. It is not enough that a religious

But

nearly

and

to a company of fourteen aged women’ and remarks that, ‘‘ he must be a du)l oband two old men, himself vigorously fak- server who does not derive from it some

foaming,

cultivated

it

the subjects though familiar are very
pressive,

they | Pisa was singularly varied. The road |
lay along by the Mediterranean the whole
at hand. Their muddy, turbid appear- distance, and
as it was nearly at right
-ance, as was the cas: also with the rapid angles to the
numerous promontories of
.Arc, and the Rhone, and the Dora Ripari
the coast, tunnels were a necessity. In
ia the higher portions of our route, pre- that distance
of 57 miles we passed
sented ainarked contrast to the clear, through 120
tunnels, and the most of these
-sparkling waters of our White Mountain
were within a distance of 40 miles. The
streams. But the verdure ofthese mountglimpses of ‘the sea
on
the
one
-ains, and
vineyards

of Bavaria.

resented various scenes from the Old and
New Testaments bearing upon Christ's
death and man's salvation. The actors

| one finds but little pleasure in mingling

patriotic. Americans might

the mountains

was called ¢ the Passion Play,” and rep-

| repulsive external affection of the throat,

| with them.

an

exhibition he witnessed near a small town

| that one meets on the street are so
| frequently afflicted with the goitre,--a

science and drt.

it was traordinary importations of grain. The
of the ‘United States and Russia are the countries
and. is to be mainly depended upon to make
spirit good the supply.
:
>
re-apOURRENT TOPICS.
peared in the Confederate brigadiers who
—=INFIDELITY ‘and ‘socialism are rife
control the present
Congress.
So we among the masses 6f Servia,
a province
‘are confronted with the question;
** Are of European Turkey. But the souls
of the
we a nation, or only a confederacy ?’
people are not satisfied : as is evinced by
What we vainly supposed had been
the fact that the only gospel paper in the
forever settled by the suppression of armcountry, the Christian Messenger,
reed rebellion; must be again confronted.
cently started,is receiving a wide reading.
What the solid South lost on the field of Among
its subscribers is the Princess of
battle, it hopes to gain through the conServiu.
trol of Congress, Herein is the chief peril

Ger-

many, gives an interesting account of

must Bring fnto line for service all the
knowlédge He cin acquire of literate,

same.
We had supposed that
put forever at rest by the result
late war, but it has been revived
agitated with old-time vigor. The
of Calhoun and his coadjutors has

‘plafgenerally with a lazy and listless
forenoon to looking at its attractions; will class.—G. F. M.
be our only stopping places ‘in Italy be- |
"ro

were not white or clear when viewed close

the

and: peo-

rested last night'and gave the following

zas (squares) of Genoa, and drives one
for reaching Rome. - Of the first place we
to the shade as frost drives one to the fire. | can not speak with enthusiasm. Its streets
And doubtless it will be worse instead of |
| are narrow and dirty, its inhabitants are
‘better, ‘ further on.”

have somewhat to teach.” ‘The preacher

is learning
five million bushels during the first half that gives and piety united. That it is
the greatest power for good.
existence and powerof the national, gov- of the, current year; Italy, Germany, and Archb
ishop. Usher ' once said: ** How
ernment, the question is practically the Austria-Hungary are also in need of ex- much
learning it needs to make all

Carrara marble, is. a dull, flat, sleepy

we

Especially must

Who #iti faring just as

they

might

run

factories;
and ‘4 great

ed fact, In spise of oppositiomand
praph« |: multitude - of half-starved,
esies of evil, the result aimed at was suc- sickly peasants, who have no
cessfully accomplished, under, the leader- [land or to their country, and
ship of the Seeretary of, the. Treasury,
better off than slavés.” And

uniler-sized,

ties to the
are but little

the remedy

who has never: faltered in “his. purpose.
Moreover the industries of the country have
been steadily reviving. The prospect for
a return of prosperity upon a sound basis

pointed out by. the: sam¢’ magazine

is encouraging.

land the millions who have fled from

Now shall the country

continue upon this course upon

which

it

has entered, or shall it recede from it ?
‘Shall there be low wages, low prices and

more than

looks

plausible, if it could only be

made practical : ‘* To rescue.this class and
to increase its numbers by recalling to the

its

bondage into the manufacturing centers,
would be the true restoration of English

‘agriculture.”

This would necessitate the

plantation ‘apparently untrammeled ' by offer up special prayer for this interesting part
of our field, will unite their prayers to Alany domest
ties. ic
‘In ‘a month of two,’ mighty
God for the right
his cabin/is filleby
d aunts and 'ungles and’ and will all do their utmostman to for the place,
find him and

cousins, infirm perhaps, oronly lazy, bit
he is expected to support them, and how
he does it the planter can best tell. At
first the planters may be crippled, but not

for long.

The change will compel

the

division of large untilled plantations,
and bring them under cultivation accord-

ing

to modern

improvements.

Many

now-half paid professional men and clerks
will put their hands to the plow, and there

will

be more independent farmers.

od

Genoa, wherewe spent Sunday and .a

portion of Monday,

nullification, of, State rights, or as in the
Southern Confederacy as opposed to: the

be an intelligent one.

those who assume to be teachers of others’

te

fre-

river

bd

the

the

We doubt if England is yet ready for
such a change, but it may come sooner
her rulers
n
outcome of the recent and unprecedented . tha
are expecting it.—In this
period of inflation, can be in doubt re- Connection it may be also said that the
specting the proper answer to be given to, prospects are that the European market
for American grain will be larger, this
these questions,
e
The national issueis of vital impor- year than ever before. , The cold, wet and
tance. This has at different times appear- stormy. weather in Great Britain has
ed under different forms. But whether greatly damaged. the growing . Crops ;
it has been manifest as the dactrine of France, which usually exports wheat, has

to

mi

and

«quent rain-falls in England and France.
And sure enough, it is sunshine with a
vengeance.
The heat is bearable, for it
is not intense ; but the dazzling brilliancy
of the sun is hardly endurable. [tglistens
from the marble palaces and white piaz-

along

ardous adventure. No one who has learn-

ed the lessons taught by the disastrous

ing ever: gomes amiss

to interpret, expound and
Word of God.» Again it
religion that will moet the
the work of the age, must

ee

** You will find sunshine in Italy,” they

kept saying to us when we complained of

villages

paper dollar? Shall there be beforuse a in turn will demand a revolution, . peaceable or bloody, a revolution
just the same.

period of reliable prosperity, or one of haz.

and beautiful building. «It is circular,
120 feet in diameter, and surmounted by
a dome whose summit is 180 feet from the

Ripari, with fieldsof grain golden in the

one who has
illustrate the
says: ‘The
wants and do

LDA

Pisa, ITALY, July 7, 1879.

the

ily

: The Baptistery is a juost, interesting

feet

VERY,
tewly has: the Watchman: said. |, that** No learn

patches

a

CORRESPONDENCE.

‘the cool weather, the clouds

loads from Calvary.

be high wages, high Prices and one yalpe. few into small farms and garden

for the gold dollar, and a less one for the owned by those who till them, : And. this

Aas

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

below lay

a dollar given for a dollar,or shall there’ breaking up ofthe vast estates
held by the

wa

a@ All communications designed for publication

hundred

ex-

SRN

the snow liné, while many

thould be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &¢., should be

EDITORIAL

striking.

The train was running along upen a mere
shelf on the mountain’ side, ‘nearly ‘ap 'to

Editor,

traceried colonnades

eae

the tunnel the scene was most

and

fending the lengthof thie inclobure. The
‘earth within was’ brought in huge ship-

tenfold increased. | On ‘emexgzing from

WEDNESDAY, ABGUST 13, 1879.
G, F. MOSHER,

ly arched

was too dense to be breathed comfortably,

| and th&'nbiséI of fhe’ Fattl ing! tain Was

ORD

The Horning Star.

hr

LHe

a

hs ia

send him out; ; Beloved in the Lord, we can

not be put off. We are in desperate earnes
t,
and we shall not cease to ery until we hear the
man is coming.
When on the evening of the

17th we bid farewell to our’dear ones, on the

deck of that ship

which

wal

to

bear them

away to return no more, we solemnly

promis-

ed God to do our utmost for the destitute

sec-

tion of our field,bereaved of its devoted workers, and the very best thing, we are fully per-

suaded, that we can do, is to lift up our ery
for help. "Will the beloved pastors hear and
heed this ery? It comes from many hearts, and

|

THY "MORNING STAR] AUGUST
18, 1879."
Binge oka.
Denominational Hetos.
Village church of late...
. The church ati East
Tilton is prospering under the pastoral care of

mittances mean aserious crippling of up| J Angust®
work in India, to say nothing of their dis-

Tt is not for me

only at Aden ‘and Port Said.
to speak

of these toil-wern, weary

vetiving

from

workers
say,

may

I

their ‘life-work.

heartening

however, that they left us in the very best of
spirits, being fully convinced that ‘their time
here was ended, ahd their future, be it'long or
short, was to'bé spent in their uutive land.
That they will find'much to do at home, in'the
way of stirring up an interest in missions, and
that they will improve the opportunity thus
afforded ‘of supplementing years of arduous
toil here with equally devoted efforts for the

ed in one of. our¢huirches in the good: State of
R. IL but the little, church - at. Tilton were too
wise to consent to his leaving them.

churches,
and ‘a few thousand of our mem-

it was

work

«dissenting churches were

of

The next two weeks

co-operate

however

mot

‘zest,

receiving the significant rebuke
or Congregational,

Estab

Baptist,

tions.

way

only,

Aug, 11.

can, we

The present pastor, Dr. J. M.
and natives,
Thoburn, is one of the most efficient and suc.cessful ministers we have ever had inh India.

Central Association Notes.

cause they are looked for by active, warm-heart-

it their business to

seek for such;
and because
they are sure of a
hearty
welcome
whenever they come
to
church, obliging ushers waiting on them to

them
fur

How

with
a little

good people, who but for these
never darken the door of a house
I have seen churches on both
world that might take a few lesprofit from such a thrifty, bust-

ling hive of Christians as may be
shiping

found

God and serving their needy

in this American

church

in

the

worfellows

capital

my good

meet

large company of young Bengalis In
ure

hall

of

the

free

church

a

the lect-

institution.

Association can

evenings,

as

vears when the distinguished

in

Dr.

and

stay

away.

Duff was
back
mar-

|

seeing it, recall the heroic endeavors for the
temporal and everlasting weal of India that

These opportunities

land.

May

old

heroes

in

this

missionary

Better

for taking each

so
at-

ciation have never seen each other,

service.

stimulus in the months to come.
COME

TO

WORK.

desired may be best obtained, let every delegate come prepared to cheerfully respond,
whenever a demand shall be made upon his
time and talents. It is hoped and confidently
expected that there will be no failnre in carry-

of this kind? On entering the hall somewhat

inter-

inquired,

“ Are you to speak fo us to-night?” On receiving an affirmative answer, he said, with a great

deal of real earnestness in his tone and

man-

ner, “ Sir, will you kindly preach frem this
‘text? at the same time showing me
-sage inthe

Acts

of

the

thou persuadest me to be a
the reader bear this in

‘very many in India,

the

Apostles,
mind,

that

among

her

to

become

disciples

in our happy Christian land,

Do

them.

little

not
You,

know

of an

in this country.

chided

often

and

persuad-

obstacles which beset the path

I have

are

higher

of Christ.

judge them harshly, but pray for

Let

there

better classes, who are to-day almost

ed

pas-

* Almost

Christian,”

the

inquirer

myself

for my hurried, harsh judgments in such cas«3. I hope I have learned to be more patient
and more charitable towards these intelligent
young Hindoos, who are living in the borderdand, if I may so speak, of Christianity, never
possessing quite courage

all for Christ.

enough

td

renounce

While we can not, would not,

subtract one tittle from the

down by our Saviour, we

requirements

have

need

laid

of great

ing out the programme.
The success
meeting will depend largely upon this.

HOW TO REACH
From Elmira, delegates
hampton via. Erie R. R.,
via. Utica Division D. L.
Buffulo to Binghamton
Norwich as above.

here by request.

of the

THE PLACE.
will come to Bingthence to Norwich,
& W. R. R. From
via. Erie, thence to

This explanation is given

The Utica Division of D. L.

& W. will make a reduction to
two-thirds usual rates. The
Oswego Midland, one-third.
OTHER

delegates,
New

York

of
&

NOTES.

The church at Attica is gaining steadily in
numbers and spiritual life. Two were added
to the chureh by letter July 26. One by conversion on the 27th. The Sabbath-school is
increasing.
The brethren are more hopeful.
Four were recently added to the Harrisburg
church, one by baptism and three by letter.
| The congregation is on the increase.
J. H. DURKEE, Cor. Sec.

faith and great patience in dealing ‘with these
tdoteresting cases. I believe there are many
homes throughout this broad land in which
‘our blessed Saviour is daily worshiped in se-

ly

as any from public place, is rendered. with full
and believing hearts to hith who received such
timorous disciples as Nicodemus and’ Joseph
of Arimathen.
{a

Quite a number of ministers from abroad were

Iam very happy to be able to say that, with

time was stormy, but the people flocked in to
hear the Word, and we fondly hope heard the

present with us, who preached the Word with

great power and were greatly appreciated by
the congregation. The weather a part of the

the coming of the gratefal” rain, the general
c
health of our missionary band has greatly’ {m= “message with gladness,
proved. Those who have béen suffering’ are
Since the Y. M, adjourned the meetings have
now regaining health. Mrs. Bachéler is in the béen kept up,and as a result,Jast Sabbath, sevZenhanas again with her old ‘time: zeal, and
‘én’ happy converts were led down the banks of
Mrs, Lawrence, whose long and tedious illness

has been discouraging, indeed, is, I am‘ very
glad to say, looking up ugain, and hoping to
Many thanks

for

50 many very kind inquiries concerning my
own health, The temptation to do teo much
-on first getting back was rather too powerful
for a poor weak man, but I really begin to be-

lieve that I am in better health and strength
than I was several months ago. I fear my
holiday in America did me little good in the
way of building up

the

wasted

energies

of a

tired body. Good Dr: Gillett’s sound advice
at the welcome meeting in New York should
have been heeded, but it is too late now!
o

Lis

little,

itis will known

cheering; we

begin

L's

Jordan and publisly put on

dinance of baptism.
Hoag,»

man

Christ

in

the

or-

Our pastor is Rev. I. J,

of great eloquence

who one year ago returned

to

and power,

this

his old

field of labor, from western N. Y. Bro, Hoag
labored with us some twenty-five years ago.
We loved him then and we love him still, and
satan’s kingdom trembles when God speaks

through him to the people.
Last Sabbath,
Bro. Hoag held a meeting at North River and
preached from the steps of one of the principal hotels to a large gathering. And also two
weeks ago last Sabbath, at the

landlord, and we all felt the
portentous

request

signs

of the

were

when venders of liquid poison

n’s Capeine
y all Druggists.

|

’

|

this part of

Rev. J. A. Sutton

very
re-

8 Lovett
Waterloo SSIo
| La
Page

engaging

with

aria Stone per

Union

churches

Co. Sept.

Quarterly Meeting
y

ADAMS

late

OSWEGO Q. M., North

for

the

Y. M. the

He

comes

of

Aug.

may

Wis,,

twodays.

able

the ministers of the conference,

to do

the
of

weeks, to allow him and wifé to visit

mother in the State of New York.
Kerr is expected

.

to supply

Bro. S. is absent....Rev.

Windiesand Churcles.

the

his.

aged

Rev.

8. C.

W. 8. Warren

taken charge of Zion chureh,

has’

‘Sanilac county,

and baptized one last Sabbath:...Rev.

Eastern.

Ministers’

pulpit while

Norton is expected to visit the next

the Oxford Q. M. held at North

Maine.

Rev. C. Bean is supplying W. Cape Elizabeth church....Rev. Mr. Stinchfield (Congregationalist) is supplying our church at E.
Raymond ....There are some half dozen F. B.
churches, within the limits of the Maine Central Y. Meeting, pastorless, who are able to
support
preaching,
What can be done for
them? is a serious question.
Have we not

ministers somewhere, who have faith and
courage enough to go without being sent for

C.

W.

session

of

Branch, Aug.

Society.

4

Quarterly Rleetings.
DEARBORN
Q. M.—Held its last session
with Sparta church, - Aug.
2-3. . All the
churches were represented by letter or .delegates.
Rev. D. A. Tucker was with us, and
filled the stand Saturday nigbt and Sunday
morning.
A lively, social meeting was enjoy-

ed

Sunday morning before preaching.

There

und save these old interests? is another queswas a good degree of interest shown thromgh, out the business. session,
>
g
tion.
Next session with the Franklin church; first
Rev. G. W. Gould, of Bowdoinham, is sucSaturday in Nov., commencing with a sermon
cessful in his new field. Meetings well at- at 11, A. M. Business meeting at 2, P. M.
tended and interesting....Rev. J. 8. Burgess
;
C. C. RUBLE, Clerk.

is doing a good work for our churches at West
plan,

vis.

iting all in the limits of’ the parish, the poor as
well as the more favored ones, praying with
every fumily, emphasizing salvation more than

salary.

God bless him and the churches.

Sixteen persons have recently been

received

into the Topsham church by baptism. The
interest in the church is good.
The new Freewill Baptist meeting-house in
LaGrange is to be dedicated, Aug. 22 (Friday
following the Penobscot Yearly Meeting which

is to be holden at Bangor), at 10 1-2, A. M.

It

is proposed to hold meetings over the Sabbuth.

A general invitation is extended to all.
New Hampshire.

The Portsmouth’ 8. S. held

its anpual

cursion and picnic at Stratham

Grove,

ly.

and

There wasa

full

turnout

ex-

recent-

a capital

time was enjoyed.
The church at Lower Gilmanton is still
without a ‘pastor.’ In that church are many
capable members and by a proper consecration
of their property and executive ability. there

is no good reason why they should not have,
constant preaching and be an, eflicient, branch
of our Zion....Itis expected that the Lake
Village ehurch will make a change of pastors
soon....Rev. J. W. Scribnery. who ‘has been
pastor for four years, isa strong man, and as a
pastor his whole soul
is in his work, and ‘we

judge he has done a good work for the cause in |
that enterprising village. The committee are
hoping to secure the labors of Rev. C. E. Cate
of Loudon....The Laconia church is enjoying
its accustomed prosperity under the efficient

leadership of Rev, L. Malvern. Several were
added by baptism a few Sabbaths ago. Bro.
M. and family

are

enjoying

a

Beach for a few. weeks....The
churches in the Belknap

Q.

rest

¥ 1
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Y. WM, will be held with

8 .F.SMITH, Clerk.

\

5.0

perHL

Fairport 88

Paige St 8 8 Loweli per
Mrs G C- Waterman

5.00

740.34
¥. B

Woman's

C. BRACKETT,

Missionary

Treas.

Society’

Helping Hands Park 8t ch ProvR I for
furnishing Brewster room Myrtle Hall
Miss Band Pawtucket R I for Miss Hattie
Phillips's salary
Friends at Fox River Wis
Miss Band ureenv ille RI for Miss 1da Phillips's
salary
Mrs MH Hunter Kaytesville Mo 2.00 for
HM
and 4.00 for
FM
3
Genesee Q M Mich 10.58 for H M and 14.42 for
FM .14 expense
Busy Bees Blackstone Mass for Miss Ida
Phillips’s salary *
Harmony Q M O for zenana work
Aux W Buxton Me
Ladies ofch Georgiaville RI for Miss Hattie
Phillips's salary
Mrs QC H Littlefield Gt FallsN H
Aux Main 8c ch Lewiston Me
Little Seed Sowers
do forMiss Ida P» illips’s
salary 25.00 for Harper's Ferry 9.00

5.00
5,00
4.00
;
6.00
24.89
5.00
9.15
6,00
13.00
1.04
15.60
34.00

133.68
Treas.

July

| Institute.

The next session of the Ministers’ Institute, under
the auspices of the Western Education Society, will
be held at Hillsdale College, Mich., commenting Sept.
oe 1879, and continuing ven days. Ceurses of lestures
will be delivered by members of the college faculty and
others. A largeattendance is desired.

;

.

W. C. DURGIN,

l

R. DUNN,
J.J. BUTLER,
Hillsdale, July 25, 1879,
3t31

Com.

y

22—24, as agent of the Mich. Y. M. Missionary

on the old

23°60

+ 25,00
12.00
1163
500
5.00
5.00
5.00
10.60
i Hi
1.00.
1.00

L. A. PBEMERITTE,
Dover, N.H.
niu.
Correction.
Money from
Roger Willlam's S.8.4CENTRAL ILLINOIS Y. M. will be held at Ashley, | Providence,R. I. eredited-inlust-Starveceipts;should
has givento their | Hi -beginning—on—Friday
before the ist—
Sabbathin
The church at New Haven
have been for salary of Miss Ida Phillips,
Ministers’ Conference to begin on Weduespastor, Rev. I. R. Spencer, a vacation of four September.
day before.
2
G.A. GORDON, Clerk.
BIBLE SCHOOL FUND,

be

He is working

.

Michigan.

necessity

Poland.

0
50.00
32.00
100
43.50
2.00
=)
5,00

ME.CENTRAL Y.M.MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE will
be held atthe North St. church in Bath,Sept.2, at 2, p.
M.
3131
!
L. GIVEN, Clerk.

effective work soon.

cost

-

y

L Gordon
A P Moulton *
W M Hilton
Mrs I D Stewart
Mrs Sam’ Pease
Mrs otsey Stinchfield per ID Stewsrt
Poland S Sper 8 Aldrich
-

the Salem churchin Sale n Q. M., begiuning Sept. 5,
at 2.P. M. Assignments forthe ministers of the Northe
ern Kansas & Southern Nebraska Y.M:
Essay, Original Sin, 4. Palmer.
Tmputed
Righteousness,K. R.
Davis. Sabbath-scheols. J. Bates.
Justification, C,
Sith.
Repentance, I. Marks,
How to Promote Revivals, J. Westley. Conditions of Infant Salvation, R.
D. Preston. A'sketch ofsermon from all the rest of

to the

idle

25.00
1.20
2.00
25.00
1.50

v_C L Russell

Ministers’ « on-

8. B. Youx~a,

KANSAS & SoUTHERN NEB.

G7

8 A Parkie and wife

ference the Tuesday preceding at2, P, M, Programme:
Essay. Pastoral Visiting. G. H. Child.
Essay. lufluence of Secret Societies, JJ. M,Purkis, Plan of Sermon,
John 6:53. 8. G. Brown. Plan ot Sermon, 2 Tim. 1:12,
J.D. Hallowell, Essay. Is the Use of Tobacco Con~
sistent with Christian Living? &, B. Young.
Essay,
Personal Devil, G,C. Brown, Essays, &e. not delive
ered at the last meeting are continued,

Minnesota

be

|
gton Me,
dams

Flespart eh per L A Crandall

WESTERN R. I. Q
M. will hold its next session
with the West Scituate church, commencing Sept.3,
continuing

$40
(13.00
10

W Cook

N.
at 10, A. ¥M., and

50

a

Georgiavine 8 8 per Mrs L R Burlingame

Clerk.

ROCKINGHAM Q. M. Delegates by way of Pertsmouth will take Keen’s stage at a quarter before 11, to
Kittery, instead of the steamer.
¥
J.FULLONTON, Clerk,

rusticating in Todd Co., and slowly regaining
he

5.00

i

Pike Miss Band per G A Jackson

GENESEE, N.Y. Q. VM, Marila, Aug. 15, ut 2, P.M.
Opening sermon by Rev. J. C, Steele.
E.S.SMmI1TH, Clerk.

of our Y. M. board....Rev. J. F. Locke is still
Itis hoped

Clerk.

CUMBERLAND Q. M., with the church at Webbs
Mills, Aug.27,at9,
A.M, Churches will please rememsber the assessment of 10 cents per member. yMinisters’
Conference Tuesday preceding ,at3. P.M,
v
:
:
J.
M. BAILEY,
Cle k..

State with the purpose to give his entire time
to new or destitute fields, under the direction

health.

church, Sept.

Davis,

S>riba, Sept. 5—7.
A. E. WILSON,

’

of Racine,

Notices.

W.H,H.

1.00
640
2.00

:

Mt Vernon ch Lowell
Ritlle Helpers
3
F Bch Aubumn per HE Keyes
Methodist ¢h do do
4 R Comstock per Mrs Porter
Mrs
A J Gould per do
;

19.

SANDWICH Q. M,, West Campton, Aug.26—28, Cons
ference Tuesdayat 10, A.M. N.C.LOTHROP, Clerk.

is

HY

ih

DT Holmes

Ang.

Q. M,, Lincoln church, Sept.
5.
W. PHILLIPS, Clerk.
ROCHESTER, N.Y, Q.M,
East Kendall, Sept. 12-14,
Confererce open Friday, at 2, P.M, Opening sermon
by Rev, C. A. Hilton,and theS.S. address: Saturday
evening by Rey. Isaac Hyatt.
ISAAC HYATT, Clerk.

in the

begins work as missionary

first

.

100
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Mrs M A Stone
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Nova Scotia, Beaver River,

11,

edt ol

Anne 8 D Bates

artha Rile

HELD.

LAKE GEORGE,N. Y..Q. M., Hadley

Harmony Q. M. A growing interest and one
or two conversions is the effect of faithful
labor already.

Rev. J. B.

WHERE

FREE BAPTIST Y. M.,

Yurmooth

well received and hopes are entertaiaed that
the Berwick church may be much strengthened by the addition of many such as shall be
saved....Rev. L. Jobmson is the earnest pas-

tor of the York and

AND

50.(4

Hail

3

i

iflutee
Harlow
ain St 8 8 Lewiston per 8
rs M R Libby

VERMONT Y, M,, Yeet Topsham, Sept. 11.
ee
CENTRAL
Y. M.," North St. church, Bath,
ept.
3.
;
A
:
y
i
OWA STATE Y, M. Pleasant Hill, Jones Co. Oct. 3.
ORTHERN KAN, & 80: NEBRASKA Y. M, Salem,
Nab,, Sept.d.
CeNTRALIIL Y. M. iA sHlevi Sent, Bi
j
i
J

much

He

;

)

‘

I

[Julia Robinson
igre
‘Hillsdale F' B ch per Mrs Durgin
Nancy Shepard
]
’

Yearly Meetings.

PENOBSCOT Y. M. Essex
St. ¢h., B mzor,

col-

earnestness in his new field of labor.

mfking it a success at whatever

required.

is

¥

Mrs J M Brewster

Ouro River Y. M,, California, O., Aug, 8,

Cheshire church.

ity of this interest. ' Henue, the

may

’

Price 2) Cents.

‘WHEN

lege at that place. He is a fine scholar, an
able teacher, and an excellent preacher.
He
will undoubtedly give satisfaction. He also,
we understand, assumed the pasterate of the

to

i

Jesse Rob ison

i

é

be the successor of Prof. Slayton, in the

so

Rev. B. Minard, -of Littleton,
has
accepted a call to the First Free Baptist church in
Halifax, Nova Scotia.
He purposes to begin
work in this new field of labor, Oct. 1st.
The church at Littleton will be in need of a
North Creek, N.Y.
‘| pastor after Sept. 1st. Any minister desiring
the situation will please correspond with W.
The session of the Central New York YearMeeting was held at North Creek, N. Y. L. Bartlett.

«ret, and where homage, perhaps as acceptable

resume her Bengali lessons.

say

part of

A

#4

‘| Keziah Reed

S
CHILDREN.

&

iv

nil

OM Pease

il

.

Lorin

‘|

Professor J. M. Davis, formerly of Ridge:
ville College, but late principal of the Wilkes»
ville Academy, has moved to Rio Grande, to,

has been filled by some of our
since its orgunization.
But it
say that; while
inthe past it
few discouragements, its
press

How will

«count the good iufluences set on foot by efforts
and

to

’

WOMEN

eT

oseph

|

munity.

counlry is largely dependent upon the prosper-

The meeting is not for pleasure, not for recreation, but for work.” And that the result

to me

here; for

be the

ed to suffer,” Our causein

other

and
can

esting young man came

its pulpit
ministers,
be true to
seen not a

SE
T

Mre
Lavina
Fox
id
A
RSwith

Hotices my Appointments;

Ohio,

TN

ed it already. This list contains such sums, received
during the last fourteen months, us I suppose have not
been already publicly acknowledged: po

Lol

Scotia.

Kansas.

little ac.

we venture to say that, if any of our brethren
elsewhere should render us some substantial
assistance, we shall be very grateful; and we
romise to put whatever is xo given * where
t will do the most good!”
In this capital
city of the ¢ Old Keystone State,” surely we
ought to see to it that our cause is not allow-

a few days of mutual planning for the cause
they love bind together such hearts, and be a

The reader may wish to know of the results
of this evangelistic work for the educated

in advance of my Scotcl friends, a very

their

Many of the earnest supporters of the Asso-

Scot-

«classes. So far as I could learn, open
known conversions are rare, but who

at

ER

B Russel

ley church in Cawley Co. They met i Bro. A.
P. Henderson, the pastor, and found that the

to

incubus, so that this church shall be uble to
breathe more freely, as we hope to do ere long,

by the hand and looking into each other's faces

and send us more men of such stuff’ in their
make-up as Dr. Duff had. The day is far from
past for

.

through

men:

88,

Western.

hope, under God, for greater prosperity. Oar
congregations, though not large, are on the
increase; and we have been permitted .to receiveto our membership
five adult persons,
exclusive of the writer and wife, within the
last three months, One of these five persons
was
baptized the 20th inst., in the presence
of u large audjence.
The others had
been
baptized before. We hope these may prove
but the first fruits of an abundant
harvest.
Before long, we expect to make
some movement toward the liquidation of the debt upon
the church building, which is now felt te be
quite
a heavy burden to carry, as well us a
hindranee to our greatest prosperity.
But
for the financial crisis, through which
the
whole country has been wading for the past
five years, this debt
would probably have
been lifted ere this.
When the attempt isagain made to remove this

are all too infrequent for any one to lose the
were put forth by Dr. Duff.” For one, while
privileges of sucha gathering. Weary months
addressing the edueated Hindoos that Sabbath
of patient seed sowing have passed since some
night, I could not but feel that every word of have met. How pleasant the anticipation of
mine was seconded and sent home with tre- a week in each other's company.
mendous power
to their hearts by the very |
COME AND FORM ACQUAINTANCE,
.
look of the man who bad done so much for the
elevation of this pagan

proper

pastor

ent outlook is rather

COME AND RENEW ACQUAINTANCE.

ble bust of this great man, and many who
come there on these Sabbath evenings must,on

body

the writer of this is too

soon after coming

how

ure, or, since Free Baptist ministers have
few of these, some other needed thing and
tend this meeting.

present,

that
able
will
has

give up something else; some luxury or pleas-

former

.conneeted with the institution.
Directly
‘of the speaker's stand is the magnificent

to

of the

the

modesty for its new

AND REST.

afford

warm enough,

Ot the First church, it may

Free Baptist minister within the bounds of the

Preaching services are regularly maintained in
‘this place on Sabbath

COME

and

unaided.

much they would be able to benetit their econgregations, they would send their ministers,
defraying their expenses.
It will be worth all
it costs any man to attend the meeting ; and no

fortune,

through the invitation of a friend, to

Executive

would be benefited by this meeting

of

India.

“While in Calcutta,it was

the

A change of occupation is often a rest more
desirable than an entire abandonmentof labor,
Our ministers have been toiling for a whole
year, scarcely hearing a sermon by a brother
minister. The meeting of the Association will
afford a delightful opportunity for exchanging
views and opinions and for comparing experiences. And as ‘ iron sharpencth iron,” so
the mutual exchange of thought will send the
brethren back to their fields sharpened for the
coming winter's campaign.
If ‘the churches
only understood how much
their
pastors

common sense and a little courtesy will go in
dealing with
things might
«of worship.
sides of the
sons to good

1

|

enough,

W,

brought on by ed

—-

weak

Me,

{Mrs
EM Vaughan Fa
Farmington S Sper D
| A Losee
A friend
Bitas Larabee

writes that the statement in the Star of July
23, that he was to go, to Boston, is not cor-|
rect.

quainted ' with the church to state
what
their ability is to support a pastor of their own.

Committee of the Central A<sociation have de
cided to postpone the meeting one week, till
Sept. 23. The programme will not be otherwise changed.

ed by hundreds who might not find their way
into any ofher place of the kind, simply be.

hymn books

16—18,

Neva

by no

however

Parishville |

| Our Nova Scotia correspondent was evidently misinformed; as Rev. John 'M. Lowden

head to lead them forward to aggressive work.
At

On account of the Chenango Co. Fair being
held at Norwich, Sept.

thick

if there were only

CHANGE OF TIME.

metropolis, and in the country also. Their
new and beautiful place of worshipis frequent-

convenient sitting#, and providing

meel

E. N. FERNALD. S-b-B-0-0
>

His church is making itself folt throughout the

_

this

hope,

Seminal

Females suffering from! pain sand : weakness
will derive great comfort and strength from
use of Benson's - Capcine Porous Plaste

‘usual “ faithful few” were on hand for the
conference meeting; and a good time was enjoyed on ‘account of the presence of the Lord.
Baptist church can secure, must come by faiths As the hand of the Lord was phiinly seen ‘to
‘ful adberenceto the apostolic examples. and be guiding, the meeting was protracted a little
precepts,
There ‘are
two Free Baptist
churches in this city, one of ‘them being the more. than a week, Brethren and sisters
Calvary (colored) church, which is at
present working nobly, and the Lord blessing, the ef
in great need of a good
tor. They
have a fort, they were favored with a number of consuitable
Rpuse of worship, with bell, organ,
&e., witlonly a small
debt on their house. versions and nine were added to the church.
‘There is no good reason why there should not The ehurch was strengthened and revived,
be a strong colored church of our faith here, and a good religious feeling pervades the com:

beginning of the next current year,

it

and

In

is doing a truly noble work for both Europeans

when seated.

of our

i

‘Itis Portiane not understood by all the readers of the
Star that this is largely Pedobaptist
soil, and that any permanent gains, which any

our present obligations, and make a fair

Wes.

church,

the only American church in Calcutta,

make

ashamed

beoefit this part also

public remittances will'be supplemented
by a copious shower of private contribu-

the

|

ques-

are

,Poruand Me.

for Hoyt, its present pastor, who has baptiz.
quite u large number within a few months.

and that
fulfil, we

and to-day we

orf)
FOR

wd struggling wé may he.
On the second Sabbath in July, Revs, N. A,
a
lood ' “which *the devomina- |
tious] heart of New Euglund sends rushing Brewster and J. D. Hauling, together with
along her western arteries to Iowa and Kan- Dea. Crabtree, paid a visitto the Plumb Val
which it flows!

leyan (all of these British churches), and the
American Methodist Episcopal. The last is

«ed Christians, who

means

funds on hand shall forward them at
once, and it is hoped, also, that these

info

of the bishop

lished church of Scotland, Free

in the past,

of every church and local Society having

following churches are represented: the Independent,

hoped

sas,

In the present movement

.of the diocese.

ination with which we are identified;
God bus a mission for us
still to

of their
without

doh:

lieving that the “ fuith once delivered to the
saints," has not been Wholly 10st by this dlenom-

of

i

at Lowville..,.The

be held

churchis prospering under the labors of Rev,

and need such associations with brethren of the
“ same faith and order.”.. But, we are endeavoring to keep in fullest sympathy possible with
the
t heart-beit ‘of our brotherhood; he-

is especially desirable that the Treasurer

ministers have from time to time entered
them with « real

Ab

the

with

some

though

efforts,

others in such

weeks

tist church

tion to represent ourselves regularly in general meetings, however much we desire

them see the evidences that their solicitude fs shared by all the brethren, It

of

England, or, as we say in America, the Episco-

palian churches do not

be

iit od

where, that we find it almost out of the

anxiety to the officers of the ‘Society. Let

a

for

will

will’ com-

It is a sober fact that we are so isolated here,
both from our brethren in this State and’ else-

a

us not desert them, nor forget the work.

to

church

The

with

our heroes in India: The work they do
is ours, and we hive sent them to it." Let

The

planning

just

meetings.

union

privilege

my

for Christ.

to close

tlonyz

of

ETT

Tyo young men were baptized Aug::3, and:
received into the fellowship of the Free Bap-.

pel us to make extracts from this communica-

us all rally once more for the support of

that they shall begin work in hearty earnest
for the perishing millions in pagan lands,
‘While in Calcutta,

The crowded state of our columns

deficit opon the treasury. Brethren and
Sisters throughout the denomination, let

church may be made more’ thoroughly mis
sionary than ever before, and many others
have the missionary spirit so put into them,

witness much earnest

if they

would unite for that purpose.
us not'allow the year'

For the speedy

well united, He spends a brief vacationin the.
York,

F Russell 80 8t George

J Huffman E Liberty 0,
2d
Miss Addie
A Paige PlitsieMd NH,
|
iv
Thomas IH Stacy Ottawa House, Cushing's Island,

discretion or pxcpss. Any druggist, as the ingredients. A tess DAVIDSON
CO., 78 Nassau
1
St, New York:
Rh
AR GR
Jy

Bro, Malvern is full of courage, and his people | 2

+ New

,

| Revd P Priokert. Curthand i

It 18 averreéd that Hollies

‘of Manhood, pA] lis

ty. |The future ishopefual,as the services are
‘deeply interesting and more largely ‘attended,

Rev. T. H. Drake,
which gives auvother
glimp se into the work which Freewill Buptists are doing and hoping to do in Harrisburg.

should

MAIL.

ares Now tow Newton Co Mo,
Hes
Warren TIC «
ETE

Extract of Buchu ‘and’ Uva Ursi is’ a ‘sure ‘and
Myrtle Hall Receipts,
permanent remedy for, the above diseases, it havSome of the friends of Myrtle Hall have justly
bee
ing been tested for many years by physicians as | fmpatient
at the tong del ay in acknow lvdging eecgn
well
as
the
public
generally.
pa
:
‘the
Star,
the
money;sent
by
them.
Mostofthe
m
Fugit
i
f
4
|
a
i
‘has come to the theasury of Storer Colle SH
f the
treasury orthe Womans Hssion or the
isaion
| |
BRESCRIPTION, REX
or their agentsand auxiliaries, that have acknowledg -

,We have _ yeceived a communication from; wilds of Maine through the month of Aungust, |

'be made when it fs dne— Aug. 25th?’
"'How easily a few hundred of our
bers ¢ould answer this question

1d

Harrisburg, Penn.

| © ‘With the close, of this month, anether
We financial year of the Society eloses. Let

will doubt.

same cause at-home, no-one

vids wyowa lo)

effect upon the missionaries.

Shall not the mext'remittance be full ‘and |

who remain shall pray that our Heavenly
Father's abundant blessing muy attend them
there, and that through their labors many a

series

as almost priceless.
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at Wells’

most of the

M. have adopted

WHITE Co. Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Newton church, July 11-13. The session
was a very profitable one. The cause is 'prospering finely.

MONTGOMERY Co. Q. M.—Held its May session with the Bethel church, Chautanqua Co.
The weather and roads being good, the Spirit of
the Lord sent a large number of brethren and
sisters to attend this session. We had by far
the largest gathering of Free Baptiste that ever

Southern

Kunsas.

The

welfare

of

Zion seemed to actuate every heart, and a
commendable zeal was shown in the tramsaction of the business.
Steps
were
taken
towards supporting a home missionary within

the Q. M.

Preaching was

good and the

social

meetings were foretastes of eternal glory, long
to be remembered on account of the presence
ot the Lord.

Next session

with

the

church

in Cherry

Valley, Montgomery Co., commencing
at 2.,
P. M., Friday before the second Sabbath in
August. Brethren coming from a distance
should inquire for M. M. Corser.
N. A. BREWSTER, Clerk.
FARMINGTON Q. M.—The June session was
very interesting and important.
The subject
of missions and ‘Sabbath-schools introduced

‘by Revs. C. W, Purinton

and

8, P., Morrell

each received special attention and awakened
lively! discussion.
Interesting sérmons were
‘preached by Revs, J. Ba Davis, D. Waterman

and C. F.

D. Crockett, of the. Otisfield Q.

Chose the following delegates to the Me,

MINISTERS! AND LAYMEN'S INSTITUTE of the Roch

ester Q. M. willbe held at E. Kendail, N. Y., Sept.1l,
12. Programme: Open iug Sermon, Rev. J. M. Crandall,
Justification by Faith, Rev. C, B.Hart,
PersonalBenefitof Writing Sern:ohs Isaac Hyatt. The Observance

of the Lord’s Supper, J, B, Randall.
Distinguishin,
‘Sentiments of the F. Baptists, C. A. Hilton. Traut!

p Viiiuged by Silence, DeaiN. F. Strickland, A Model
Minister,Rév.H, Whitcher. Plan of Sermon,
Rev. J Kettle. Mission of the 8. 8., Robt. Nesbit.
Fore-ordina
tion, J. Luletweiler. Question of Choice, J. D, Clague.

Monthly
tional

Meeting, Source of Church and

Growth, Rev.C. H. Hoag.
;
ISAAC

tral Y, M., the namesof the substitute following that of the delegate: 8. P. Morrill, J. 8.
Swift; J. B. Davis, B. Farrar; C. W. PurinLR
Taylor; C. Campbell, J, H. Bartlett;
ait, Li C. Graves; C.M. Smith, H. H.
Hathaway ; Gorham Baker, C, Mores.

Next session with the Madrid ehurch, Sept.

10,11.

June

week days exclusively.
It was voted that
sessions of conference shalbglose at sunset on

the first ddy of the sessionsg

except the June

session,

Smith,

D. ¥

1

Clerk.

J H Bennett

'

10,00

'
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Benevelent mocieties.
July Receipts,
f.M
H, M.
Ed. Soc.
Reported nthe Star Aug
| 644824 46558
127.27
"Bible s¢hnool in Ind in
408.43
Sam’ Pease and wife Mankato Minn
2.50
2.50
Estate of Mary Toothaker
7s
1000.00
1000.00
500.00
late o fPhitlips Me

|.

859.17 1468.08 627.27
SILAS CURTIS,

Treas.

VERMONT Y. M. will be held with the West Tops-

ham church. All that are coming by. rail and will give
notice by letter or postal to Win, Lig West Topsham, Vt. will be met at Bradford, Sept. 10.
2t38
M, FORD.
NORTHERN INDIANA Y.M.will bold its next session
with the Francesville chureh, Sept. 26—28,
All thst
can are invited 10 come. The brethren and sistersof
the Y. M..will do all they can to circulate this ap=
Pointment, Lei every Q. M, send a large delegation.
e can accommodate all that will come. Francesville
is situated on the L. N. A. & C. R. R.south of Michigan
city and north of Lafayetie.
3133
B. F. FERGUSON, Clerk.
THERE willbe a Woman’s Mission service in connection with the Vt, Y. M, which convenes at W, Topse
ham, Sept.11. We desire the assistance of our mission
women.
F. P. EATON.
Corinth, Vt, Aug. 4,
THE FREEWILL BAPTIST ANNIVERSARIES will be
held with the Oloeyville ¥. B.church, Olneyville, R,
1.. Oet, 79,1879,
The programme
will appear in tha
Star in dae time, If any reduction of fare over the
ralironds is obtained, notice will be given.
E. W. RICKER, Sec.
Dover, N. H., Ang.7, 1879, ;' 3133
FREE BAPTIST Y. M. of Nova Scotia will be held in
the Pree Baptist church, Beaver River,Yarmouth Co.
beginning Sept. 11, at 10,,A. M.
CL
2t93
J, I.P ORTER, Clerk,
Tickets willbefarnished at any station on the Me.
Cen. R, R. and its branches, at one fare, and good for
return, to all attending thé Me. Cen. Y. M,, at Bath,
Sept, 2—4.
C.F. PENNEY,

All money

ME. FB. HOME MI88. 80C.
contributed for mission work

should be sent directly to

Me.

5250 |

Rufus

Deering,

Married

R.I., July 27,by Rev. A. L. Gerrish,
In Olneyville,
EmmaL. Whalan both
Mr. Ellerv W. Frond and Miss
of Fruit Hill, No. Providence.
;
In Gorbam, Maine. July 22d, atthe residence of the
bride, by Rev. Zachariahd. Wheeler.Mr.John M. Russell. of Worcester, Mass., and M iss Mattie L. Robers,
ofG. Noecards,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Portlaud,

Per order of Ex, Com.

Post-Office Addresses.
REV. E,N.FERNALD
(to whom all contributions
from the churches for ouy
Benevolent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston, Me,
52

A private, first class institution for
INVALIDS.
the treatment of all Brain Sickness, Spinal and
Paralysis, Epilepsy, Hysteria,
Diseases,
Nervous
Boston, Mass.
&c., 298 Shawmut Ave.,
DR. THOMAS B. SANBORN, Resident Physi1y16
cian. Send stamp for circulars.

JUST PUBLISHED--SENT FREE
Complete History

taining:valuable
dress Baxter
New York.

-Mrs M Berry—H

of Wall Street

information

&

Co.,

Wall

erywhere—best inducements—don’t

waste

ROBT WELLS,

send for Circular.

_ 43 Vesey St., N. Y,, P.O,

t20e0w

con-

Ad-

Street,
ye?

time

Box 1287.

SEMINARY—Northwood Ridge

N. H. Three terms per year, commencing on
oe
J.
the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec., and March.
H. Hutchins, A. M., Principal, with a complete

fitted for business

bourd of assistants. * Students
or college.

For

further

particulars

Principal, or E. 8. Tasker, Secretary.
Northwood Ridge, July 30, 1879.
AINE

CENTRAL

Maine.

begins

M Farnham~ J L Glidden—8 O Googins—S N Henry—
1, 8 Hin—=C P Haskell—L
Jolnson--D Johnson—AR
Le!ghton—M Lyon—J 8 Manning—J L_ Meserve—Mrs
P.A Potter—M
8 H Rogers—~Mrs
J Robbins—Mre J
Stanard—T R Stiles—B
A Sherwood
—C Stamates—J
Siddons—J_ B Sanbern—T Swith—L L Sweet—Mrs J
Soule—A H Smith—8 Waller—J G White—~G Webster
—J HWard-B F Zell,

17

AS

Aug.

18,

1879.

address

the,

INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,

Preparatory,

College

cal, Scientific courses
Full board of teachers.
Baker

Finance,

for investors.

Publishers,

—Choicest in the world—Importers
prices— Largest company in America
¥_staple article—pleases everybody—
Trade continually increasing—Agents wanted ev-

T

AVA

DC Burr—J B Batchelder

FOR

RETREAT

AND

HOME

MEDICAL

NTORTHWOOD

in Maine

session at Ellenburgh.
“A very profitable sea- ~Mrs E D Blakeslee—C F Cliwrk—G W Coly—E 8
A Copp—G
M Colwell—L 8S Clough—
son was enjoyed.
; Cofin—MrsH
Sopbra Carter—E J Chadw ick—A DD Drummond-E O
Next session at Burke. Rev. A. J. Canny Dickinson—G M Douglass—J Erskine—J W Emery—C
W Foster—W C Frovhley=M Frank—8 Fowler—Mrs J
was appointed to address the Sabbath-school

at the next session, An effort will be made at
the pext session to have the Q. M. held on

50
1.00
1.00
2 50
1.00
1,00
1.00
100
10.00
+35
2.50
35
5.00
3,50
20
5.00
5.00
H0
2,00
2.50
1.75
=

10.00

Denomina-

Money Letters Received.
its:

Int.

:

HYATT, Clerk.

D. PEASE, Clerk.

LawRreNCE (N, Y.) Q. Mi—Held

P.onN.

Concord, N. H.

M.

Cen-

Gen E Gurney
L'D Fairbanks
Hem» i{vbner
Jas Tufts
Josiah Dull
A Bedford
Hester A Corwin
W A Van Norton
SV R Slade
G E Porte
A Hulinz
AJ
Goodell
Jos Batson
D H Fletcher
8 C Bryce
Chas
Livingston
Mrs CAM"
Edith
.
Emily Vose
John E Merrill
Roswell Moyer
O C Nash

Hiilsdale, Mich.

i

‘The next session will be held with the
Badger Grove church, Oct. 10—12.
B. F. FERGUSON, Clerk.

met in

THE consolidated Y. M, of F.B , of Iowa, is to meet.
with the pleasant H ill church , JonesCo .,Oct. 3—5,come
mencing at 10, A, M., of the 3d.
Brethren eomingby
rail will stop on the C. & N. W., at Stanwood, 29 miles
east of Cedar Rapids, where teas will be in readiness
toteonvey them, Or, taking train at Marion, will stop
at Olin. “All should arrive as soon as on Thursday, the
2nd. Also,
THE F. B, Education Society will meet at thesame
time and placeas above, and attendants be provided
for in the same manner.
N. B. There will beno meeting of the Towa Y. M,, it:
having become conselidated with the Northern, and
tu be represented in the Oct.meeting.
N. W. BIXBY,
!
8131
O.E, BAKER,

payments:
Con.

EL wi
igeieee

Canal.

through the Suez

the pain and
to avert the danger

hundred dollars extra will be needed, in well as does an only daughter, and only child,
Mnssachupetts, | |
a few days to meet the expense of the re- who Iivés very fiear. her mother, who daily "ii
and, with
turn passageof Bro. and Sister « Phillips.: ‘and hourly administers aid and comfort to the | Bix persons were baptized,
Who will ¢omie' to the rescue froth another suffering atid drooping head. God grant we one other, were welcomed into the Winter
steamer now goes
all may meetin that land that knows no sor- Street church, Haverhill, Aug. 3. A steady
This one will stop Short retnittance uf once ? ‘These short, re- row,
i
.
™.
H. WALDRON. !
increase marks the faithful labors of this socie-

Every

travelers,

by

BY

«|

Normal, Classli-

of study for both sexes.’
Expenses low. Fall term

Winter

term

begins

Nov.

3, 1879. Spring term begins Jan. 26, 1880. Sum.
mer term begins Apr. 1, 1880. Anniversaries,
June 17, 1880.

For

Catalogue address K. Bachel-

der, A. M., Principal, or C. A. Farwell, Secretary,

Pittsfield, Me., Aug. 2, 1879.

or Gent

y
left.

M, YOUNG,
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that

sends

us

their address will receive something of great
Talus free by mail. On.
ly about two hundred
Greenwigh sNY
§
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up
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Kidney complant and” diseases of the bladder
are not only exceeditigly dangerous but are often
excruciatmgly ppinfal, A medicine to. alleviat

their much beloved young pastor, Rev. Bro.
Yeoman. Some have been added’ by baptism
within
a few weeks, Bro. 'Yeoman'was want:

ing close connections, in six weeks.
age took six months when they came. out the
«econd time in1865. That old route ‘around
the Capeof Good Hope is now dlmost given
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Muy God speed the work:

| Weare sorry to state that Sister Hoagis a conThe steamship“ City of Chrthage,”
firnaed invalid and ‘generally confined’ to ‘her
The
Foreign
Mission
Treasury
is
over
|
magnifSon's
&
Smith
Messrs.
of
best
very
the
‘a thousand dollars short of funds for the bed; and bas heen for a long time u great suficent fleet, bore away our veteran toilers on
in
next remittance, including the deficiency ferer, but God's grace is sufficient to sustain
the 17th inst. They should reach England
and uphold. Bro, Hoag feels lis affliction and
makby
York,
New
on the last remittance. Besides this, four realizes that a heavy hand is laidupon him, as:
reach
might
and
a month,
The voyone of

fo

;

eo
a

will

| Wiest’s Livier Pills cure Sick Headache,

with a school: . i Bight have been added to the Gilford:
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After sermon’

gathering sang “ Hold the Fort”
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EVE

giving more time and effort to ‘the Sabbath:

-

from the steps of their hotels.

‘of miiltitudes in
Jand, the earnest’ pleading
cin’ not, must
love,
firét
our
Orissa,
peed.

not, plead thasfo vat.’

A

quest the ‘Word preached in their hearing and. ‘the practice of having but one" kérmon, and

it bears to you of our’ highly fiivored’ homie:

THE MORNING STAR, AUGUST 13, 1879;
Tn

Poetry.

still lookingup to the strip of sky, and
«You can judge for yourself that I did

A WANDERERS PRAYER.
‘What can
‘What, but
O Master!
And make

not come of the same stock as most of
the men here. My father was a lawyer

I do without Thee?
deny and doubt Thee?
guide me to Thy feet,
my life with Thine complete !

in H—

Teach me Thine own humility!
Since I have been these years alone.

trate it all on me.

Give sight, as in Thine earthly days
Thou gav’st it to the outer phase,

anything about it before father, Max,

THE LITTLE BOOT.
:

‘Within the children’s room
The widowed mother stands,

it here.

Still smiling down with misty eyes

On a little boot in her"hands.

His God liked best to roast sin-

ners, and I heard very little from him but
threats of dropping into hell, if I went a
hair's breadth out of the way. He had

Carefullj’laid away,
With a mother’s yearning care,

Are toys with which the children played,
The clothes they used to Wear.

been brought up

so,

and

fit me.

Her gaze is backward cast,

She sees a little boy
+ Thrust out his chubby foot,
And hears his happy laugh and shout

At right of his first boot.
And, trudging down the road,
Stubbing grass, and leaves, and roots,
She sees again the solid form

Of the little man in boots,
A conqueror that day,
He made the soft airs ring;
Amid the shoeless lads at school

So I was either scared

fun we had so

The boy in boots ‘was king.
Oh, the stillness of the room
‘Where the children nsed to play!
Oh, the stillness of the empty house
Since the children went away!
And this the mother-life—
a

and lose,”

i

Till all the sweet sad tale is told
In a pair of little shoes,
In a single broken toy,
A flower pressed, to keep
All fragrant still the faded life

Of one who fell asleep.

How fareth it with him?
Are the feet of manhood strong
For manhood’s sacred race,
‘His hand outstretched, securely calm,
To clasp its utmost grace?
With love her heart o’erflows,
With love her eyes are dim,
She softly wraps the little boot,
And sends it far to him. -

well

that

I was ready

thought

every

month,

I had a small

but.nowhere

near

enough to satisfy me. My grandfather—
father’s father—was a country doctor and

"| lived about eight miles from

the school,

and
1 went once a fortnight and spent
Sunday there. He was as hard and stern
as my father, but he was fond of me
after all. He kept his loose money in a
box in his desk, and my aunt that kept
house went to it for all the every-day expenses. That put a notion in my head.
I never had stolen, but I thought it

The ancient boot—the far-off boy

Talks through it to the man.
The bard world’s vexing road
The boy’s boot never pressed;

t wouldn't

The boy knew not of manhood’s pain,

do

any

harm

here,

because:

grandiather would think Aunt Mary had
taken alittle more than usual, and then

Nor felt its need of rest.
The man sees all things changed—
The earth, the heaven above;
One thing alone remains the same

they were my own relations, too.
*“ Well, it went on.
First I took

To him—his mother’s love,

only

half a dollar or so. Then nobody noticed an
d
of the year I got so bold I'd just as’ soon
take several dollars.
One morning,

The battered little boot

takes as from her hand,
And seems all sweetest, purest things,
Better to understand.

though, I heard

Dumpy, stubby and old,
The funniest little boot,
With mended toe and flattened heel,
Ever worn by a little foot!
Yet the boot is a band to bind
The man to his innocent past,
To hold his faithful heart of hearts
To life’s first love—and its last!
—Mary Clemmer Ames.

Aunt.

Mary

and

grand-

father. He thought everything of her,
for she was all there was left of his family except my father, and he was very
gentle with her. ‘I can’t make out how
you make quite so much money fly, he
said, ‘I don’t want to skimp, but you've
had fifteen dollars more than we ever

used before

Family Circle.

looked

in

a month.’

astonished.

some mistake,’ she said.

MAX,

Aunt Mary

‘There

count, and it averages
‘“ Max,” I said, * I want you to tell me

ten years.

You look such a boy still I can not he-

lieve you are twenty-three, neither can I
believe all your words imply. Tell me
from the beginning now. We have plenty of time.”
a
Max threw back his head and looked

out to the narrow strip of blue sky visible
of the Mission.

‘Tall

must

be

* I have the sc-

about

¢ Then you're out for once,’

It was Sunday afternoon.
. .

the
said

same.’
grand-

father. « “It's been a little more and a
little more each month, but I didn't mind
till this morning I wanted to pay a bill
and found there was fifteen dollars less

than

1 expected.

Suppose

you bring

your account book.’
¢ I was a mind to ran, and then knew
that would betray me. I sat still by the
dining-room window, while Aunt Mary
and he went over the book, and then

looked

at one

another.

*It must be

somebody that comes into the office,’ she
long oval, a reprodustion of that head of’ sdid. ‘We've never had to lock ‘up beRaphael we all know;
gentle, candid fore, but I guess we shall have to
begin.’
face,

the

blue eyes, and fair waving hair, he seem-

Grandfather looked very black. He'd
caught me smoking thut morning and
a convict just overa ten years’ sentence. pitched my cigar into the pond, and then
Some incredible cause must have been at he said: * That's a high-priced cigar. I
work, to bring such a fate, and “well ac- shouldn’t suppose Joha would be such
a

ed far more some mother’s darling than

customed as T had grown

to Stories

hereditary influence working out,

of ‘fool as to furnish

or foul

and vicious surroundings producing their
inevitable effects, I waited now with a
sense of something deeper and sadder
than even the sad facts that to the practiced eye are written on many of the
faces and forms before one in these meet-

ings. Max had been at them every night
for nearly a month; taciturn, as a rule,
but now and then dropping a few intense
words of longing for a better life, and
hope that it had begun with him. No
work had as yet been found, and the 1little society of * Helpers® connected with
the Mission had, thus far, supplied

his

most imperative wants. To-day a friend
had promised a day's employment, and

the deep, sad eyes bad lighted with such
pure joy that I smiled, too, and he came
impulsively forward; then colored and
retreated. The moment must not be
lost, and soon we were in this quiet place,
and Max poured out his story as if glad
at last to roll off some portionof the bur-

you

money

for such

things. You'll smoke no more in this
house, sir.’ Whatever else he thought
he said nothing. Ie locked his money
box, and I heard

him

say

where

he'd

keep the key, so that Aunt Mary needn't
be troubled, and I can tell you I let it
alone for awhile. But I was too deep in

Fin

had me flogged before
wrote to my father, who
more flogging, Then he
I was to bave gone to

the school, and
came on and did
took me home.
college after a

couple more yeurs ut school for I was a
bright scholar, only too lazy to do much
hard work ; but now he said I'd got to try
knocking around a little, and I was made

older, I was so tall,
beer like any old

and

toper.

I wanted my
The

long and

short of it was, I got to unlocking the

box when I liked, and one night as 1 put
the key back between two books, I fel a
hand on my collar.
* * So,’ said grandfather, ‘it is you,

sir!’

1 think I'd have died that minute

if

Leould. His voice was icy enough to
make my blood run cold, and he looked
at me with a contempt that enraged as
well as scared me. I couldnt face hi.

I began to cry, and then he shook me till

Beloved Boy:
“Iam too feeble to write
a long letter, My
strength lessens every day.
1 may per.
hey
haps iecover, but that rests with "Hod alone. I
have but one wish. It is to see my poor deserted
child once more, and clasp him to my heart. O
my boy, my darling boy! I have always loved
you.
You shall have my fullest blessing and forgiveness. If I die, and I suppose I must, before
our sentence ends, I beg you, I implore you, to
ead a better life. 1 have made your father prom-

"They have no home to remember and can.

best
knees I be
you to become
hid I implore a
fo di
n her grave. Wil
me? Ihave told them to send you
when I am gone. Wear it with love
mother. I hope soon to be released from
misery I now endure. My darling, I send thou:
sunds of kisses and betes to you.
“ ‘Your loviug Mother.’

to help others out of just such a swamp as caping the ravages of time.
I was in, and if I can only have steady
To effect his purpose he adopted the unique
work I can and will. Yerups this job to- and only successful arrangement of eausin
g
morrow is the beginning.
You are very himself
to be cut in pieces by u serva
good to have "listened so pujiemly, but salted down in a barrel, for sq¢ would mtang
he be

hy

not miss it. But I had my chances, and
here I am at twenty-thrée with nothing

before me so far as I can
struggle for even bread
debted yet to the Mission
food. I deserve it all
doesn't it look as if I had
be alive?

beloved! on

see but a sharp
to eat, and infor shelter and
and more, but
ne business to

No, I won't say that.

I want

grery one bere seems good. I wish there
had
been such a place before I went
‘I answered that letter in a week. It to the bad altogether. Seems to me somebroke my heart. I swore there in that bady might have taken hold of me.”
All
Was’ a year ago. - Max has
to drink, and I cell that I'd never steal again, and 1 wrote

errand boy in a big store.
*“It was a great change, and at first I
rather liked it, Bat you see I ran against
all sorts, and I wanted
felt a good deal more of a man than I do
now, and it wasn't long before I' got a
name of being about as thorough-going a
young scamp as there was in H——,
And the more father flogged the more
I determined to run. Mother kept me
for a while.
I loved her, and she

died a thousand deaths over me.
put her arms round
stop, and I'd say,

me

She'd

and beg

me

‘Mother, [ can't

to

stop,

I'm in for it, and I've got to go on.’ Then
she'd pray, and pull me down by her,
‘My God, what have we done, that our
only boy is going to destruction » | shall
hear those prayersas long as I draw a
breath. It people could be possessed ot

months.

Then he got me a place in a

New York store. I promised fair, and
they thought I might make x new beginning. So Idid. I had times of wanung
to be different, bat it was as I told you,

1

was too deép in to get out. They trusted
me there. I had a pleasant way, and
800u they promoted me a little and I carried the mail back and forth. It didn't
takelong to get the run of things, and

soon I was able to cash money

orders

on my own hook.

This went on for three

months, and

they

then

found

me’

out.

I didn’t know where I was

going,

and

I

went off without a word to mother.
‘I
have given you your last trial,’ he said.
‘You are no son of mine.
Here
is
fifty dollars. Itis the last money you
will ever have of me. Steal or be honest as you choose. I wash my hands of

ber that promise.

1 was

For a moment Max
then read :

covered

his face,

nothing te do but steal, too.

Well, I was

try for work awhile, for

how

caught
year..
my old
Nobody

in no time, and sent up for a
Worked that out, and then tried
tricks again. What was I to do?
wants a jail-bird around. I did
oh,

sick

I

was of it all, but who would give me any ?
So for a year I stole, getting to be an accomplished thief; sometimes a lot of
money that I made fly, and then, again
hungry even before I filled up again. I
only wrote to mother once in that year.

I'couldn’s.

make
to me
little
wrote

Just writing her name would

me break
several
money, me, and

down and cry. She wrote
times, and always sent a
That year in prison, she
begged me to do better

when I came out. See how she stuck
me, no matter what [ did.”

to

Max drew a package from his pocket
and untied it carefully, taking out several
letters, worn with frequent reading
and
in a delicate
‘yet free handwriting, evidently that of a cultured woman. Then
he read slowly and with trembling voice :

*¢ My Dearest Son:
Your letter with the dreadful news of your cone
viction to State prison has pained me juexpressibly, and yet it brings comfort, for it tells me
yon
are alive and well. * I can not tell you. my da ing
boy, how I have suffered with aoguish and sus.
pense in thig long silence. ; You say you long for
me. My darling son, take courage!
"A man. who
loves his mother still, no nites 10w low he has
fallen or deeply he has sinned, is not lost altogether. O my own boy, follow the better in.
stincts of your nature, and. lead an honest life
henceforth. - You shall have Sohey 10 begin again
with, when your sentenck 1s over.
Try, then, to remember what parentage you come from und be;
God to keep you honest, vy
E

““ Wouldn't you think I was a devil him:

self, not to follow up that letter when I

did get out?” Max said, as he looked
at me.

‘*I do semetimes, and

yet

up

there

were reasons. ' No
money
eame. I
couldn’t get work.and Tjust went on from
bad to worse till the end came. I was in

a big job;

caught,

of course.

I always

was caught all my life. I pleaded guilty,
and in consideration of my yout they
only gave me tem years. This was in

Jersey, and I brought up
Oh, it’s a hard

place.

The

at Trenton.
others

with

name.

[I kept still a good while

and

wouldn't write to mother. It was almost
a year and a half. I'd tried to escape
and been insubordinate in" all sorts of

ways, and in that eighteen months. went
up for punishment eleven times. . On, it
was rough! Each time made me ‘more
dogged and furious. I won't tell ‘you

tle, abstracted quiet. What the
do for him one can not tell.

done,

I

used

ressure of the past is too strong upon

Mission, and uncertain whether to enter
or not, does his face light up and his own

sorrow sink out of sight, tis employers
count him one of their most efficient and
trusted clerks; and while these pages
give no clue by which any save bis nearest and truest friends can ever recognize
the portrait, it is a portrait, and one more
constant spur to the thought that even in
the most apparently ‘hopeless case that
either prison or House of Refuge can turn
out there is the possibility of reform—a
seed pruggling up through rocky, almost

hopeless soil, 10 gladden

You

except in an oath. These men and, womenround here are bigger heathen“than
you'll find, T believe, anywhere elsein the

world.

We talked it ali over when we

could. John had heard of the McAuley
Mission. In fact he knew Jerry when he
was about the worst customer in the

Fourth Ward, and he said if Jerry McAuley could turn honest he could, tno, and

served five years of his seven,

and

went

to in<

He is no longer a man of piety, but of cunning

deviltry, and necromancy.

in

the

black art

are

His

achievements

rumored

throughout

Christendom, and he becomes the great magician of the middle ages, beside whom the
wicked Doctor Faustus himself is only a nov-

ice, so highly did the devil esteem him.

:

Certainly no man ever had honor so thrust
upon him; for what had been done by the
farmer poet of Mantua, the pure-minded min
who sang the song of Rome snd Religion, to
merit attention from the enemy of mankind?
Let us first consider the mythical account,
and some of the * many marvayles that he dyd
in hys lyfe tyme by whychrafte and negromancye through the helpe of the devyls of
hell.” Prodigies are said to have happenad at
his birth.
His
mother dreamed she had
borne a laurel branch which grew and filled
the country.
His birth, according
to one tradition, is nearly contemporaneous with that of
Rome itself. ‘Romulus kills Remus in the
manner required by the commen account, and
soon after this event Virgil appears upon the
scene, heralded by an earthquake.
He fs sent

ta school, and one day roaming among the hills
*“ it fortuned he spyed a great hole in the syde
of a great hall, wherein he went so depe, that
he culd not see no more Iyght; and then he
went a lytell farther therein, and theu he saw
some lyght agayne, and then he went forth

me of some

stores

that

wanted porters and I went to each one.
Not one had work for me. I went back
to the Bible House the next day and twice
afterward,

and they said I must try

do something for myself!

and

That ended all

the aid I ever got from the Prison Associ-

ation. Now I don't say that it may not
do good work, but I can bring you twenty
men: that will tell you the same story ;
they went out from it sick at heart, wiih
no more prospect of help or work than if
there were no such organization. ‘There's
something wrong
in the system, 1 do not
pretend to say what.
:

had done great things for: Roman literature,
Virgil was to Rome what Tennyson is to Englan
so d,
apt is the comparison of Green; the
most winningof moralists. Aneas submissive
to the will of the gods, and King Arthur bold
always in defending the invoilable right, bave
certain pointsof resemblance.
The fame of
in the

sky,

for

no

tomb,

Others

by offering sacprobably

We may perhaps detect in this a gradua
l
transformation of the man of genius into
a
Christian saint.
Paganism was crumbling

Into ruins, and the new religion was gathering

some of the fragments, The writings
of Virgil
bad something in them to further. this
notion
and render easy his partial adoption into
the
Christian family.
He stands in a different re-

lation to Christianity from almost any other
Pagan writer. Men fancied they saw resem.
*

blances between the fourth Eclogue and cer-

tain passages of Isaiah or Micah.
Indeed,
this very poem was read aloud at the
great

Councilof Nice, by order of the

Constantine.

Emperor

There was also a supposed

nection with the Sibylline

Books

which

hymn

the

con-

gave

the writings of Virgil a prophetic,as
well as a
sacred, character.
The Sibyl herself is introduced along with Virgil, over the
threshold
of the church; “ Teste David eum
Sibylla,””

saith a line in that famous

* Dies

Ire.”
As early as the days of Hadrian the
write
ings of Virgil were regarded with a supers
titious reverence—a sort of sacred book;
and
hence the celebrity of the Sortes Virgil
iane,
or custom of consulting the will of fate
in the
book of Virgil by drawing inferences from
any
chance passage at which one happen
ed to
open.
Some persons make a similar use of the
Bible now-a-days.
This
custom gained
a
strong hold on the minds of men, and contin
ued till & comparatively receat date.
In the

midst of the uncertain events which preceded

his ruin, Charles I. was one day visitin
g the
Oxford library and availed himself
of the common practice, He opened to the
following
lines from the _Fneid (Lib. 1V.,
615-620)

Jjudgmend, without that be delyvered by the
handes of man.
Thus, Virgilius, I pray the,
delyver me out of this payn, sud I shall shewe
unto the: many: bokes of negromancye, and
how thou shalt come by it lightly, and know

the practyse therein, that no man

in. the sey-

euce of negromancye shall pass the.
!
Virgil requires the books to be produced beforehand, and when they are forthcoming he

pulls off the board, ‘‘ and
bole, und

‘there was

thereat wrang the devyll

a Jytell

out

lyke a

till their almost literal fulfilment
‘ But harassed by the war and arms
of an
audacious people, an exile from his border
s,
torn from the embrace of [bis son] Julus,
let
him implore assistance, and witness the
shame-

ful slaughter of his friends; and after he has

subscribed to the terms of an

unequal

peace,

let him not enjoy his kingdom nor his longed
for life; but let him fall before his day,
and

lie unburied in the midst of the sand.”
In the age of Dante the Roman Tennyson

bad become

wholly

ideal, and

his

writings

a.

species of allegory; and when the great Flor-

entine wanted a guide and companion
through
the mysteries of the unseen world he takes

Virgil whom be reverences and. obeys. The
Roman state had gone to wreck » And the pieces
were drifting to every shore—superstition
s,

customs,

and literature, in a more or

Jess

dis~-

figured condition, Virgil bad become famous
from one end of Christendom to the other.
Pilgrims continued to visit his tomb, and many
prodigies weré noised abroad as baving hap-

pened there.

This was only nutural.

It was.

not
a great saint in those days who could not
yeel, and cum and stode before Virgilius Jyke have
prodigies happen at his tomb. And it is
a bigge man.”
Virgilius, nothing daunted,
only a single step.and that not a long one,from
expressed
his surprise and disbelief that
an old-fishioned saint to an old-fashioned wiz“ I pawned my clothes and raised a lit- “'s0 great a man myght come out
at
a man’s bones begin to perform
tle money and from that time fora morith, Iytell a hole,” and suggested. that the so ard. When
dey- | miracles it is time
to become suspicious: what
lived on twodollars a week; seventy cents il do itover again in order to
convince him. might not the
man himself bave done? '
forlodging and tifteen cents a day for food. - The devil consented, and * wrange
himselfe
Coffee once a day, and dry bread was ail into the lytell hole ageyne,”
The Neapolitans themselves doubtless had
and Virgil
a
I had. I washed my: clothes and bung thoughtfully, agayne Kivered
the hole with loud voice in giving currency to these reports, .
them out of the window at night. = You the borde close, and so was the
devyll begyl- which pilgrims carried home beyond the mountwonder I didn’t come here, but somehow ed.”
ains and seas to embellish and improve upon
:
I was ashamed. I was bound to find work
Virgil now takes possession of the books,snd, before retailing to their astonished countryif I could, and I couldn't. At last my in the words of
Mr. Longfellow, ¢ commences men; and from impressions already created by
money was gone. I went sixty hours the practice
some of the plays, or dramatizations from the
of the black ar: on a large scale;
without food. Then I crawled down here he makes
a besieging army stand still upon
works of Virgil, that were common in those
and stood at the door. I thought I was their
dying. It was an hour before meeting. other scaling ladders, ¢ ons fote uppe, and an- days, the popular mind would be found the
downe;”
more

I walked in, but things waved before my
eves. Frank, the janitor, was used to such
things. He put me down in.a chair and
fot me some milk and bread; and then a
ittle hot soup. I cried for more, bat they
wouldn't let me have it, and then he took
me up stairs. God’sangels couldn’t have
been kinder. = They took hold of me as if
I was their own brother. They saw I was
pretty uearly gone, I suppose, and they
worked over me and prayed over me till
I came back to life in more ways than one.

he makes a copper

horse,

with

are

found

8 copper man upon his : back, holding in his
hand an iron flail, who patrols: the streets of

the city by night, snd slays all who

abroad after the ringing of a bell at ten o’clock ;

he lights the city of Rome with a perpetual
lamp; he builds a bridge in the air, and brings

thereupon the Sultan’s daughter from
lon to Rome.”

Baby-

This last was certainly a wonderful feat of
the bachelor poet, and is only equaled by the

when I went to that bench, I made to God

next:
Then he thought in his mynde ho we
hee myght mareye her, and thought in his
mynde to founde in the myddle of the see a
fayer towne, with great lands belonging to it;
and so he dyd in his cunnynge, and called it

You see so many knew me. I had ever
sort of offer to go to thieving again,

and in that towne of Napells h¢

I found there

was love for

me,

too, and

over again the same promise I had made
to my mother. Oh, how many times. in
that month I wished I neverhad made it!

hadn’t grit enough to tell them the real
truth and say I had sworn off. Instead I

them I'd lost my courage and didn’
about it. You couldn’t stand it. But told
dare. They pitied me, and thought it
there is one thing, I have never yet seen would
the man in.the house of Refuge or ‘offered come back, and then one of them
me a place as bar-tender in his
any prison I've tried, that's fit to ‘punish. den..
He was a king among them, and in
They all do it as if they were the ones you with the
had offended and not the lawof right, and I wouldn'tpolice,t00, as plenty of them are.
do it, and at
I thought :
most of them seem to enjoy
making you ‘ There's no spot ia the last
o
world for you.
saffer. lve cursed God many a time in You've
| that shower-bath, or when they put the well diekillea your mother and may as
yourself.’ Even now, when I
collar on me, and 1've yet to see the man
kpow
made better by such ways. At last I much I am forgiven, there doesn't seem
room
wrote to mother, and in & week came this others lived for me anywhere, These
in such miserable. ways that
answer :
oe
being decent is a kind

of heaven for them.

|

did the

same, for we know that at an early date the
tomb on Posilippo became a favorite escort for
pilgrims from Italy and other lands.

cast a gloomy influence over
his mind
streyghte,
and within a lyteil wyle after he which

& man could be; purge a voyce that called ¢ Virgilius! Virgil
and never lost a chance
of telling his
story and pulling anybody in that he ius!’ and looked aboute and he colde not sce
could make cone in, and I saw well from nobody. Then sayd he (i. e, the voice), * Virthe way the story ran that he'd found his gilius, see ye not the lytell borde lying besyde
you there marked with that word?” Then anchance and was a happy man.
“I served seven years of my ten, and swered Virgilius, ‘I see that horde well
then was pardoned out.
Dr. Harris, the anough.” The voyce said, ‘ Doo awaye that
head of the Prison Association, was the borde, and lette me out there atte.” Tban anone I had been told to go to, and instead swered Virgilius to the voyce that was under
of making straight for the mission, I the lytell borde, and sayde, ‘Who art thou that
thought I'd try there first. He asked what callest me so?” Than answered the devyll,
¢ I
I was willing todo, and Isaid, * Anything am a devyll conjured out of the
bodye of a cerin the world to get an honest living.’ So teyne man, and banysshed
here tyll the day of

a list was given

it filled the country.
This much is known :
Virgil was worshiped as a man ofgenius.
He

rifices at bis

course
of
time
his character
undergoes
complete transformation in the minds of men.

you |
know his story. There was no reason
why he should n't have gone to the bad,

for he was born to that kind of life, and
he’d never hardly heard the name.
of God,

VIRGIL.

of genius than the one referredto here. Hardly is the poet quiet in his grave before the real
Virgil begins to fade away into the ideal. Ia

and they begun to say I might be pardoned out for good "conduct. That put
some life into me. I worked hard as I
could, and I began to read and study
again from the books in the prison library. There was one young fellow, in for
ven years—a rough from this Fourth

clon,
*¢ And‘ thus eadeth the life of Virgilius,
with many dywrs consaytes that he dyd2”.
If we ask the Muse of history to relate to us
the causesof these. things we obtain but
a
vague and uncertain answer, It is not prob.
able that bis fame as a magician sprang into
existeasnce
Minerv
,a did from the brains of
Jove, fully armed and equipped. . It was rath.
er the laurel branch that grew and grew until

wealthy postaster, kept the birthday of Virgil

were equal to the task.
In all the annals of
literuture is found no stranger misconception

There was no more need for punishment,

summone-i to the: inquest, he committed
Sui
cide and took this method of avoiding
suspi-

The purity of his life—Parthenias the Nex.
politans called him, says Cruttwell, in allusi
on
to his chastity—and the circumstances of his
death could not fuil to add a charm in the view
of bis admirers.
According to a letter of
Pliny, Silius Italicus (25-101 A. D.), the

vest the Roman poet with the garb of wizardism, But the superstitions of our fathers

think she was there, and I'd fall on my
knees and hide my face and try to pray
for forgiveness. My ways all changed.

always in a state of preservation; or as some
of our modern detectives might explainit
if

more religiously than his own,

it,

of es

fore him.

the eyes of the

A difficult matter,one might think

searching for the elixir of life, or means

Virgil was the largest star

oe
ror

THE MEDIEVAL

the grotto of Virgil. And it is certain that
the
Neapolitans came to regard Virgil ssa sort
of
patron deity who defended their. city, by: various contrivances, from war and pestilence.
The last recorded * marvayle’’ of the poet
is
the old experiment, without which no wiz.
ard’s reputation would be complete, that of

Shakespeare or Milton had risen and shone be-

patient worker, and become “one more
sheaf in that precious store laid at last at
the feet of the Master.— Helen Campbell
in Sunday Afternoon.

to even

ard, but we took to one another.
know him. It's John O——, and

years Ay
yet the

hey and only as he Joey 10 meet some
sad or desperate soul
hovering about the

‘“‘Iwrote her again. My first promise she received,
but could not answer.
My last she never saw. She was dead
when
the
letter
got
there,
and
a friend she loved put it in her coffin. If
I hadn't felt the first promise sacred, this
one buried with her would bind me firm
as iron. Sitting in that cell when the

places,and I went straight to a low hole on

was

His eyes ure sad, his manuer fall of gen-

Dearly Beloved Child:
“* Foe eud is so near that I must write my Inst
words to you, slowly and with pain. I muss tell
you now, that I fear your father will not keep his
promise to have you come home. If he does not,
write to your
grandfather, It
eves me to have,
to tell you that’you are not to rely on your father,
but be has no sympathy or pity
you. All the
money you have ever receiveu fiom home came
from me. Icould not deseit or forget my ring
boy.
OU my darling, are you ory
of
love? Have you any love or feeling for me?tha I
most solemuly
command and
you, here
on my dying
bed, to become an honest man.
you will not do iv for your motner’s sake, do it If
your own. When this sentence is served, your for
ture is in your own bands, You can become fuhonest man, with courage and perseverance, anIf
you do not try, you will fall lower and lower and
come to a shameful end, Make it the aim of your
life to rederm your goud name.’ There is time yet.
Your heart cin not Le ail hard.
life
anew. Be honest. Gi ov recall what
le..rned in childhood.
ch
Tomy aye
0 f good cheer,
dar
ling, and promise me to be honest. I dream whole
nights about you. Last
nightI dreamed that you
were being
punished, and I woke with a ery. I
wept all
night and slept no more. Oh, promise
me Lo try and be honest, and God bless my precious boy!
* ‘Your loving, dying Mother.’

off, bound to be different. He wrote
once or twice that he'd found work and
been helped, but I never knew the whole
till I got out myself. Ta a little over a
year came a paper, with a long account
of a wedding at the Mission, and there
was John, settled in life, and one of the
main stays for Jerry, they said. He'd
been converted there, and he was warm-

Chatham street. The first night th
money was stolen, and then there

has éscaped the clutch of old evil habits.

“4

day’s work was

that he

has some ‘* business to be alive.” He will
never be like John O—,3 Joyous worker, bubbling over with jiapD ness that he

ever

-

to have from her.”

you.’

‘1 got into the cars without a word,
and didn't peally begin to think till I was
almost to New
York
again. Then I began to be in a rage. * You turn me out
like a dog, do you? I said.
‘Well,
we'll see what'll come of it.’ I knew
well where to go. That time in the
House of Refuge had taught me all the

found his place, and. is sure now

Before she got it, she

wrote again,—the lust letter

he wag going to try it anyhow. He was
pardoned
out for good conduct after he'd

me got twenty-one apiece, but the ten
looked as long to me as their twenty-one.
to stop. I was bound to live as fast as -1 wasn’t sixteen
yet, but tall as.I am now.
those fellows with big allowances, and, They called me * Max the Stick,’ I was so
though I wasn't but thirteen, I seemed tall, and I was known everywhere by that

I supposed he would rhake the life out.
Then he groaned and sat down and cov“It seems a hundred years ago that I eved his face. That finished me. If
was a little fellow at home,” he began, he'd let me go then, I believe I never

den he had carried.

He flogged me himself and then

They were kind. They didn’t have me
but just sent me home to father.
| -arrested;
He was perfectly quiet.
So quiet that I
knew something was coming. Mother
lpoked at me as if her heart was broken
and I think it was. I staid there two
days. Then father took me to the depot.

I got well season-

There my trouble began.
sum

Beside his twilight fire
The ey=s of manhood sean

afaik) “délichte

death,

ed after a while, and could drinka quart
without winking, and wanted it, too.

- Amid the world’s unequal strife,

and slender;

to

I couldn't stand, and the matron

While his mother’s eyes are dim,

~ from the upper windows

and

enough tostay. But I tell yon one thing,
—if I everhad a boy of my own, you
wouldn't catch me sending him off that
way, for the very best school, which that
wasn't, has deviltry enough in it to
spoil any young one with as little balance piece as I had. There were fellows
that had quite a lot of pocket-money,and
they'd buy beer, and amuse themselves
making some of us little boys tight, and
- many a time I've gone to bed fuddled so
I had sick-headaches.

The boy who wore the boot!

all you will of this dreadful

it,

tions.

or reckless, and ended with being the
last, pretty much all the time. I was devils now, 1 should say I had one then,
bright enough, and father had me study and yet all the time I loved and petted
Latin when I was only seven. At ten he her, only I couldn’s stop.
“Well, I ran away,and of course futher
sent me to boarding-scheol, and that
pretty nearly killed mother. She had followed me up, and then he sent me to
been a good deal of an invalid, but then the House of Refuge. Now that may be
she weat to bed, and staid there mostly, good for some; but as for me I gut my
except when I came home for vacations. crowning lessons in deviltry there, and
I half broke my heart over it for awhile, there wasn't an in or out of “wickedness
and then I got used to it, and liked the that I didn’t know at the end of that six

As she softly lifts the little boot
From the stillness of the past.

:

stood

could not see why the same thing did not

With loving, longing heart

eo

he

might not like it.” The most reasonable
thing was always hedged round with this
warning, and we both shook when he
came near us unexpectedly. He was a
very religions man in his own fashion,
but not much of the real thing as you get

With mended toe and flattened heel,
Ever worn by a little foot.

He

I suppose she spoiled

coupled with the words: ¢ We won't say

O--O--b

:

his

me, and yet it is through her I am here
to-day. At any rate, 1 know that any
freedom or indulgence always had to be

And make me, seeing self anew,
To Thee return, to Thee be true.
—E. R. Champlin,
in Congregationalist.

Dumpy, stubby and old,
The funniest little boot,

a stern, hard man, deep in

business from morning till night, and
paying litile attention Lo me one way or
another. My mother was very gentle
and delicate and sad; loving me passionately as she had loved my father till his
coldness and hardness made her concen-

Mine eyes are blurred; I can not see
How like the world my soul has grown

“ To bear, and love,

would have taken another dollar. I was
soft-hearted, and to see him cry over it
was just awful. But he had his own. .no-

his slender hands clasped about one knee.

wb,

Mapells; and the foundacyon of it was egges;

made

a tow-

er with 1iii corners, and in the toppe he set an

receptive for the stories of travelers.

The sixth book of the Aneid may have help-

ed.on the reputation of the poet as a necroman--..

cer. It certainly would not retard it. His
knowledge of the Pagan Hades, in a superstitious age, may

have

been

the

best

possible

paseport into the Christian Hell.
Some of the stories related of him, it will be
noticed, have a tinge of Orientalism; and we
remember that the European intellect received
quite an infusion of Oriental imagination from

the Mahometan invaders of 8pain.

The Devil

imprisoned under the little hoard is like the
story of the genie and the fisherman in the Arabisn Nights; and I fancy that not only the
Sultan’s daughter, but many another myth,
Came over the bridge in the air from Babylon
or Damascus.

Thig eurious mythology [to quote Cruttwell)
apyll upona yron yas, and no man culde
lasted throughout the fourteenth century, was
‘pull sway that apell without he brake it; and |
vehement)y opposed in the fifteenth by the par‘throwghe that yron set he a botél, and on that
tisans of enlightened learning, and had not
botel set he an egge ; and he henge the apell by
quite died out by the middle of the sixteenth.
the stauke upon a chéyne, and so ‘hangyth it
As a conclusion of the whole matter, it may
styll. And whenne the egge styrreth so shall
be said that no adequate explanation is offered.
the towne of Napells
quake, and when the egge

brake than should the towne synke.”
According to Montfaucon, who is quoted by
Scott ina note to Marmion, this appears to
have been a current article of belief in the
Middle Ages; for a chapter of knights of the

order “ Du Saint Esprit ou droit desir,” insti
tuted in 1852, wus appointed to be held annu=

ally at the Castle of the Enchanted Egg, near

Itis after all a strange sight to see one of the
purest names

of antiquity

attached

to one of

those darkest characters whith the darkest age
of history could invent. Could Virgil himself

have seen the sort, of. shadow he was to cast

within the mind of the Middle Ages, as within
a glass, he might have wondered at the truth of

his own sentiment, that virtue protects her vo-taries.—S, V. Cole, in Literary: World,
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(ASAT

HE MORNING 'STAR, AUGUST 13. 1875.
paper and

then exclaimed, ‘youd

Bach

| :

bapti

: PARAGRAPHS,

has come, Bach hascome.” 'A'messenger beaDe board of ‘education—the blackwas sent and the modest
man was drag- |
ged at. once, into the royal presence, nor, Count Victor Gleichen, nephewof Queen
as lend sepia. a
Ls
did the King release him until he had Tieard Wistotty
It is a green apple that does not know

1"
The secret of efiiclency. and su

bim plyy upon every. piano in bis palace
and every organ in Potsdam.
“There jad ‘great discussion a8 to the

comparative merits

’

a

cess

in

chand, a brilliant but superficial’ organist

our enterprises is.to 30h at once hou Dug
ideas while,our
tancy.is yet warm and in a,
glow a
vee.
en
:

of Dreaded, and to. settle the dispute a.
trinl of ‘skill bétieen the twd wis agreed

Could we bat prevail with the: greatest

debauchers

among

us

to change

of “Bach and Mar-

:

their

n. > The time : came," but Marchand’

was very late. A servant was ‘sent to
lives, we should find it no very hard matbring him. The man ' retorned, Without

ter to change

their, judgments.— South, +»

We lay it down asa proposition not to | the valiant ‘musician who had very dis-.
rum AWAY. «1
he
be controverted © that'!the ‘htiman’ ‘mind, CreeLly

even by natural instinct, po gsesses some
sense of a Deity, —John, Calvin,

|.

If the: mouth of a wise man be shut;Ne is,
ho shall know his
Pkg

y

but they who

winds

have learning, §

IU

VunbAdgh, ing

aloud

th

of ti086' who Ae

Ut

the

x

may

to its defense, shuts their eyes instead of
opening them, all becanse men are more
zealous in upholding their own reputation
for infallibility and righteousness than in
seeking absolute truth and light.”- Sunday
Arternoon.

1n on of the narrow crooked

streets of

the sleepy little town of Eisenach, Upper
Saxony, a queer old house, stuck over

with windowsof all shapes and sizes, is
pointed out to travelers us that in which

the great organist first saw the light,
and the red<tiled roof and great beams

showing through the plaster tell of the
ravagescf time since little John Sebas-

:

At ten years of age, in 1695, we find him

an orphan, penniless, going to live with
with one

re-

deeming trait—a love for music—and
soon the boy learned to finger the harpsichord marvelously.
The child had mastered all his uncle's
music with the exception of one

book,

a

collection by celebrated composers that he
was never allowed to touch. In vain he
begged to use it, but no, whenever the

uncle had done with it, he carefally wrapped it up and put it away on a high shelf
behind the glass doors of his book-case.
Here the boy sat and watched it and longed for it until the desire of possession
grew too strong to be withstood. One

moonlight night he crept out of bed and
To play the music woald not do,

but, happy thought, he might copy it.
So night after night when the sky was
clear and there was a moon—for hé dared
not use acandle—the little fellow sat at his

window slowly, dnd painfully tracing note

by note.
At the end of six months of
sleepless nights, aching fingers, and with
his eyes almost ruined the whole was cop-

(ti

rylast.
notes of the great book, his uncle came up-

on him at his work and stern, and angry,
took both copies from the child. Soon after, the uncle dies leaving all the musie to
more

without

money or friends.
But bravely he set forth on foot for
Liineburg where he sang in the boys’
choir in St. Michael's school, until troubie

came in the change- of his voice, after
this was over and bis voice had settled into bass or tenor whichever it was,

it was

found to be good for nothing.
‘What he did to keep from starvation
from that time until 1703, when he became court musician at Weimar, is. unknown, but he must have been a hard
student with the rest, for at Weimar he
was violinist, a position of which he soon

tired and'left for that of organist in Arn:

’

Dissatisfied with his knowledge and acquirements, he is soon tramping from city
to city, listening sometimes by permission,

often by stealth to the greatest- musician,
Too poor to pay for lessons, he snatched them here and there in some old church

alone.”

One
yawn

wearily and’ get out of the car at one station.
:
** What place
do you call this?” he askedarativeg 8 #8
5
SH
8"

* Gorham,” #aidthe native. «=

“ What does it Rmennt to?” asked the

passenger.

The native said it was a favorite

mer resort.
him in dumb

sum-

The passenger stared at
amazement, and then he

looked around him at the beautiful panorama of Slopiy
hills and climbing

court

director, an

office requiring the greatest musical abili-

ty. Six years after this he was made di“rector of the St. Thomas school of music
in Leipsic, which position he held
time of his death.

at the

Various honorary distinctions such as
Kapel-meister to the Duke of Weissenfels

and court composer to the king of Poland

were also conferred upon him;
:
In appearance, Bach was a very plain,
stout, full-faced man, extremely timid

and etiripg,in society; though a mostiig-

id 1eathen.. Wf
0 ike tow Of 04
His second son was organist ‘in
the
service 'of Frederick the, qanieky Ih the

sent a message which could not be refus-

ed.

hooks” on her forehead.

After long delay, Bach

gave

his

promise to visit Potsdam.

One evening as the King was dressing
for his concert—for he imagined he could
play the flute and had concerts at his palace in which he performed—an officer

brought him a paper containing the list of
arrivals in the city. Frederick took the

developed

and

highly

Jhristiun resignation,

[feeling

e Ww.

confident

e

of

ald:

five,

A as mote

Ha

pot welt Ela)

Laue

vio

JAMES ASHLEY,

’
ETE

RUTH Paice, mother of Mrs. 8.8. Kimball

years pust has resided with:
died: Li hor re i
in
drop into poetry” oblige’ us by’ dropping
(Gabery, in the said ‘town, on ‘Thursday’ last
clear through ?~Quincy: Modern ‘Argo.

Won't some ‘of those
‘ people

omit:

and who for ten

who *‘jast

and you have
eternity.—

wend

boards’in Edinburgh, as several” of them
have: ‘been re-elected, they ‘having been

them fn Rogers,

after having lived
to the ¢xtraordinary
uge o
90 years, which she Completed on the 80th of

‘June

since,

and he

now

down

on

the

She ‘retained

her consciousness

Rg wife and widow of David : Mitchell,
M. Di, father of Mrs.
8. 8."
Kimball, thence

HG

sits

last.

until within a few moments
of the great
change, when she quietly passed away like
Jue in sweet glunbet. fo
as born'in ‘Bradfor
+ H., where
she lived for many years as
married the late David Paige, 'of Weare, but
subsequently of Munchester,
N. H., from

General Burnside recently reviewed the
militia of Rhode Island. ' The militia rode
by in a hack, Cincinnati Commercials
© The fellow: who' dropped
into &' chair
containinga tack, has been uneasy ever

in the world.
Bombay, with a’ population of 650,000 and
an average to the square mile exceeding
London, is the second city in the British
Empire in point

1 Aus

as an Irishman says, is that

our first appearance

we

i

sailing

across

pines, the solt blue of the

summer

sky,

the changing greens of meadow and
mountain, the flakey white of the summer clouds,
and, yawning
wearily,

stretched himeelf out and said, *“ I don't
see the attraction,” and went back into

for her, etc.

No.

he simply tells

her

I.

heard

him

ask

when

ceeded in crawling, unobserved,under the
canvas into the tent.
And he found it
was not a circus but a revival meeting in
progress.— Boston Post.
Professor Bencke, of Germany, says
men’s hearts are “decidedly larger than
“those of women ; but for all that,not halfol
them are satisfied, the greedies! but they
must go begging some woman to give away

we

perial domain in every direction.
Dressed in the rough costume of the Tyrol, she
will often make excursions of two or three
man was not traveling on business.
He
was traveling, yo hoard him say. simply days’ duration, staying at night at some
for pleasureand to see the country.— distant cot, where the only fare, besidés
‘| the game she brings with her, is goat
Burdette's Hawkeye ‘Corr.

would come to.the rapids.

And yet this

>"reo

THE BIGGEST FERRYBOAT IN THE
Lt an WORLD sc
Work upon the Central Pacific Company’s new monster ferryboat, the Solano,
now building at West Oakland, has been
pushed ahead
so rapidly, that it will soon
be ready for: launching.
She is niach
longer, even, than the City of Peking,

and has a greater width of beam

than

any vessel afloat.
Her measurements
are: length 424 feet; width over guards,
116 feet.
The Solane will have two vertical beam

gugines of 60-inch bars and 11-inchstroke,

built by Harlar & Hollingsworth,
Philadelphia, ‘The wheels are 30 feet in dixmeter with buckets having a face of 17
feet, * Eight steel boilers, each 28 feet in
length, will be provided, and will be
made
in pairs, with a smokestack to each
pair. ‘The engines work independently,
each moving one wheel, which will revolve independently of the other.
The
hold is divided into 11 water tight com-

partments, which renders her less liable
to sink, and, also, strengthens her.

Four tracks will be placed upon her
decks, which willaccommodate 48 freight
ears or: 24 passenger coaches. Her Slips

will be provided with aprons

length,

which

will

admit

100 feet

of cars

in

being

taken aboard without uncoupling from the
engine. . The Solano is intended to run
between

Martinez

and

Benicia,

where

Tae Famous PAINTER. Rosa Bonheur
isnow a little stout Jady of masculine appearance;
her hairis grayin places and
arted on the side, and she
has bright
CH eyes, strongly marked features,
and a wonderfully resolute mouth. . She
wears a plain blacksilk skirt, with a vest
and jacket of black velvet, and white

en collar and cuffs, She tells a pleasant
tle story concerning the painting of
famous picture of the ‘* Horse Fair,”
went every day to the Fair to paint,

lin-

lit
her
She
and

wag one day working, and thinking only

of her work, when 4 horsg’s head \appear-

ed ‘over hér-shoulder, engaged Igscmb.

ly in examining: her’ picture. «1
looked round,” she says,
‘to

“merely
see my

admirer, the horse; but alas! it ‘was

too

ahead, overturned the easel, and. steppedon my canvas, tearing a hole right
through
the center “of my cherished

piece of work.
Owing to the friendliness of that horse, I had all my work to
do over again.”
POPE
+++

It is said that Charles

Reade,

the nov-

elist; keups two secretaries at work read-

ing and clipping murders, poitonings, accidents, robberies,
and
other ‘‘unco
mournfu’ tales,” which furnish him with

the hint or substance of incidents
stories and plays.

and friends, and fell asleep
arms

for his

Woman's

Journal, noticing,

evening he made

racy

narration

of

Mrs.

¢lements

are

in

16, aged 83

June 1st, BRo. WM. ABBOT,

for his promises can never fall.

the

rate

words.

of

FOUR

CENTS

PER

LINE

left to their friends is a bet-

of eight

triumphant above.
She hohored her
relation by an exemplary, Christian
her zeal in attendance upon the, meetthe church; and by her’ constant care
prosperity.
She possessed an excellent;

gift'of exhortation, and used it to ‘the edifica-

good

M. ATWOOD,

MRS.

for both

sexes.

Conneeted

|

IDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.—The
Fall. Term
will commence August 26, For catalogue ad88 the Secretary;
d
WH.
REED,
Ridgeville, Indiana,
FOR YOUNG

WOMEN,

Auburndale, Mass.
Boston privileges, with delightful suburban home.
Special care of health, manners and morals of

growing girls. ' Some reductions in prices for
next year, which begins Sept, 18th. For Cata-

logues address.

C. C.

BRAGDON, Principal.

JULIANA WHEELER died in Norwich,

0., May 81, in her 57th year. She was born in
Chenango Co., N. Y.
In 1834, with her
pa-

rents (Mr. Wm. and Sally McGee), she settled
in Greenfield, Huron
Co., Ohie, and quite
young she consecrated herself upon the Christian altar.
She was married to Mr. Aaron
Wheeler, and in 1847, with her husband, was

COLLEGE.—Flemington,
This

pose

Butler's Theology

discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions
+f dectrinal 'theulogy, - and the author's mews

are those generally accgpted by the denomiuvauion,
$1.60 postage, 12 cents.
Butler's

Commentary

tang

volumes, one

two

on

J

the

Biter,

Gospels.

don.

ana the

other ov Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It 18 an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading.’ $1.0 ; postage. 12 cents,
The Regiater
contains, in addition to the usual Calendar,
the names of all Freewill Bapust ¢nurches, arranged in tneir appropriate Quuiverty nud Year
‘meetings, with their statistics; the names or alt
ministers and their posi-office addre ses, officers
benevolent

societies,

an acconnt’

or

our

A.

Postage is paid

same

as

those

in

paper covers, 10 cents.
Church

the

Manual,

thick

Records

.

a hook of 260 pages, the first 64 being
for

Pastors,

Deacons,

Clerks,

bath-school, Church Statistics,
Resident Members, and about
nice paper, for the records of

Tables
TreasureVs,
Sab- .
Resident and Non200 pages of very
the church. Price

$3,00, including postage.
Biographies

or

cents.

Institution

Sabbath School
estion Books
are tor adults and children.
LESSONS for Every sunday, ,I8, postage ,02

SToRrY of Jesus.
WONDERFUL

ON

THE TRUTH

lent book for ail who

O.

tures 7

-

Works

Lectures

Twenty-two

Ji.

of Jesus,

OF

THE

would

lectures

portant points of Bible

S02

15,

*

2

BIBLE;

an

excel.

‘search

the

Serip-

ou

study,

the

most

im-

1.00; postage,

9

cts.
>
Tracts
were not stereotyped till within the last few
years, and we can furnish only the following: 7
cts. per dozen ;50 cts, per hundred.

The Morning
Star.
is a large religious paper of eight pages, in its
fifty-third volume.
Itis able, literary and pro
gressive.
All
commuuications, should be ad.
dressed to Dover, N. H.
Terms per year
=
2.50
“.
‘advance ' - +
.
2.20
by the publisher.

On Denomination, which contains a historical statement. aud a brief notice of our doctrinal pasis.church polity ano mstitutions.
On Faith & Covenant 18 a confession of 17 articles ot faith and u desirable church covenant.
Printing Establishment is ‘a briet historical
statement, &e.
Pubnshed
by order of the Gen
«ral Conterence, and fr gratuitous distcibution.

A MAN

WHO

1S UNACQUAINTED

RE

WITH THE
EXAMINING

CEOGRAPHY OF THIS COUNTRY,
THIS MAP, THAT THE

WILL SEE

BY

|-

oF
pe

| 4

REEN

MOUNTAIN

SEMINARY,

TERBURY CENTER, VT.

Two

courses of study.

Expenses low.

your

Tess,

patronage.

Wa-

Instruetions thorough.

Students in this vicinity give us
For further
Li1zz1E

informatoin

COLLEY,

ad.

Principal,

/

—

@

nsas

&

’

Cy,

PACIFIC RR.

¥

CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND
GREAT CONNECTING

LINK

BETWEEN

Its main line runs from Chicago to Council Bluffs
and, Omaha, passing through Joliet,
Ottawa, La
Salle, Geneseo, Moline, Rock_Island, Davenport,
West
Liberty, Towa
¥, Marengo, Brooklyn,
Grinnell, an Des Moines, (the capitol of Iowa)

with branch.

from Bureau

Junction to Peoria;

Wilton Junctiva to Muscatine, Washington, Fairfield, Eldon, Belknap, Centreville, Pritiecton, Pren
ton, Gallatin, Cameron, Leavenworth and Atchison;
Washington to Sigourney, Oskaloosa and Knoxville;
Keokuk to Farmington,
Bonaparte, Bentonsport,
Independent,
Eldon, Ottumwa, Eddyville,
Oskas

with

the Institution is, the best, commercial college in
New England.
Telegraphy a specialty. Best
teacher of Pemhanship
in’ the State. EXpénses
less than inany other,of like, grade, Four terms
of 10 weeks each. Fall Term Begins August 25,
1879. Winter
Term begins Nov.
17, 7879. Spring
Term Begins Keb, 2, 1880. Summer Term: begins
Apr. 19, 1880. Summer Term closes June 26. Send
for Ormlivgud to
;
EV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.

where she held her relation till called to the

done,

MouUL-

Co., Ohio.

Freewill Baptist Publications.

IS THE

courses of study

and. faithful servant.’
May her children’
brothers and sisters, and other relatives that
mourn the loss of her society, be prepared to
meet her in heaven.
Funeral services by the
writer at Sheffield, Sunday, July 20.

VIRGINIA

to A. A.

Gallia

ments for the coming year.
For particulars address the Secretary,
MUDGE, Wilten-Junction, Iowa.

Eoucational,

one, of the ‘* excellent of

1 trust the Master has said, * Well

25 rents;

:

Lage, 1 cent.

David Marks, - - % $1.00, post,10 cents.
Geo. T. Day,
- - be Yond a
William Burr, - - .0
?
0 7”
Daniel Jackson, «50
Dc
hiy 2
John Stevens, - - - - 50
?
04 ”
Christian Baptism
a book of 113 pages, Price 25 cts.; postage?

ILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.—Wil
ton, Muscatine Co., Iowa. Special arrange-

wife of the late Dea, 8.

tion of the church and in warning sinners,
She'suffered much in her last sickness, but her
sufferings re over and her work is, done, and

appiy

Grande.

Taylor Co., West Virginia.

meet in heaven.
As a church we feel our
loss, but we hope to meet them again.
;
~~ Es HARDING.

the earth’
She was born in Sheflield, con
verted to Christ when about 17 years of age,
was baptized by Rev. J. Nelson, and united with the F. Baptist church in Sheflield,
church
church
hfe, by
ings of
for its

Grande, Gallia

offers to students important and peculiar advantaes. For particular information, send for a circu.
r to Rev. W COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

the blessings of God rest on them, and they all

over

EW HAMPTON INSPITUTION .—New Hampton, N. H. Rev.
A, B, Meservey, Ph,
D,
principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular

She was

thorwy of the General Conference.

house

Bean, of Sheffield, Vt., died at the residence of
her daughter, in St. Johnsbury, July 19, aged

76 years,

EST

Rio

ter legacy than the riches of the wicked. They
leave one son and four daughters, with numerous other friends,to mourn their loss. May

be

VERSES are inadmissible.

SISTER ELROTA,

Their

was ever a home for Christians of every name,
with warm hearts to greet them, and
ready
hands to care for them; andthey were ever
ready to do thelr part to support the cause of
God, | As Christians, they maintained their
profession before the world; the poor were not
turned empty away from their door, and the

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Moruing Star, it
is but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at

usages In’ church-buildrog. Iv 18 published by Hu-

united with the Baptist church in H., Dec. 13,

example they have

excess

75

The Treatise
¥
contains a brief statement of the doctrines
held by the denomination, and onr
gen

1824. Subsequently, they united with the F.
B. church in
H. of which they remained members till the church was reorganized some
twelve years ago, they with others were or-

®@bituaries.
the

A.M.

husband of the

they have traveled a long, pleasant journey toether, and we believe they are new enjoying
that rest that God has promised to the faithful,

For

as

Board, (including room rent) $2,15 per week.

above.
They both gave their hearts to God in
1824, were baptized by Rev. Wm Johnson,
and

Providence depot, and
who, on being
shown the building, thanked the conductor’
heartily, adding: ** I hope I haven't taken
you out of your way.” There is some artlessness left iu the world yet.—Congregationalist.

public.

COLLEGE,—Rio

For" further information

years, 3 months, and 9 days. = Also

to himself and to the church. As husband and
wife they lived a long,bappy life; ‘as Christians

for the

GRANDE

TON,

be sanctified to the good of all who feel that the
hand of God bas touched them.
SISTER LYDIA ABBOT died in Hancock,May

car on Tremont Street one day to go to the

BRIEF and

8.

embrace

1

Blanks
The Little Star and Myrtie
etery.' Thus a good man hus passed away, :
are sSabbath:school papers, printed alternate
Marriage Certificates,
10 cts. doz.
weeks, on superior
paper. beautifully illustrated
Q- M. Cor. Messengers’ Certificates, 6 *
Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE
Church
Members’
Certificates,
Rg
adie
BENJAMIN LUFKIN, died in West Surry, Me.,
STAR is for an older class of readers than the
Engravings
asd
Shits
May 6th, aged 82 yours, 2 months,
Also SIs-Tt MYRTLE,
dialed
TF
7 May 11, uged-ubout
80 years;
25 ots.
~ Terms: single copy, each, =
'38 cents, | OfDr. STN
* «J. L. Phillips,
25 and 35 cts.
Packages of ten or more to one adwas the second time they baud both been mardress, each. 25 cents
ried. Bro. L. gave his heart to God fifty years
| The above named books are sold by the aozen,
Payment always in advance, discontinned when
at 20 per cent. discount for cash with the order,
ago in Selgwick. was baptized by Rev. Mr.
.time
expires,
and
no
commission
allowed
on
monor on receiving
the books,
Merrill, and united with the Baptist church in ey sent,
Send your orders to
8. Sister L., with her first husband, was conSample copies sent free.
verted some forty years ago and united with
1. D. STEWART, Dover. N. H.
Lesson Papers
:
the F\. Baptist church in Herman. Subsequentof the International ‘Series, for both adults
For sale also by
ly, she and her last husband were of the num- and children, are printed monthly, at the rate of
FAIRBANKS & CO., 46 Maison 8t., C'hicago,lll.
ber thut were organized in what is known as
100 copiesto one address for $6.00. Tf the order
the West Surry I. Baptist church. They were is for less than four monits at a time, the charge
PENFIELD & Co., Hillsadle, Mich.
will be at the rate of $7.00 per hundred. Pav. ” D. LOTHROP & Co., 32 Franklin St.,Boston,
faithful, devoted Christians. Their last sickmer
in advance.
Discontinued when time exness was short,with only six days between their
28s.
pires.. Sample copies sent free.
deaths. They lived devoted Christian lives, and
have gone to their reward in heaven. Jesus
has said, I go and prepure a place for you, and
we believe he came and took ‘them to himvelf
in heaven. In this aflliction three sons, with
other friends, are called to mourn, and the
church two of its faithful members.
May it

the

should

. INSTITUTE.—J.

The courses
of study
are
the
Normal,
Commercial, College Préparatory and two College
courses, viz. : Classical and Scientific.

cupucity. The pastor, Rev. I Hetrick, preached
from Hebrews 2nd chapter and 14th verse, after which his remains were interred in the cem-

of H., at which time Bro. A, was chosen one
of its deacons, which office he held with honer

Obituaries

LITERARY

Co., Ohio.
The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each. Fall term beginsAug. 26.

* I

ganized into what 1s. now the 2nd F. B. church

NOTICE.

RY

C. PIERCE.

pick-

PARTICULAR

postage, 9 cents.

by the same author.—¥rot.J.

. W. Lebanon, Me., July 25, 1878.

the will of Ged. He was released from his
sufferings at 10,p, M., on Monday, May 5. . His
‘ remains were taken to the Baptist church of
Appanoose, which was crowded to its utmost

com-

when

hound vol Ames

the proceedings of the first sixteen ses.:sns.

cents;

arethe

mother,

ed up, politely hoped ‘‘he had not kept the
steamer waiting,” reminds us of the old
lady who took a Columbus Avenue horse

and who,

I.

EBANON ACADEMY-—Puplils fitted for busi
ness, scientific ‘schools or the best colleges. |
J. W. HUTCHINS, A. B., Principal: - For further
Periculars, address the principal, or ELIHU
AYES, Sec. Trustees.

should get well, and he had no will in regard
to it; his will was completely swallowed up in

bined in «x manner peculiarly individual,
and differing in their freshness from any
writer we have ever had.”
Now, if the
writer in ‘question had also had the genius
of Shakespeare, one might be tempted to
read the book, but the lukewarm praise of
the Journal naturally deters one from attacking it.— Boston Transcript.
The Frenchman who fell overboard from
the steamer on which the Cobden Club
was returning to London after its recent
dinner at Greenwich,

R.

of every session, and the

of our

from the first of the attack he said he never

firm
and clear-cut characterization
of
Henry James, Jr.; the intensity .of Mrs.
Burnett, and all these

Scituate,

in pamphlet; format tie elose

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming
Co., New
literary institutions. obituaries of .leceased win
York. This schosl was never in better condi. isters, &c., &c.
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put on the armor many years ago, and Iam
‘determined by the flace of ‘God to keep it
bright the few days I have to stay with you;”
and this he did.
lle died of pneumonia, and
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has lost a

the following remark:
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INSTITUTE.—North,

BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent

GEO. W. EATON, son of Rev, Isaac Eaton,
born March 20th, 1828, died May 3d, 1879,
leaves a wife, eight children, a mother, six
brothers and two sisters,together with all who
knew him, to mourn their loss, but we trust
our loss is his gain.
He was truly a man of
prayer and faith and good works.
e labored
faithfully in the protracted meeting held last
February by the Missionary Baptists,
One

book says that the author !¢ combines the
poetic power of Hawthorne; the graphic
and

brother

heir

sistants.

peacefully in ‘tbe

Truly our

and society a helpful worker.

he advances to the cell in which it is to
be deposited and kicks it off; another bee,
one of the indoor hands, comes along and
rams it down with his head and packs it
in the cell as the dairy-maid packs butter
into a firkin.—John
Burroughs.
We
would prefer not to have any dairy maid
pack our
butter that way.—Zraveler's
Record. If our butter inust be packed in
that way let it be done by a bald-headed
dairy-maid.
The

of Jesus.

good wife, the dear children a loving

cheese and milk with bluck bread.
When a bee brings pollen into the hive,

oad

instrumental

!

YNDON

cial gatherings she was a willing and ready
worker, catholic in spirit, outspoken and plain
in utterance, and ever ready to taukea large
share In the responsibility of the occasion. Her
bome was the ever welcome and genial resting
place of every weary servant of God as he was
on his way bearing the message of love to men.
It was truly a struggle to let go of life, as it
were at noon, the flesh was indeed weak, but
the promise came, and victory was gaived. She
let go of earth and care of husband, children,

that

the car for a little nap. 1 saw that same
man when we were on the boat.
He
the tiny, little heart she has.— Boston
was lying on a sofas reading, when sud- even
Transcript.
denly looking up he noticed that the cabMore than 20,000 objects
were found
in was deserted. He came out where the during
the exhibition at the Champs de
crowd was and asked:
Mars and in the Trocadero Palace.
Very
*“ What is the matter?”
few of them have been claimed.
Notice is
Somebody told him we were passing given that they will be kept at the lost
tarough the ** Thousand Islands.”
He property office at the prefecture of police
looked around for about fifteen minutes, for another year and then sold by auction.
and said,
The Empress of Austria likes a solitary
** There don't appear to be many of hunting expedition.
With her favorite
them.”
rifle in hand she
goes
deep
into
Then he went in and resumed his book, the wooded
mountains
and
solitary
and when we were all going ashore at valleys which stretch round
the imMontreal,

was

Chula
ir Row Fore
r
ork,
1in oe ela
me bade
‘union with the Freewill
Baptists. $1.00, OF theiof

For particulars address she Principal
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8. STOCKBRIDGE.

Mrs. Hytorn, who couldn’t ride: in: the the conyersion of her bushand. ' In after years,
the cure and responsibility of her household
orse-cur with a colored man, will allow
im as her coachman, to sit beside her and, gccupied her tine and absorbed her energies,
drive when she rides in a. single seat bug- still she did vet forget her solemn vows and
' obligations to the church, but, like Martha of
8Y«—DBoston Post.
| old, was eareful ‘about many’ things, and felt
When a Chinaman makes love to a girl, ' that great responsibility was esting upon her
in regard to her family. 'In all
‘public and sohe does n't rave about his heart ‘panting

He was a disgusted boy.
He had exercised great caution and had
finally suc-

- cloud ; shadows

Under God. she

Al

ot the Free Baptists

i A!
Mich.

No Scituate, R. I.

the Burr ‘Oak F. B. church. "In" her eurly
should ever succeed in living long enough | : Gliristinn
experience she’ was earnest and deto reach the latter.
voted.

omen to”

ACADEMY. .-Center ‘Strafford, N. H. The Minutes of the General Conference
. are published

APHAM

Jeligion when about 18 years of age and united
with
the M. Bi ehurchof Jamestown, N. Y.
She soon after married, and with her husband
emigrated to Olmstead Co., Minn., where she
united with the Pleasant Prairie F. B. church
at its organization. In 1867, she removed to
TE
Iowa, wwhere shee £0 joined in the organization
of

after making

in the former,

dunt,
sdale,
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of the school is to prepare the students for col.
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SARAH G., wife of J. G. Burtch, died at Burr
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Oaks, Mitchel Co., Iowa, Jun, 20th, 1879, aged
42 yeurs and three months.
She experienced

We are surrounded by dangers from the
cradle to the grave; and the only wonder,

BW
Er i ERT

i

L

which city she eame to reside in the county,as
bove stated, Mother Paige was an excellent
bristian woman of many years, a true mother in Isrdel and will be remembered by a large’
circle of friends as an active and faithful member of the Free Baptist: ‘chiirch. ‘Her faults

in-

heads,

them swiftly and neiselessly as phantom
ships ; gray rocks, mossy slopes, sighing

ERE

WS
hymns and several
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x
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es.

teemed by all who knew her. She had been
tun invalid formany: “years: and ‘s
nes
mes
u
i great sufferer, alliof which she bore: with’ true

Norristown 'Her-

he loves her better than he does rats and
she believes him.——New York Telegram.

late
— he had stepped ‘into my box of
The King was very curious to'see the' fa- | colors, and, I suppose taking fright at my
ther of hig organist, and sent more than geream of dismay, he gave one bound’

musician. all. to no
to, the on,
one invitati
vexed, Eredetight the Great
purpose;
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week.
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well

above.
Nister
hose Christian

Leman, go erland, are Englink and

mountains, bathed
in the morning sunlight, white mists curling about their

slips are being built for her. * By this
or beneath the window of a concert route the distance between this city and
hall or palace.
‘ Sacramento will be but 85 miles, instead
As a result of this work and study in of 140 via Livermore, and 151 via San
Pablo.
It is eEgested that upon her
1707 he was offered the position of court establishment on the ferry line the Valorganist at Weimer. There he labored lejo route will be practically abandoned,
almost unceasingly. His great talent be- only local business being done through
coming more and more widely known, in it.—San Franciscoob Post.
B-0-0
a few years he became

graces were

~«chureh
dojoln the chure

Sabbath morning service, :; Wihen' asked. | stallment plan.— Owego Record.
were few, but her virtues were as the sturs
A telegraph station just | opened at the that shine upon her resting place, near our
by a friend how he had accomplished so
|
prairie
home, numerous and hrilliant.
Riffclberg, above Zermatt, in, Switzerland,
much,
he
answered,
*¢By
industry | is said to bj, the Mghest station of the kind
S. S. KIMBALL.

and slept every mile of the way.
man, indeed, didgo so far as to
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his uncle, a stern, hard man
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nsed in playing.
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Pi
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performed a good action to all

sitions of the dchool-master Bach excel all
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resolation
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united: with the F. Bi church of

Cadaboe]
She Eraron NS OF which soe

-loosa, Pella,
Monroe, and Des Moines; * Des Moines,
to Indianola and Winterset; Atlantic:to Audubon
and Avoca to Harlan.
This is positively the only
Railroad
which owns, controls and operates a
through line between Chicago and Kansas,
This Company own and control their Sleeping Cars,

which are Tnforior to none, and give you's double

|

berth between Chicago and Council Blufts, Leaven=
worth,or Atchison for Two Dollars and Fifty Cents;
and'k section for Five Dollars, while all other lines
charge between the same
points, Three Dollars for
a double berth, and Six Dollars for a section.
“What will please you most will be the pleasure of
enjoying your dh while passing over the beautiPA prairies of 1llinois and Iowa,
in one of our magnificent Dining and Restaurant Cars that accompany
all through
Express Trains. You get
an entire meal,
as good as is served in any first-class
hotel, for
seventy-five ognts ; or you can order what you like,
what yon get.
and DI
the fact that a majority of the people
rorer separate

apartments

for

our Palace Cars i8 a SMOKING SALOON where
you can enjoy your “Havana’ at all hours of the day.
‘Magnificent Iron Bridges span the Mississippi and
Missouri rivers at all points crossed 20
line, and

transfers are avoided at Council

A.

\
he

Bluffs, Leaven-

worth

and Atchison, connections being made in
pots.
THE PRINCIPAL R. R. CONNECTIONS OF TE
GREAT THROUGH LINE ARE AS FOLLOWS :
Al (Hicado, with all diverging lines for the East
an

outn.

At ENGLEWOOD, with the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern
and Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne & Chicago R. Rds.
At WASHINGTON
HEIGHTS, with Pittsburg, Cincinnati & St. Louis R. R.

At LA SALLE, with Illinois Central R. R.

At PEORIA, with P,P.

:

& J; P,L. & D; L B. & W,;

111. Midland; and T., 2. & W. Raliroads.

At ROCK ISLAND, wi Western Union R. R. and
Rock I€land & Peoria
Railroads.
5
vwAL DAVES BORD with the Davenport & NorthVestern
R. R.
At Nest LIBERTY
with the Burlington, Cedar
Rapids &
Northern
R. R.
At GRINNELL, with Central R. R. of Iowa.
At DES MOINES, with D. M, & Ft. DodgeR. R.
At COUNCIL BLUFFS, with Union Pacific R. R.
At OMAHA, with B. & Mo. R. R. R. (in Neb.)
AtCOLUMBUS JUNCTION, with Burlington, Cedar
Rapids & Northern R. R.
. of Jowa; St.
8,

different purposes,

and the enormous passenger business of this line
warranting it,) we alo pleased to announce that this
Company runs its
PALACE SLEEPING CARS for
Sleeping purposes, and its PALACE DINING CARS
for
Eating purposes.
One other great feature of
throu
PALACE C AR 8 are BALL,
3 to PEORIA,

5
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Correspondence.

appearance was prepossessing.,
His hair was
entirely gray and his
face su.ooth-shaven,

ORCHARD BEACH CORRESPONDENCE.

Prayer as an invocation.
His voice was low,
vet clear and distinct. He evidently is not a

OLD

ORCHARD,

It continued twelve

days.

More than

worshipful.

jone hundred. meetings were held, including
inquiry meetings, and other special services in
tents and cottages. A more cheerful and sunny-faced group can hardly be imagined than

We were well prepared

appreciatively to the discourse

which

* Good works,”
The Doctor
criminating justly and clearly
worksas the source and as the
Christian life. The burden of

came together day after day.
They were
from several States, and the Canadas, and from
the clergy and laity of almost every evangelical

was

in the

end.of the world!”
bear much
promises?
workers in
Jjoice in an

land.

Probably

on

was to show the importance and blessedness of

living
a life that is in follest accord

with

the

only

trusting the New Testament promises as assurances of present reality.
No doubt there is
abundant room for fartaticism on that line, and
abundant danger of deception, too, for the
most

valuable

experiences would

likely to be counterfeited.

seem

most

But if any fanatics

or counterfeiters were here, there were no
manifestations of their presence.
The delightful Christian fellowship that prevailed among
people of all shades of opinion and of all com-

munions, is one of the best evidences

of high

Christian life. In many instances where meetings were led,or sermons preached, by persons

who were ignorant of the line of thought pursued at the previous meeting, the instructions
of the meeting so harmonized with and supplemented each other as to deepen in many minds
the conviction that the Holy Spirit was the real
leader of the services. = The preaching was
familiar and unpretentious.
More like what

would

have been heard

at a

F.

B. Yearly

Meeting in the days of Marks and Colby, than
like the pulpit essays common in these days.
It honored the Scriptures without .idolizing
them. It did not find the whole gospel in the
Old Testament, but only a school-master leading to Christ. There were no great sermons,
and not a poor nor eccentric one.
The addresses of Miss Smiley and Mrs. H. W. Smith,
of Philadelphia,were listened to with universal
satisfaction and profit.
The daily ministers’ meeting, led by Dr.
Cullis, and that for ladies, led by Mrs. Smith,
Miss Smiley or Mrs. Cullis, will long be remembered by those who participated in them.
A meeting for enquirers®vas held daily, and
several conversions occurred.
Missionary addresses of great power were made by two
missionaries,
one of whom sails for India today. In aid of her work an extempore colleetion was taken—amounting to three hundred
dollars.
One forenoon was, by request, deveted to fa
relation of the experiences of people who believed themselves healed in answer to prayer.
Many persons there had read of such cases,
only to doubt and be puzzled, but beholding
the persons who had been healed * standing
with them, they could say nothing against it.”
Several of the testimonies were by persons
whose cases are described in a little volume
published by the Willard Tract Society of Boson, entitled Faith Cures.
Nearly two hun. dred invalids claiming the promise in James
5: 15, were prayed with for their healing by
Dr. Cullis. Some of these professed immediate relief from maladies of long standing.

Many persons testified to the reception of large
spiritual benefits during the meetings, and at

the closing necting the large audience, by rising vote, expre
a wish that Dr, Cullis may
conduct
a similar series of meetings at the
same
next year. Both Dr.
Cullis and

his
wife are Christians whom it is easy to love.
The Dr. everywhere carries not oulva radiant

countenance, but a jovial spirit.
he latter
manifests itself sometimes in such exhuberance
as appears to-some sombre Christians like
undue levity. To others, who remember that
one of the fruits of the Spirit is joy, it suggests
that eminent piety is consistent with perfect
naturalness as well as cheerfulness.
B.F. H.
>--O
+o

It was the writer's privilege, a few weeks
sinee, to spend a Sabbath with the Boston
church. - It may be interesting to some of your
readers to learn something regarding the present condition and future prospects. of this
church. By the advice of prominent brethren
in the denomination, the church moved from

Freeman Place Chapel, where its services had
been holden for several years, to the Somerset
St.,—formerly First Baptist,—church-building
about nine. months since. The exchange was
way

favorable.

The

church

left a

dark, gloomy and inaccessible’ building, for a

large, beautiful and accessible edifice, which
was
procured
at a merely
nominal rent-

al.

The change

operated favorably in the in-

creased size of the

congregations

and

in the

Had our

breth-

awakening of a spirit of hopefulness and courage on the part of the people.

ren in Boston been successful in securing a
wise, devoted and able pastor immediutely,
we believe that the great problem relative to
our Boston

interests

would

now

have

been

nearly or quite solved. Unfortunately, however, their hopes in this respect were unreal

ized, and as yet the church is pastorless.

There.

has been manifested from time to time a fair religioti§ Tnterest, and conversions have not been
infrequent,

several

having

been added to the

membership of the church by baptism. It is not
too late to hwild
up a strong church

in

Boston,

First of all, a pastor of great soul, of untiring
energy, and of large financial ability, is needed,

Next in order, there is demand for a-general
rallying of our scattered denominational forces
And,

in and about Boston.

ren

must buy

church,

lastly,

our

breth-

and pay for the Somerset St.

so that they

may

have

a permanent

home. It i§ understood that two brethren. are
already pledgedto give one thousand dollars
each for this purpose.
It is also understood

that the

,

building

can be

purchased, for a bare

moiety of its real value. Shall we not all extend
o Our sympathy to our Boston brethren, and,

whenever we spend a Sabbath in the city, not
fail to visit the Somerset St. church, and by
our presence and encouraging words help the

work
.
Our
which

along?
AN OPEN-COMMUNION BAPTIST.
Boston brethren have made the mistake,
will doubtless be rectified whenever u

pastor is secured, of having no Sabbath morn-.
ing service.

Desirops

of worshiping

some-

_ where, we looked over the column of * Sunday services” in the daily papers to see whither we should direct our footsteps,
It took us
but 8 momentto decide that we would hear
Rev. Dr. Jeffrey, of Brooklyn, the celebrated
_-open-communion Baptist preacher, who was
advertised to preach in the Clarendon

St. Buj-

an elegant

church

tist church.

We found

held them

un-

der the spell of a pure and lofty discourse.
He awakened in their breasts the smouldering

desire to do good, and blew upon

it till it burst

out into flame.
We can not
doubt that every
soul came away with chastened feelings and
yet with a holy purpose to do and dare and suffer for the Master's sake, and for the well-being of fellow-mortals,
The foregoing sketch
of the man and his discourse is altogether imperfect, but we have felt constrained to give it
because Dr. Jeffrey is an open-communion
Baptist—or, perhaps we should hit the truth
quite as nearly, a Free Baptist in the * ReguJur” Baptist church.
Let us hope, for the
sake of the growth of the open-communion
sentiment among Baptist brethren, that Dr.
Jeffrey may not go over to the Episcopalians
or Congregationalists, or back into the closecommunion fold. Even one man of catholic
spirit may do wonders for the cause of truth.
RAYMOND.
PN
“>

NEW YORK LETTER.
NEW

YORK,

and

find

that they each have commodities for most
profitable exchange.
The prince of the satanic

should not the prince of Sabbath profanation
on our beautiful waters have sermons and
prayers on his great, gorgeous excursion boat
to quiet consciences and have Christian endorsement to his business? Do not thousands
of people greatly and publicly
congratulate
Christianity on these advances into the heart of
Satan’s kingdom?
And do not the proprietors
of such papers and such places of amusements
profoundly chuckle, as they rake inthe lucre
of this filthy traffic and watch from the corner

of one eye the 'semi-sanctimonious

host

of

church members. rolling the devil's gospelflavored morsels under their tongues?
Now I fully suppose that the Rev. Wm. P.
‘Corbit regards the chaplaincy of the Sundayexcursion boat Plymouth Rock, and the Long
Branch Pier, in the same light as other free and
easy ways of *“ doing good.”
He is not without support in the opinion that the gospel
is to be preached in all places, in all circam-

although its

author nas forbidden to cast it before swine
(for their amusement or fattening).
So he
made no objection to the manager’s proposal to
use him for a novel sensation on last Sunday’s
excursion, save to query, by telegraph, if the
“ Rock” would not roll too much, and quietly
to bestow himself on the pier instead. This did

not interfere with the flaming sanctification of
the trip by advertisement of Mr. Corbit’s Plymoth-rock Church service. How many pious
excursionists were “ drawn”, I ean’ not tell.
Probably the reverend gentleman’s special admirers were glad to attend his ministrations on

building of ample proportions, with a somewhat scattered but intelligent congregation.
Promptly at half past ten, a door at the rear of
the platform opened, and an elderly man, a Jittle above the average hight and considerabiy. |
above the average stoutness, emerged and passed quietly to a chair bebind the pulpit. His

was
much
confusion and
disappointment
through the ¢ pious fraud,” on board the. boat.
Arriving at the pier, however, the religious
yearnings of the passengers were soothed with
the novel amusement of a religious service or

game, on the lawn.

been accepted.

Shanghai has

resignation

!

has

The devout landlord per-

sonally distributed Methodist hymn books to
-the spectators, in lieu of programmes; and
bevies of actors and actresses, with other persons of note, but not for godliness, are reported in full by the papers as “ assisting” in the
French sense at the performance,
Mr. Corbit
preached from Acts 5; 38, &e., “ Refrain

tion for'modern lucre and pleasure

shrewd

cau-

seekers

in

a “ Christian” country, and from a conciliatory
apostle, must have been equally pat and acceptable. Brother Moody would have liked
the chance to handle Mr. Corbit’s audience
without Mr. Corbit’s gloves. ' But I am quite

certainhe would never strike hands
Sunday : pleasure excursion for

nor

make

with a

the purpose,

one of a Sunday party of pleasure for

face.

face

have already struck against a proposed

reduc-

The reported withdrawal of Sitting Bull and
band to Canadian territory is =onfirmed hy
official despatches from Gen. Miles to the War
‘department.
;
A Paris despatch atinounces the death of
Alexandre Hesse, the eminent French historical and portrait puinter, at the age of 73

years,

The conflict in Hayti is by no means at an
end. Business is entirely suspended at Port

au Prince, snd further fighting is momentarily

expected,
Gen. Von Manteuffel has been appointed
Governor-general of Alsace Lorraine by the

German government,
Secretary of State.

and

Dr.

Herzog made

:

Three hundred and thirty thousand dollars
were appropriated at the extra session of Coni
for river and harbor improvements in
New England.

Manchester,

ow 30 feet of the

N.H.,

embankment,

out of employment.
More Peruvian successes are reported

war between Chili and Peru.

last

The

and Union
recently visited several
Chilisn
forts, and succeeded in capturing a regiment

Sacramento. at the Boston and Albany
roun dhouse in Greenbush, N. Y., Wedue
ay, three
men were instantly killed, and three other

A little out of the usual line is the case of
Clark
a banker
e,
of Junction City, Kunsas,
who made an assignment a few months ago,
compromised with his creditors for 25 cents of
the dollar, afterwards paid 10 per cent additional, and now announces his ability to pay all
his obligations with interest in full.
A terrible hurricane swept across
New
Brunswick, in the line of the Bucloste river,

last Thursday. At Moncton,

eighty

buildings

were distroyed and a bridge carried away.
At Bontouche very few houses escaped injury.
Crops and valuable forests are completely destroyed.
Quite a number of people
were Killed, und very many injured,
:
Tne Marquis of Lorne and Princies Louise
have received a very enthusiastic welcome
during their journey in New Brunswick.
At
St. John a brilliant ovation was awarded the
visiting royal party, thousands of people pay
ing homage to these representatives of royalty.

:

An incendiary fire at Volcano, West Vir.
gina; destroyed nearly ‘the entire town, onMonday.
Six hundred barrels
of oil, ten
stores, post-office, railroad depot, nine dwellings and, in fact, every building of value was
swept away.
The property loss will reach
$75,000
and possibly more.
4
All hopes of stopping the yellow fever at

Memphis before

the

frost

comes

have

been

given up. The fever is rapidly spreading to
different parts of the city.
More cases being
reported each day.
The Howard Association

bas put25 additional

daily expenses
about $500.
The banking

creasing.

The

of ‘the

nurses

at work.

Association

troubles

are

in Montreal

Ville Marie

bank

The

mow

are

ened—are kept up with an activity that vividly

recalls the stirring scenes of that winter,

In

six weeks some eighty hopeful converts have
been gathered from the street.
Mr. Sawyer’s Gospel Temperance work in

Cooper Hall is also very successful, being
largely attended, and invariably fruitful of inquiry and hopeful conversions, more or less at
every meeting. Mr. Sankey begins next Sun--

day to assist at these meet ngs, and will continue his co-operation for some time to conte.

Miss Oliver had, of course, a large congregation in her empty, scrubbed and ungaraished
meeting-house, last Sunday.
She is reported
a4 saying that her church had intended to a
ply for admission to the conference, but might
ssibly be MiscouTuged from doing
so by un-

friendly treatment
from its individual mem.
bers. On the other hand, it is asserted that
such an application is prejudged by Episcopal

decisions
against
the
admissibility of any
church under a parish pastor.
Miss Oliver's

church appears to be a conglomerate of personfrom nearly all denominations,
with a single woman for “its single distinctive

al adherents

tem. ‘“ One iden”
gives a certain impetus to
a sect, but is not a broad and generous basis
of
growth.—The Brooklyn Gospel tent, ‘of the
y-

¥.
MC. AL,{8 also the scene of a good
this summer, with constant evidences ofwork,
sav.
ing success.
VibI.

to be

surrendered,

he

will,

I believe, hold

us accountable for it; and the shame and dishonor, and loss of confidence which

suspended

payment after a run of 30 minutes, Friday.
The liabilities of the Institution are $700,000.
Runs of considerable magnitude were made on
other bunks, which however met all demands
made. The Montreal Journal of Commerce,
speaking of the business situation,says: ¢ Neyer in the history of Canada has there been a

period of commercial disaster so severe aud
rolonged as that through which we are pussng. Allsigns point to tempestuous
banks and bankers.”
Re a
a
LN
Latest

days

for

will inev-

We

at ove million florins.

One account states that

there were 288 houses, 858 shops and 48 warehouses - burned, while anothér
reports 1000
houses and 800 stores consumed.
he homeless are sheltered to a certain extent in the
squares and public gardens of the city, ‘and relief for the sufferers ‘is generously furnished
from various sources. =
Va idle

Educational.
Wilten

Collegiate

Institute.

At the last meeting of the Educational Soci
ety: a committee of three was appointed to go

some ofthe claims, and unless soon redeemed it
would pass out of our control.. There is ulsoa
claim upon the large boarding hall. We found

the total

indebtedness

about eight thousand

dollars, from whatever cause, such a large and

embarrassing debt has been
not now, only so far

as

that

incurred
we

matters

shall

wisdom,by the things we have suffered.

learn

The

history of Wilton Collegiate Institute for sev.
erul yei#ts past has been painful indeed to all

concerned.

The committee saw no way of deliverance
unless, through the liberality of the creditors,

We could settle with them upon the basis of a

compromise.

And

they

have’ generously

offered to contribute half their claims,and some
of them more,on condition that the Educationul Society will meet them in the same spirit,
and subseribe the balance, and so wipe out the
debt at once,
To this end we have drawn up a subscription

Goa tin.

08,

8

New

a

PORK

they under-

ern clear at $11 @ Hw; Boston elear at $11 5 @

and

for Boston, and 9% a 10c # Ib for

success in this

partment of our Institution.

SY

gira moss, and firices Ake culirely nominal. Plate
8 hi
se
+A alta
hy
Arn
24408 g 556

Hampton.

prosperity

om bags Smad

10% 8 lew I.

Western.

de- | @ 4c ¥ Ib.
1b

ith

Kettle rendered commands 635 §6%c ¥

wanting to make the college

rangement.

perfect

in its sr-

Things are looking

‘well

school the coming year.

DUCED PRICES.

mission.

Completely

for the

to ,might

not

good result, because the growth
daily

fhe

increase

show

Ire

|.

being

This

removed

Teams can work

a Bottle.

easier and

The

ground

being moist plows can runtwo or three inches
deeper than when dry, which soil when mellowed
by trosts is new land, thus adJing to the depth of
your soil, lessening the injurious effects of arought
and increasing the returns. It also destroys an

immense number

of noxious insects,

by

|

Sisturh.

lng them in their winter quarters at so
a date.
Al clayey lumps or hara-pan turned up ul certain.
ly rich in plant Jood} are mellowed,
verized
and greatly improved
for a crop.
well
done any crop desired can be sooner planted in
the spring, and the sooner the bétter generally
for sound, bright and Leavy grain.—N, Y. Herala.

New,

Inspiring

ent— filled from foundation to dome
with real gems, and embracin
many entirely new
features for SInfing class oe
3 Its course of in.

struction is the best yet offered, and these are
BRILLIANT SECULAR CHORUSES,
TOUCHING PATHETIC PIECES,
BRIGHT AND HUMOROUS SONGS,
CHOICE CHANTS
VOCAL CULTURE CONDENSED,

DEVOTIONAL EXERCISES,
GLEES, PART SONGS, ETC.,

IN CREAT VARIETY.

Price 73 cts. by mail; $7 50 per dozen by
Specimen pages and full particulars
plication.
PUBLISHED BY

OF

Glees, Cheruses, ete.

No man can do a good job. of work, preach a

H.

remedy.

JOHN

Songs,

Cincinnati,

73 Randolph Street,
CHICAGO.

Y. Hayes, Dover, N. H.

MARKETS.

,

TEITS

New

SPRING

York.

WATER.

The analysis by Prof. Hayes, State Assayer and
of Mass.,,

Chemist

is as

Publishers.

follows:

One

gallon

Sulphate of Potash

0,188

grains

Bi-carbonate of Soda,

1.2000

contains

Chloriue of Sodium,

76 East Ninth St.,
NEW YORK.

Pe aie

Bi-carbonate of Lime,
Bi-carbonate of Magnesia,
Silica acid in solution

ITE

ELASTIC TRUSS

Boston Produce Report.
Reported by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
Merchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
eggs, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 3
Quincy Market, Boston.
BUSION, Saturday, August 9.
FLOUR.~—The sales of Patent Wisconsin and
Minnesota spring wheats have been at $6 @ $8. In
Putent winter wheats the sales have been at $6 a
$750 ¥ bol. Winter wueats are in fair demand,

& CO.,

805 BROADWAY,

O.

MINERAL

express.
on ap-

The Lake Auburn Water, Me., has become
famous for its wonderful cures. It operate
on
the Kidneys, and it is claimed that it scures
Bright's
Disease, Piles, Dyspepsia, &ec.

Sent by Mail on receipt of 75 cents.
7.50 per dozen, by Express.
AF Specimen pages sent free to applicants.

BIGLOW & MAIN

CHURCH

66 WEST FOURTH St.,

Mr. Palmer's Theory of Music and methods of
I nstruction are far in'advance of all otners. Mr.
I s *‘ Open Letter to all Singing People,” is alone
worth the price of the book.

Good.

good sermon, try a law suit well, doctor a
patient, or write a good article when he feels
miserable and dull, with sluggish
brain and
unsteady nerves, and none should make the attempt in such a condition when it can be so easi3 and cheaply removed by a little Hop Bitters.
* Truths” and * Proverbs.” another col-

Insure with

PALMER.
PAGES

Bright,

’

Can't Preach

Singing Class Teachers?!

at Fifty Cents
4043

By H.R.
LARGE

1y3

You are Pipes invited to thoroughly examine
the new *“ PALACE
OF SONG” just completed by
DR. GEO. F. ROOT.
Itis believed that we can, without fear of exaggeration, promise that you will find it complete
in
every departm

Tor All Singing People!
THE SOVEREIGN
192

table, being

SINGERS |

Merits

sts

for

“TEE PALACE 07 S015.”

USE ONLY HOLLIS
IT IS THE BEST.
&i~Sold by all Druggi

For several reasons fall plowing is desirable and
profitable. There is more leisure to do it nice
and perfect, the common work being finished and

Cure

Co., Boston, Proprietors

uged in compounding and preparing the

Scientific Farmer.

is cool; men, also.

These pills are purely ve

are in the purity of materials selected and the eare

applied at the rate of one ton per acrein the
autuwn, for the improvement of grass lands.—

Melinda Pills a Sure

the resinoids, or active principles Srmad
nd
has proved to be
most reliable and specific for all diseases of the
Liver and Biliary organs. For family use they the
are:
unsu
}
{
and
sure
in
their work, with:
pain or uneasiness #
or interfering with
diet. They are of
tance to every in.
subject to Head
ness, Piles, Rheumatie and Neu.
ralgic Pains, Di
ble Breath, Paios and Soreness in all parts of the body, Sallow and Eruptive
Skin, Indigestion, Jaund:
Biliousness, Colds,
Suppressions, ete. Send 25 cents by mail and
a box. For sale by all druggists. CASWELL get
&

Preparation

Its

DESIRED,

also

plants which investigation

i 8 10 nostrum, but a purely vegetable remedy
all leading physicians prescribe and endorse. that

ized.

Hand. | Sebd

CONSTIPATION.

D FLUID EXTRACT OF UVA URSI
AND BUCHU has roved to be the BEST and
POTENT remedy for the manv and ter.
rible diseases of the Bla dder and Kidpeys to
which both sexes are §aually liable.

but about tnirteen pounds a. day

the crops secured.

Casewll’s

yours

PATRICK.

all Druggists.

y

nd

W. C. 0

MOST

over an Acre.
In England, where bone manuring
i> in favor, large quautities are used with advantage.
Professor 1lunner recommends bone dust,

harder when it

is Sold by

prices of ALL BOOKS

or

LIST Oop
SPARE BOOKS for sale—or,
better still, the
BOOKs—algo on commission; will be well preserved and accounted for
far better prices than any dealer
a venture. - If list only
is
scrupulous in description,
ments.
Reference to thé éditors of this
vr,
CONANT,
asf
37 Park Row, New ork.

HOLLIS’
COMPOUN

Only thiok, ifa pasture season be contidered one
hundred and oo
days, then a ton increase
of

feed per acre 12

respectfully

A

UVA URST
Vegetine
A33e0N

much

is not readily

Send for

New

Me.

NEWPORT, KY., Feb. 26, 1877.
MR. H. R. STEVENS :—
Dear Sir,—I write to say that seven bottles of
your Vegetine have completely cured me from a
very severe case of
of many years’ stand.
ing, aftergrying many medicines and doctoring a
deal. Iam now free froni all
sores, and can
work as well as ever, and think the egetine is a
d, and no one ought to do without it.

C.E.B.

rels of Bourbon ‘whiskey, consuming 3,000,000
bushels of corn and 500,100 bushels of rye and
malt.
Towa raised 2,950,000 head of hogs the past year
leading all the States in the Union.
Miso:
comes next in order having raised 2,588,000.
It is asserted in an official document that Great
Britain has 2,250,000 cows and heifers in milk or in
calf in June of each yuvar and their yield 18 believed to be not far from 410 gallons each per
year,
Thefexport of live stock from the port of Moo
treal to the United Kingdom during the first six
mouths of the present year comprised 10,580 head
of cattle, 3428 sheep, and 1079 pigs, against 4236
cattle, 2526 sheep, and 769 pigs in the correspon ding period of last year.
L
As a general ryle when American farmers use
bone dust they apply too small a quantity to show
decisive results. Thus in improving pasture, a
or

Cured

RE.

ly RE
i 1 ha ve extraordinary whole.
advanta
of which anybody
full bene t for & mere com-

sale purchasing
can have the

ITEMS,

pounds

& CO., Publisher;

Standard Books

The supreme court of Alabama has decided
that a pig is a hog.
|. The annual average consumption of meat in
France is 4¢ 1-2 pounds a person.
Michigar has produced 3,816,531 cords of wood
in the eleven years ending in 1876.

hundred

TRIED
PFPARMI
»
SHEPHERD,
16mo,
NG.
Raper,

ia

Can now be bought here for eash,at incredibly

cated in this additional room, which will be
occupied by the third tcrm class. © The students will understand and appreciate this im-

that was

HOW TWO GIRLS
By DOROTHF A ALICE
50 cents; cloth; $1.00,

BOOK BROKER!
SCHOOL and

a)

the bank and commerein] emporium will be lo-

all

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient,

: Dy LOTHROP

Fan-

IADThE market continues quiet, with oe

The remainder

to be

result from acidity of
bi lousness,
In either he

breath ma:

A isu: narrative of an actual experience,

of the third floor of Randall H all “has been added to the hall used for the college. Hereafter

provement, which seemed

A bad

stomach or from
few doses of

po penk.and 0'8 89; mesa ar 49 0 Sawa. [ime

We

A look at the Commerciul College gives evi- [

dence of

.

administred according to Sirections,
p
8 unpleasant companion with
a sweet
Ithful one. It is a saline corrective,
.
e siraw is in
\
dnd
suitable for warm weather, and leaves
in
ext
1e price. Most of the sales
streng to do its work of recuperation.
.
demand continues light and priees 233
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS,

will visit the chisrches und make u personal | 12404 Boston backs at #13 @ hh

News.

est estimates place the number: of Fomor at
twenty thousand, and the damage to property

a

Maps becn gi Bs

can not doubt the will-

furnish the requisite aid, when

REACHES Nera

su

FY

Ra ai hog jum Sraces move of slewiyat

but feel a strong desire to aid it now that it

has fallen down,

THE

Serajevo, the on of Bosnia, in European
Turkey, on Friday, was not extinguished until
eight o’clockon Saturday morning. The lat-

a

itably follow will seriously affect and cripple
our educational work in this State for years to
come, and you, dear brethren, who assisted in
rocking the cradle of this institution, can not | best

in-

Tyng’s Gospel Tent is run by Rev. George J. 4
to Wilton and examine into the, affairs of the
Mingins, whom you. will be glad to hear of
Institute and see what could be done. to save
again as in his right mind and right place, and
it, The large school building had been sold
he is doing it with all his characteristic energy
and power. The tent is filled to overflowing for debt to private parties who hud bought up

is more than half filled in unfavorable weather; while the features of the Moody meetings,
which all concerned remember with most satisfaction—the regular inquiry rooms, and
groups of Christian workers among the awak-

bulldings,

There are made in Kentucky about 250,000 bar

in the

Huascar

of cavalry and four vessels belonging
to the
Chilians.
By the bursting of the boiler of locomotive

to

on Sundays—seating 1500—and on week nights

spacious

appeal as soon as possible.
|
i
i
J. H. MoxoM,
Financial
Agent,

tion of wages, which affects 17,000 persons.

The Moody style of work goes on, hpw-

every here and now, under widely different
conditions and auspices from
these.
Dr.

and

stand this effort is to remove the debt.

colliers

the sake of setting up his preaching and his

practice to knock each other down,

grounds,

e8

as % quility. The firs
train from Delaware arrived on
eCueady morning, and dai y Halos will Sontinue duri
son.
€ peaches are of pretty
rood unlit «and gell at 75c @ $1 4 bakt and $1
$125
erate. Watermelous ,
been in liberal
supply, with saleo at 10 @ 12 ¢ for Virginia and 12
a he each for Jerseys. North Carolina Grapes
have esas €e ig 1b. Blueberries are selng a
r bu.
Y AND ee
demand for hay has
been quite moderate and the market is a shade
easier, but the range of
es are the same, Sales
of cholee Eastern and Northern have been made
at $16 @ $17
¥ ton, and $17 is an extreme price tor

means of usefuluess and power in God’s cause,

27 persons drowned.
In North Staffordshire, Eng.,

8,400

it

eral offers of the creditors, and so allow those
benutiful

is. well supplied with

Arrizs. BERRIES AND

if, from

ingness of the churches, if properly solicited
to

Twenty-nine cases of yellow fever were reported to the board of health at Memphis on
Sunday, twelve white and seventeen colored,
Twenty-one new cases, eleven colored were
reported on the
previous day. On Saturday
the board of health made a formal declaration
of a general epidemic.
They say, however,
that the death rate is
in proportion to
from these men, and let them alone! for if this the number of cases, andsmall
there are
good readoctrine, or this work, be of God ye can not
sons to hope thatit will not exceed, if it again
reaches,
the
week’s mortality.
overthrow: it.” I have no report of the sermon ’
‘Total deaths
whichis summarized merely as an exhortation? from Yellow fever up to Saturday, 97.——The
fire, which was raging with such’ violence at
to all to be “good,” whatever their creeds.

But the application of Gamaliel’s

and

The steamer Louis David has been wrecked
in a fog off the island of Ushant, France, and

badly bruised and scalaed,

press prints sermons and some religious editorials from some well-paid divines.
Why

stances, and under all conditions;

resigned his position, and his

washing

mammonites

at

Thursday, temporarily threw 10,000 operatives

August 8, 1879.

The current item is the chaplajncy of the Sunday-excursion boat Plymouth
Rock, (what a
pregnant verbal conjunction!) and often Leland’s great grog and refreshment establishment on the Long Branch iron pier, which
vies with Coney Island for the Sabbath-profaning patronage of New York city. Anything
for money, anything for influence, on either

side; and churchmen

Counsul- General Bradford

A break in a canal, at

this occasion, as far as convenient. ‘But there

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.
THE BOSTON CHURCH.

in every

ers—oue of them at least—and

¢ Abide in me, so shall ye

fruit,” as precious and universal
Nothing seems peculiar about the
these meetings except that they reexperience of the results of fully

an arm.
Norfolk ranks first in the peanut trade. Ful
ly 600,000 bushels were handled there the pres.
ant season.
W
Coal has been found on Elisha Small’s farm
at North Lubec, Me., and he is offered $12,000
for his property. °

began by disbetween good
fruits of the
the discourse

It was preached wholly witha | life of Christ.
* limited portion of any ¢énomination have full out notes and was, in the main, candid, clear
sympathy with the purpose and spirit of these and convincing. Now and then the preacher’s
meetings.
Yet no reason appears here why it thought took possession of him and bore him
‘should be so. What Christian does not pray along with a rush and a sweep that made him
for the baptism of the Holy Spirit?
What
eloquent,
His spirit was eminently catholic
Christian does not regard the words of Jesus,
and entirely in sympathy with the Christian
“Lo! Iam with you alway, even unto the
liberalism of the day. He captivated his listendenomination

God loveth the cheerful giver,

our selfishness, we refuse to respondto the lib-

King Alfonso, of Spain, was thrown from
his enrrisige at Madrid, Thursday, dislocating

to listen

POATTOES.—The market

Rhode Island and Arnie Stock, mostly the Hatter,
and prices have settled down to $150 @ $1 87 ¢

cious blood.

OURRENT EVENTS,

introductotender and

sthiatann

‘| of Christian educationis committed to us by
Him who hath redeemed us w ith his own pre-

Boanerges, but there are tokens of latent pow-

The Faith Convention at Old Orchard, under
er and passion nevertheless.
The
the lead of Dr. Cullis, closed on Wednesday 1 ry services were simple, chaste,

last.

Hetos Summary.

Presently be arose and pronounced the Lord's

ME., Aug. 9.

2879.

EA eee

0.437
0206
1,411

oe
.

Total
2,784
The water is for sale by many druggists, and
may be ordered by the barrel or In less quantiti
es
by address ing
w
E
sta
«~
WILLIAM SMALL, JR.
LEWISTON, ME.

500

MEN

OR

WOMEN

WANTED

To canvass for one of the Best
Official
Railroad, Distance and County New
Maps
and World now pulbished for the rice.of U.S.
On
ly small capital to make from
1088 a
day on this and our New Charts
.
at
once to D. L. GUERNSEY, Pubhsher and Apply
ry
Agent, Concord, N. H,
:
428

with sales of St. Louis at $2 50 @ $6; and Ohio and

Mi bigan at85 @ 575 # bbl, Minnesota extras
range from $4 75 @ $6 @ bbl, and some favorite
bakers’ brands bring an advanee on the _latter
rate. Wisconsin extras range from $425 g $5;
aud common Western extras at $4 25 $ $8 460 ¢¥
bbl. Western superfine is scarce an
prices are
nominally $3 50 @ $4 ¥ LDL.

CORN MEAL.— the demand is
and sales of
6 @ 7,000 bbls, for export to the Provinces, at $2 15
@ $2 25 ¥ bbl,"
RYE FLOUR.—The sales have beén confined to
small lots at $3 50 @ $3 76 ¥ bbl,
AT MEAL.—There is a fair demand for Oat
Meal, with sales at $5 25 @ $5 ¥ bbl, as to quality.
- CORN.—The market for Corn bas been quite
firm, with light receips and a stock considerably
reduced. ‘Lhere is a fair demani: from the tiade

and for export, and prices range from 49 @ 50 ¥
bu for mien sad yellow. A
ee
ATS ~W equote.No 1 andextra
white at 42
b4c;

No 3 white at 416 for old, and 3¢ @ 36 21.
new; and old No 3 white ave nomiually
39 @ 40c
bu. Some 40,000 bu, new No 2 white hive been
sold to arrive at 34 @ dtc # bu, and are now offer.
ing to arrive at 36¢. Some Jory good lots rather
better than No 2 white have
‘been sold at 37a
8c
¥ bu.
SLR
Y
;
RYE.—The market is quiet and’ the sales have
been confined 10 small lots at 68 @ 70¢ # bu.
FEED.—There i+ a steady demand for Shorts
and Fne Feed, with sales at $13 @ $135) # tou.
In Middlings tne sales have been at $14 @ $14 50

X

and ch

Address,

now

arrivin,

comes

up

to

the

sell at over 15@ s6c¥’lb. Jobbing lots,

LECE,

Poughkeepsie, N. Y,
For the Liberal Education of Women.
Examinations for entran ce, Sept 17. Cha
es $400 a rear.
Catalogues
Registrar.

highest

sent on application to

W.

‘Dr. A. A. Hayes, State Assayer of Massachusetts

L. DEAN,
632

says ofit: “I consider it the best preparation

TRINITY BALL, Bovey, I, J, { “eine

An attarctive Home-School
for Girls.
VariedBe advant
term
i
ages
g
of the highest
ghe
o rder
ler. F all
i. 18. For circular address
iss
RACHELLE GIBBONS HUNT, Prin.

’
For the Whiskers.
This elegant preparation may be relied on to
change the color of the beard from gray or any
other undesirable shade, to brown or black, at dis
cretion, Itis easily applied, being in one preparation, and quickly and effectually produces a
permanent color which will neither rub nor wash .
off,
.
{
:
:
MANUFACTURED BY

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin

|.

WikVANDUZsEN bene& TIFT,Fam,Cincinnat
i, BULLY
i, 04
for Churches,

of course go

oer. For the Franklin County, Vermont dalries, 16¢ is still a top price, but lots that are
good
guongl £0 off quickly at that rate. For most of the
ew York and
Vermont dairies) 3@ldcd 1big a
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Its effects are as wonderful and satisfactory
as
ever.
It restores gray or faded hair to its youthful:
color.
It removes all eruptions, itching and dandruff;
and the scalp by its use becomes white and clean.
As a dressing nothing has been found so effectual or desirable, ®
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BUTTER—There has been a light trade the past
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